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NMCB ONE

DEPLOYMENT COMPLETION REPORT

GUAM DEPLOYMENT
SEPTEMBER 2003 - APRIL 2004
CAMP COVINGTON, GUAM

CAT PALAU

DFT BALIKATAN

DET BAHRAIN

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ONE completed an exceptionally historic 2003-2004
World Tour Deployment hallmarked by the mount-out of six details, three Deployments-for-Training
(DFT), three Joint Exercise Support Teams (EST), and the deployment of an Air Detachment to Southwest
Asia in direct support of Operation “ENDURING FREEDOM- AFGHANISTAN” and “OPERATION
IRAQI FREEDOM II”. The Battalion accomplished over 33,451 mandays of safe, quality construction and
training. Simultaneously deployed across the globe to Camp Covington, Guam and Camp Mitchell Rota,
Spain, NMCB ONE embarked on a deployment spanning 22 time zones, four continents, and 19 locations.
The Battalion was tasked with providing construction support for all five Unified Commands (PACOM,
EUCOM, CENTCOM, NORTHCOM, and SOUTHCOM) COMNAVMARIANAS, Seventh Fleet and
NAVCENT. Out of Guam, NMCB ONE permanently deployed details to Bahrain and a Civic Action Team
to Palau; a DFT to the Philippine Islands, and two Exercise Support Teams to Thailand and the Philippines.
Tasked with manning two main body sites, the Battalion was stretched as far as any Mobile Construction
Battalion in Naval Construction Force history and executed all tasking flawlessly.
ADMINISTRATIVE/SPECIAL STAFF: The Administrative Department found itself split in half, as did
the rest of the battalion, during the Guam & Rota 2003/2004 deployment. With two full mainbody sites to
staff, S1, YNC, PN1, and a handful of YN/PNs manned up Guam, while PNC, two Air Detachment PNs,
and S3’s YN manned Rota’s mainbody site. Despite this split of expertise and resources, the Admin
Department didn’t miss a beat and provided continued outstanding administrative and personnel support.
The most significant challenge was the age-old military dilemma of communicating between time zones.
Having deployment sites spread around the world, basic time calculation math was required every day in
order to accomplish even the simplest tasks. Several time sensitive, career critical events occurred this
deployment; three major enlisted evaluation cycles, the September CPO cycle, and the majority of the
Officer fitness reporting cycle. This proved a difficult task due to the requirement for up to four original
signatures on each report. Administering Navy-wide examinations was also an extremely difficult event to
maneuver. Exams had to be requested and the correct exams mailed around the world and back, within the
designated timeframe; and often to remote deployment sites. With superb professionals working together
as a team, the Administrative Department produced 96 awards signed by the Commanding Officer and
distributed over 40 awards throughout deployment, from other commands and services in appreciation of
NMCB ONE’s Seabees. The Personnel Department updated over 500 Page-2s, completed well over 1,000
service record entries, processed 100 receipts, transfers, and separations, and hosted three Navy-wide
examination cycles that yielded nearly 150 new Petty Officers and six Chief Petty Officers.
NMCB ONE’s Career Counselor’s office stayed very busy with 37 reenlistments, of which 35% included
Select Reenlistment Bonuses to the sum of $77,590.71. They also processed more than one dozen special
duty assignment screenings and conducted bi-weekly command indoctrination classes. Additionally, the
Career Counselor’s office coordinated with Naval Station Guam’s Navy College and arranged for college
courses and college level testing to be conducted on Camp Covington, making higher education available
to every Seabee.
NMCB ONE’s CMAA office was responsible for processing over 2,360 urinalysis tests; as well as expertly
organizing all command directed urinalysis tests. All were conducted with minor or no discrepancies
within the command. The CMAA office was also responsible for the smooth transition into Camp
Covington barracks, housing over 400 battalion personnel. They worked continuously on Quality of Life
improvements around the barracks, escorting contractors for trouble calls, and maintaining general upkeep
of the barracks. The CMAA also maintained an enlisted watchbill with over 350 battalion personnel in a 5section deployed duty rotation; conducted over 90 investigations which were forwarded to Legal for
processing, and supervised, mentored, and billeted over 75 restricted personnel.
OPERATIONS: NMCB ONE completed an extremely challenging and rewarding deployment on Guam.
In addition to completing a four day Field Exercise and two complex Command Post exercises, the
battalion successfully completed 17,751 mandays of tasked construction projects, training, camp
maintenance and CO/OIC discretionary work. Our work-in place (WIP) included constructing 69% of a 40foot by 80 foot Ground Support Equipment building at Andersen Air Force Base, paving 3000-feet of
access road, constructing 100% of a Pavilion for the Nimitz Hill BOQ, and a ball field at Camp Covington.
The Guam mainbody also completed turnover projects; BEQ 133 Renovation and the Polaris Point ball
field.
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During the deployment, the battalion sent out a detail to Bahrain and a Civic Action Team to Palau.
Tasking at both sites provided excellent training opportunities for NMCB ONE Seabees. The Bahrain Det
constructed two, 3,600 square foot helicopter pads in Jordan and constructed a 22’ x 22’ addition to Naval
Support Activity Bahrain’s USO facility. CAT Palau renovated the islands landfill and constructed six
Community Relation projects on the island of Palau. In December 2003, the Mainbody mounted out a
Deployment-For-Training to Fort Magsaysay, Philippines in support of a joint engineering exercise.
Throughout the DFT, NMCB ONE Seabees worked in close coordination with over 400 personnel from
five participating units, while the DFT focused on its primary mission of completing the construction of
3,800 feet of strategically important runway. Other work included K-span construction, and Range and
SEAhut improvements.
Joining forces with Naval Special Warfare Unit ONE, the battalion led the way in innovation by forging
strong working relationships with the SEALs. In February 2004, the battalion deployed two Exercise
Support Teams (EST) in support of Exercise “FUSION TORCH-THAILAND” and “PALAHPHILIPPINES”. Throughout both exercises, Seabees provided contingency construction support and
received valuable weapons training. NMCB ONE reinforced to our customers that our capability and
ingenuity continue to provide a solid combat engineer force for future operations.
TRAINING/READINESS: Our deployment would not have been successful without the homeport
training efforts of all Seabees in the Battalion. Skills gained during homeport training, classes, and
projects, were enhanced during the Homeport Field Exercise (FEX), and the Battalion set record attainment
levels. While on deployment, the Battalion conducted Block Military Training, three highly successful
CPXs, a khaki Tactical Decision Exercise (TDX), a SERT Mission to Tinian, a mini FEX emphasizing
small unit leadership, patrol tactics, communications, weapons, contingency project planning, and convoy
exercises. The training department assisted in the qualification of 107 Seabee Combat Warfare Specialists
during this deployment. In preparation for homeport, the Training Department conducted Seabee Skill
Assessment Interviews to document skills gained during the Guam deployment and identify deficiencies for
the homeport training cycle.
During our Military Block Training buildup towards FEX, 341 mainbody personnel participated in vital
skills training including set-up and operation of a detailed troop decontamination stations, administering
first aid, detecting chemical agents, and assuming the different levels of Mission Oriented Protective
Posture (MOPP).
CAMP MAINTENANCE: Bravo Company’s main focus throughout the deployment was enhancing the
quality of life through the improvement of camp facilities. By executing a well thought out Maintenance
Plan and maintaining a proactive facility manager program, the battalion reduced the response time for
trouble calls fielded by COMNAVMAR’s BOS contractor from six days to three days. By the end of the
deployment, Bravo Company safely completed over 1,300 mandays of Camp Maintenance work.
SUPPLY/LOGISTICS: Although operational commitments resulted in 50% manning or less for PCs,
CSs, SKs, and the absence of the S4A, Supply performed marvelously as noted during the Logistics &
Financial Management Inspection (L&FMI), Postal Assist Visit, and the Navy Food Management Team
Assist Visit. The Battalion conducted wall-to-wall inventories of CTR, 782 Gear, CBR Gear, and
assembled a complete MCA1 and MC1 for DFT Balikatan. These inventories were all input into
MicroSNAP to begin the automation of all accountability within the Camp. The Department also worked
hard to overcome the challenges brought about by the implementation of 3-M. The department worked
closely with 1NCD-F, NFELC, and other Battalions to overcome the financial and logistical problems of 3M implementation and to ensure temporary solutions were in place to allow the installation to begin.
Additional recommendations and advice were forwarded up the chain of command to help develop longterm solutions to the problems that would allow maximum logistical support for all battalions NCF-wide.
The Material Liaison Office completely reorganized the MLO warehouse, yard, and HAZMAT lockers to
improve responsiveness, restore material accountability, and assist project supervisors in determining
project needs. Tested validity during the LFMI was 100% up from 54% at turnover. As a direct result of
NMCB ONE’s efforts, all outlets and services experienced quantum improvements in organization and
material condition.
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EQUIPMENT: NMCB ONE had the distinction of being the first battalion to implement the Navy’s 3-M
Maintenance program at a forward NCF campsite. Facing numerous challenges with the 316 pieces of
antiquated CESE, most with an operational life in excess of 25 years, NMCB ONE Bees met the challenge
head on. In the first two months of deployment, Alfa Co. was extremely busy catching up on a large
backlog of open EROs, 69 total with 18 units on deadline. Displaying superb teamwork and initiative, Alfa
Co. completed over 172 EROs in the first seven weeks of deployment and over 400 prior to the
implementation of 3-M. Alfa Company also supported Detail Bahrain and DFT Balikatan during the
deployment, working aggressively to upgrade CESE conditions and improve equipment availability at all
sites. Our CESE Management team worked around the clock to ensure the 30 to 35 weekly preventative
maintenance checks required on both active and inactive equipment were performed in a timely and
professional manner. Due to the increased operational tempo created by the overwhelming backlog of
equipment repairs, the paint shop and the 5000 shop were closed indefinitely. In the beginning, mechanical
repairs were slow going as all equipment inspected had extensive work requirements to make it operational.
Very little work was deferred. The equipment was in dire need of preventive maintenance, some of the
equipment had not seen an oil change in more than a year. Deadline grew to a high of 33 units. At the
close of the deployment, Alfa Co. attained a high of 85% availability under the 3-M system, a 20% increase
from the old 11200 program. Once again proving that the Battalion is committed to being good stewards of
the Division’s Civil Engineer Support Equipment.
CONCLUSION: The NMCB ONE world wide deployment was truly a deployment like no other.
Presenting numerous logistical challenges and late breaking operational deployment orders, the “First and
Finest” safely accomplished a feat no other NCF unit has performed in history. Keeping pace with the high
operations tempo challenged every Seabee, provided a balance of dynamic operational tasking, critical
military training, and professional development. NMCB ONE safely and congruently succeeded in
meeting all operational requirements, while improving mission readiness, personal safety, and community
management.
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ADMINISTRATIVE
1.

GENERAL: The Administrative Department processed 200 passports for members assigned to
DFTs and advanced 79, E-6 and below personnel from September 2003 exam cycle. At submission
of this report, selection results were not available for January and March 2004 cycles.

2.

STATISTICS:
a. Advancements:
Sep 03 Cycle

Time in Rate Eligible
Participated
Selected
% Selected
Navy-wide % selected

E4
172
142
37
26%
33%

E5
194
165
27
16%
17%

E6
67
48
15
25%
20%

Jan/Mar 04 Cycles

Time in Rate Eligible
Participated
Selected
% Selected
Navy-wide % selected
b.

E4
158
158
*

E5
162
161
*

E6
50
50
*

E7
51
*

Retention:
FY04 to Date (1 Oct 03-29 Feb 04)

ZONE
A 0-6 Yrs
B 7-10 Yrs
C 11-14 Yrs

ELIGIBLE
18
1
6

NOT
ELIGIBLE
2
1
1

REENLIST
7
1
5

GRS
43.5%
100%
83.3%

A Zone Goal
B Zone Goal
C Zone Goal

NAVY
GOAL
56%
70%
85%

A Zone Goal
B Zone Goal
C Zone Goal

NAVY
GOAL
52%
64%
84%

FY03 (1 Oct 02-30 Sept 03)
ZONE
A 0-6 Yrs
B 7-10 Yrs
C 11-14 Yrs

ELIGIBLE
105
12
15

NOT
ELIGIBLE
17
0
0

REENLIST
65
12
15
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GRS
61.2%
100%
100%

II. ADMINISTRATIVE/SPECIAL STAFF
MEDICAL
1. GENERAL: During the 2003-2004 Guam deployment, NMCB ONE’s medical department provided
care for mainbody personnel at Camp Covington while providing direct medical support for Det Rota,
DFT Senegal, DFT Greneda, , DFT Balikatan, CAT Palau, and Det SWA. With all three IDCs and one
general duty corpsman deployed to various details, being short-handed was a rule. However, the
medical department met the challenge with the typical Seabee “Can Do” attitude maintaining a high
level of medical readiness while providing excellent patient care. Despite the challenges, the medical
department was given an overall score of C-2 on the deployment medical readiness inspection and
maintained overall medical readiness above 90%.
2. STATISTICS
a. Camp Covington BAS
NMCB ONE'S DEPLOYMENT 20032004 (approximate numbers)
Total seen at Camp Covington
Pharmacy units dispensed
PPD'S, HIV'S, and DNA Tests
Immunizations
Physical exams
Well Women exams
Sanitary inspections

573
673
1222
1380
69
25
45

b. Specialty clinics
NMCB ONE'S DEPLOYMENT 20032004 (approximate numbers)
Clinic
Orthopedic
Physical Therapy
General Surgery
Mental Health
Urology
OB/GYN
Internal Medicine
Ear, Nose, Throat
Family Practice

Consults
23
13
3
7
2
4
9
1
7
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DENTAL
1.

GENERAL: Prior to the 2003-2004 Guam deployment, the Battalion Dental readiness was 100% for
all personnel assigned to the detail sites, deployments-for-training, and the Air Detachment. The
Dental Health Index (DHI) for the entire battalion peaked to over 68% prior to returning to homeport.
These achievements were a direct reflection of the hard work and accountability of the Dental staff.
STATISTICS
Total patients seen
Total number of procedures
Total number of cleanings
Total number of Dental/Oral infections
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773
1804
310
0

III. TRAINING/ARMORY/COMMUNICATIONS
1.

GENERAL: During the Guam deployment, an extensive training plan permitted the Battalion to
sharpen its technical, defensive combat, weapons, and general military skills. Petty Officers received
training so that all companies and details could conduct Seabee Skill Assessment Interviews to
document skills gained while on deployment, and to identify deficiencies for the 2003-2004 homeport
training cycle. The Battalion conducted numerous training evolutions designed to maintain and
enhance mission readiness.
a.

Technical Training: Skill attainment increased significantly through on-the-job-training (OJT) at
the project sites and in the shops. The Battalion conducted a wide range of construction activities
to execute projects on Guam, at the detail sites, and on deployments-for-training to provide
significant OJT in all areas of construction. Companies held in-house technical training
throughout the deployment including in-rate training, cross-rate training and training in various
military subjects. The Medical Department re-certified 44 personnel in CPR.

b.

Embarkation Training: Seabees in NMCB ONE received Embarkation Training on multiple levels
from real-world mount-out and retrograde of three deployments-for-training and the Air
Detachment. NMCB ONE redeployed NMCB-4 to Port Hueneme California, mounted out DFT
Balikatan consisting of 68 units of CESE, twelve 20’ containers, 10 Tricon’s, 8 Sixcon’s, 960.7
tons of CESE and materials, and 71 personnel. Alfa Co. received 29 new units of replacement
CESE from Port Hueneme California, and supported DET CAT, DFT Balikatan 04, and Detail
Bahrain embark operations. The embark staff prepared and shipped to Construction Equipment
Division Port Hueneme, CA. two cranes, one crusher, one HMMWV, one grader, one welder, one
scraper, and one front-end loader for repairs and rebuild. Additionally, Alfa Co. mounted out 340
personnel from Camp Covington to Orote Airfield for FEX and conducted over 30 Convoys in a
five-day time frame. Complete after action reports to these exercises can be found on the Battalion
Intranet site at https://ncf.navy.mil/nmcb1.

c.

Command Post Exercise (CPX): During the deployment, NMCB ONE conducted three Command
Post Exercises and Operation “KENNEL BEAR”. Each evolution enhanced the Command and
Control Capabilities of the Battalion Staff and Companies. The CPX’s developed cooperation
between the communications platoon and the Combat Operations Center (COC) watch-standers.
This was instrumental to providing a hands-on approach to sharpen senior radio operators and
train junior personnel. One of our many successes was the establishment of a “Jump COC” that
provided mobile communication capabilities while employing multiple retrans stations.
Throughout each CPX the COC was full up and round with Intel, Fire Support Coordination, and
Operations Boards. Communications systems including radio, wire, and messenger were set up on
various networks and a higher headquarters was established. The exercise scenarios consisted of
multiple CBR attacks, convoys, patrols, ambushes, enemy aggression, protestors, calls for fire,
emergency suppression, simulated jamming and electronic intercept notification procedures, and
preparation and transmission of daily reports. These scenarios developed skills in COC operations
and in the general flow of information message traffic. Additionally, security patrols and convoys
were challenged with several varied missions and land navigation. NMCB ONE demonstrated
reach-back capability with high-frequency voice and data radio communications during a
Command Post Exercise with NMCB FORTY at Camp Shields on Okinawa. The Battalion used
these capabilities to maintain communication with the Air Detachment in the Balikatan,
Philippines

d.

Combat Skills Training: Personnel improved their skills during MILBLOCK/CPX held on 4 DEC
03 The day’s instruction included:
Hostile Civilians
Convoy Tactics
React to Ambush
Indirect Fire
Vehicle Decon
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Immediate Action Drills
CBR Drills
MILBLOCK Training proved to be very productive. Training was conducted on Camp
Covington, which saved time and money by eliminating the need to travel off camp. The
Battalion enhanced individual skills in convoy tactics, communications, land navigation, patrols,
and perimeter defense. Seabees received training from NMCB ONE instructors and the 2nd
Battalion 6th Marines (2/6 Marines).
e.

Weapons Training: M16 Battle-Sight Zero (BZO) was conducted on 10 OCT 03 for 231
mainbody personnel. M9 ranges were held on 24 JAN 04. Crew serve weapons ranges were
completed on 14 FEB 04 for training on the M60. During the deployment, the battalion qualified
nine personnel on the M16 and 19 personnel on the M9. Limited Technical Inspections (LTI) and
Pre Fire Inspections (PFI) were conducted prior to each range day. The battalion expended the
entire training allotment of ammunition, including the following rounds:
Type
50 Cal Ball Link
7.62 Blank Link
7.62 Ball Link
5.56mm Ball
5.56mm Blank
9mm
12 GA Shotgun
Mk 19 40mm
M203 40mm practice
M203 40mm HE

Quantity
0
4,800
4,000
4,721
27,360
4,000
0
0
0
0

Upon turnover, the armory was sited as “one of the best ever seen” with weapons so clean “you
could eat off them”.
f.

General Military Training: The Battalion dedicated 11 days to General Military Training (GMT).
The Training Department arranged courses, briefs, workshops and presentations on numerous
topics including Recreational Safety, the UCMJ, Suicide Prevention, Navy Benefits, DUI
Prevention, Financial Management, Core Values, History of the Naval Reserve, History of Naval
Aviation, Basic First Aid, Medical Aspects of CBR, Poisoning and Antidotes, MSDS Health
Hazards, Back Injury, Riot Control, Anger Management, Fraternization, Sexual Assault, Sexual
Harassment, Hearing Conservation, Basic CBR procedures and drills, Physical Readiness and
PRIMS, Tricare and Dental Readiness, Understanding Nutrition, and Heat Stress. The Fleet and
Family Service Center out of Gulfport, Mississippi conducted the Return and Reunion brief. The
brief covered finances, alcohol abuse, liberty responsibilities, and married and single relationships.
Voluntary classes offered during the Reunion Brief included car buying, the Navy College
Program, parenting, one-on-one relationship counseling, and savings and investments.

g.

Seabee Combat Warfare (SCW) Training: One of the training highlights for the Guam
deployment was the number of SCW qualifications achieved. Throughout the deployment, a total
of 48 classes were held resulting in 107 personnel earning qualification pins.

h.

Physical Training: Battalion PT was held three times each week on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday. The semi-annual Physical Fitness Assessment was completed on 24 October 03 with 116
Outstanding (5 scoring High-Outstanding), 223 Excellent, 174 Good, 10 Satisfactory, and 40
failures. The Battalion qualified for the First NCD PFA Excellence Award with an average of 85
curl-ups, 74 push-ups, and an average run time of 11:20. Additionally, the battalion participated
in numerous motivational battalion runs, monthly 5Ks, our own Seabee Swim/Run PT
encompassing a 200 yard swim and a four mile run back to Camp Covington, and innovative
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“Ship Shape” aerobic training targeting Seabees assigned to the command’s Fitness Enhancement
Program.
i.

Petty Officer Indoctrination: PO Indoc was facilitated in October. The battalion indoctrinated a
total of 51 new Third Class Petty Officers.

j.

Super Squad: In December 2003, NMCB ONE began high-speed, hands on training at the squad
level. Squads executed a breathe of training scenarios using squad knowledge and small unit
leadership. The categories were Fitness (Stamina Run, Strength Event, PFA), Teambuilding (
LRC, Wounded Seabee), Tactical (Sectors of Defense, Convoys, LANDNAV, Patrols), Military
(Advancement, SCW, Drill, History, Room Inspection, Uniform Inspection). The overwhelming
success enjoyed by this innovative training and competition will serve the battalion well in future
exercises and deployments.

2. STATISTICS:
SEABEE COMBAT WARFARE QUALIFICATION REPORT

WORLD TOUR 03/04
QUAL

WORLD TOUR 03/04
QUALIFIED &
TRANSFERRED

WORLD TOUR 03/04
REQUALIFICATIONS

Alfa Company

11

1

0

Bravo Company

8

1

Charlie Company

12

1

DET. CAT

1

0

DET Souda Bay

8

1

DET Bahrain

9

0

DFT Grenada
Headquarters
Company

5

1

21

DET Rota

16

2

DFT Senegal

1

0

DET Sigonella

5

0

TOTAL

97

DET/COMPANY

3

4
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3. PHOTOS:

Seabee on patrol

Super Squad Teams Plotting Grids

Convoy Operations at Anderson South

Manning the Combat Operations Center

Seabees Conduct Personnel Search

Newly Improved Jump COC
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IV. OPERATIONS
1.

GENERAL: The Operations Department maintained positive command and control while
successfully directing tasks for 11 deployment sites over the seven-month deployment. NMCB ONE’s
historic deployment covering two major theaters of operation resulted in 33,451 mandays of tasking
while deployed to Camp Covington, Guam and Rota, Spain. In late August of 2003, the Battalion
manned the mainbody in Camp Mitchell in Rota, Spian; and detail sites in Sigonella, Sicily; Souda Bay
Crete, Greece; Andros Island, Bahamas; Bahrain, UAE; and a Civic Action Team to Palau. The
Battalion completed three Deployment For Training (DFT) Exercises including New Horizons
Grenada, West Indies; WATC Senegal, Africa; and Balikatan in the Philippines. Throughout the
deployment, the Battalion focused on three primary areas to include safety, quality of work, and timely
completion of projects.

2.

SAFETY: The following safety statistics include both mainbody and Pacific deployment sites.
a.

SAFETY STATISTICS:

TOTAL
Fatalities
# Lost Work Days
# Lost Day Cases
# Light Duty Days
# Light Duty Cases
# No Lost Time

Oct 03
0
2
1
10
1
5

Nov 03
0
62
1
67
6
5

Dec 03
0
0
0
18
3
4

Jan 04
0
2
1
23
3
5

Feb 04
0
0
0
8
2
1

Mar 04
0
0
0
52
3
7

TOTAL
0
66
3
180
19
29

3

1

0

3

3

1

4

15

$1250

$1300

$1600

$5150

$150

$0

$1,038

$9,450

24,596

27,927

31,622

37,528

24,116

44,453

15,174

205,416

ON DUTY
Fatalities
# Lost Work Days
# Lost Day Cases
# Light Duty Days
# Light Duty Cases
# No Lost Time

Sep 03
0
0
0
2
1
1

Oct 03
0
0
0
10
1
4

Nov 03
0
0
0
34
2
5

Dec 03
0
0
0
18
3
4

Jan 04
0
0
0
18
2
3

OFF DUTY
Fatalities
# Lost Work Days
# Lost Day Cases
# Light Duty Days
# Light Duty Cases
# No Lost Time

Sep 03
0
0
0
0
0
1

Oct 03
0
0
0
0
0
1

Nov 03
0
62
1
33
4
0

Dec 03
0
0
0
0
0
0

Govt. Vehicle
Mishaps
Govt. Vehicle
Repair Costs
Govt. Vehicle
Miles Driven

Sep 03
0
0
0
2
1
2

Jan 04
0
0
0
5
1
0

Feb 04
0
0
0
0
0
0

Feb 04
0
0
0
8
2
1

Mar 04
0
0
0
48
2
7

Mar 04
0
0
0
4
1
0

TOTAL
0
0
0
130
11
24

TOTAL
0
62
1
50
8
3

3. ENVIRONMENTAL: NMCB ONE’s Environmental Department managed hazardous material and
hazardous waste for 11 storage sites as well as the accumulation center located in the Alfa Company Yard.
All sites were maintained in full accordance with Federal, Department of Defense, Storm water pollution
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act, COMNAVMAR Environmental Governing Standards, and EPA standards. The Environmental
Department was staffed from within the battalion and worked directly with the Safety Department.
Throughout the deployment, continuous monitoring and implementation of re-utilization methods reduced
procurement and on hand quantities by 10%. This was accomplished through vigorous Hazardous
Communication Training and immediate response measures that were implemented from the updated SOP.
The Environmental Department reinstated and updated the onboard Shelf Life Program to include an
“Open Season Turn-In” for all stored Hazmat. This allowed for excess and unused material to be
accounted for and disposed of properly.
4. LABOR DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY:

Direct Labor MDs Expended
Indirect Labor MDs Expended
Readiness/Training MDs
Expended
Total
# Personnel
# Direct Labor
# Workdays
% Direct Labor
MD Capability (Max)
Efficiency Factor
Note:

Sep03

Oct03

Nov0

Dec03

Jan04

Feb04

Mar04

Apr04

Total

%Total

347
98
32

2364
608
454

2185
778
579

1586
489
457

2328
561
507

1995
470
426

2312
569
608

276
132
20

11303
3704
3082

63%
20%
17%

477
323
124
18

3426
346
133
23

3542
355
133
20

2532
383
133
15

3396
341
124
21

2891
320
114
20

3489
320
114
24

428
320
114
5

18089

100%

73
2511
14

69
3441
69

62
2993
73

63
2244
71

69
2930
79

69
2565
78

66
3078
75

65
641
43

% DL = (Direct Labor MDs)/(Total MDs)
MD Capability (Max) = # Direct Labor x # Workdays x 1.125
Efficiency Factor = (Actual Direct Labor MDs)/MD Capability (Max)

5. CO DISCRETIONARY PROJECTS:
a.

GENERAL: This deployment offered numerous opportunities for CO Discretionary projects.
Among these was the clearing of a 13-acre jump zone for Naval Special Warfare Unit, remodeling
of the CPO Mess for HC5, and the addition of a training room for EODMU FIVE. The Battalion
used the remaining CO discretionary mandays to support small projects on Guam.

b.

PROJECT LISTING:

MD

Move CAT CESE
Build Wall for EOD Training Room
Clear 13 Acres For Landing Zone
Repair Trailer for Army National Guard
Remove Caribou for COMNAVMAR
HC5 CPO Renovation
Beach Prep. For MPF Wash down
Remodel Embark Office

31
29
89
20
1
44
7
73

Total CO Discretionary Tasking:

294
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6. MAINBODY CAMP MAINTENANCE:
a.

GENERAL: Camp Maintenance executed over 1,300 mandays of tasked maintenance and repair
projects. NMCB ONE adopted and further developed the existing Camp Covington maintenance
plan. The program focused on enhancing the quality of life through the overall improvement of
equipment and facilities. Significant quality of life projects completed during the deployment
include: the Rehab of Supply office spaces, installation of a split AC unit in Charlie Co. spaces,
replacing Gymnasium exhaust fans, converting BOQ office space into an exercise room, installing
water fountains and ice machines in camp and at Orote Point, and installing air curtains in the
Galley and CPO Mess.

b.

STATISTICS:
a.

ESA's:
SJO's:
MCD's:
Total

CAMP MAINTENANCE SUMMARY:

MDs
TASKED Sep-03 Oct-03 Nov-03 Dec-03 Jan-04 Feb-04 Mar-04 Apr-04 Total
Total %
364
49
154
127
30
47
64
37
40
548
36%
410
5
21
29
30
19
40
42
61
247
16%
766
36
75
65
63
178
132
68
128
745
48%
1540
90
250
221
123
244
236
147
229 1540
100%
b. CAMP MAINTENANCE TASKING:
PROJECT
MANDAYS
Escort Contractors
Install Barber Chair/Sink
Replace Door B545
Rehab Supply
Install CMU Block Around Extrack Unit
Install Generator Pad HQ
Install Non-Skid to Galley Entrance
Install Generator Pad Medical
Emergency Service Work
Replace Ceiling tile B556
Install Split AC
Replace Gym Exhaust Fans
Replace Window AC
Install Power Washer
Install Circuit for ISD Server
Convert BOQ Office to Exercise Room
Install Ice Machines
Install Air Curtains
Replace Water Fountains
Install Galley GFCI
Install Door Tags and cut Keys
Install Plaques on QD
Construct Crane Cable Rack
Construct Shelves for Operations
Install Charlie Co. Storm Shutters
Perform SJOs
TOTAL MAN DAYS EXPENDED:
TASKED MAN DAYS:

27
10
20
9
64
125
23
150
548
7
62
5
9
6
9
14
15
26
12
20
25
13
21
14
59
247
1540
1540
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Installing Light Banks

View of Infield

POLARIS POINT SOFTBALL FIELD
GM0-857
NMCB ONE was tasked with the renovation of St Marie’s Ball Field at Polaris Point. Focus areas included
exterior and interior finish work of press box/ concession stand and rough and finish electrical.
Project Data
Personnel:

7 personnel

Duration:

25 Sep 01 – 15 Jan 04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

410
3039

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

85%
100%
592
3288

Material Cost:
Cost Savings:

$725,379.20
$4,620.80

Specifications: Construction included back filling footers, landscaping ball field and outside fence base
lines. Install pad mounted transformer, rough electrical, public address system, and light pole cross arms,
floodlights, and control circuits for scoreboard. Terminate all electrical connections. Apply one application
of hydro-mulch in the outfield, one application of herbicide in the infield and install a percolation drain on
the outside fence line perimeter of ball field.
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Finishing ceramic floor tile

Completed cabinet installation

BEQ 133 RENOVATION
GM0-868
BEQ 133 Renovation includes converting the current single room and bathroom into a two 10ft x 14ft
bedroom, a 9ft x 12ft lounge/kitchen, a 7ft x 6ft bathroom, and new 21 SF closets to meet the 1+1 berthing
requirements. Contract work includes HVAC, card-key system, water sprinkler system and fire alarm
system, door staining, and interior/exterior plasterwork.
Project Data
Personnel:

20 personnel

Duration:

25Sep 01 – 20 Jan 04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

1152
7544

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

88%
100%
854
7654

Material Cost:

$2,124,766

Cost Savings:

$554,000

Specifications: Construction included installation of 4,500 sqft of 12” x 12” ceramic tile, 1,200 sqft of 6”
x 6” ceramic tile, 2,200 sqft of acoustic suspended ceiling, 973 sqft of carpet, 250 lineal feet of maple
cabinetry, 16 solid-core raised panel doors, 32 mirrored bi-fold closet doors, 9,000 sqft of semi-gloss and
speckled effects paint, custom closet shelving, cable and phone connections in each room, and a new fire
suppression system.
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Early phases of construction

GSE facility at turnover

CONSTRUCT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT GARAGE
GM1-873
NMCB ONE was tasked with the construction of a 40’x 80’ CMU block building with office spaces, air
conditioning, vinyl composition floor tile, local area network and communication, changing room, and rest
room with wall tile, outfitted with shower and benches. This building will provide 2,797 sqft of usable floor
space for the storage and maintenance of ground support equipment.
Project Data
Personnel:

20 personnel

Duration:

SEP03 – APR04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

1765
2165

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

18%
70%
1106
2211

Material Cost:

$450,000.00

Cost Savings:

$323,850

Specifications: Scope of work included the construction of 126 sqft of office spaces, installation of a
window mounted A/C unit, vinyl composition tile, local area network and communication, a 158 square
foot changing room, and a 119 square foot rest room with water closet, shower w/bench, and ceramic wall
tile. Install eight, 6’ x 3’4” windows with pull down storm shutters, two 10’ x 10’ roll-up garage doors for
vehicle entrance, and two 3’0”x7’0” metal main entry doors. Mechanical work included the installation of
240 linear feet of 4” PVC sewer line, 220 linear feet of 1” copper for main water supply and 210 linear feet
of 2” power supply conduit.
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Stockpile of Surcharge

Distributing the Surcharge

.

CONSTRUCT LAUNDRY FACILITY
GM1-875
This 6,400 square foot facility will provide MWR support for visiting ships. The new facility will offer a
very spacious laundry room, game room, and will include phone and internet access.
Project Data
Personnel:

4 personnel

Duration:

10 OCT 03 – 22 JAN 04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

183
183

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

0%
7%
160
2211

Material Cost:

$450,000.00

Cost Savings:

$324,200

Specifications: Scope of work includes the clearing and grubbing 43,500 sqft, demolition of 160 cubic
yards of existing asphalt and concrete, excavating approximately 2000 cubic yards of earth supporting
footing construction, 250 cubic yards of limestone for utility preparation, and 5,200 cubic yards of
surcharge. Construct a 6,400 sqft laundry facility with a game room and lounge, consisting of concrete and
CMU walls, slab, grade beams, wall footers, columns and roof. Excavate and install under slab utilities.
Install two 1,500-gallon electrical water heaters, refrigerant lines, duct, and all HVAC accessories. Install
PVC conduit (under slab) for receptacles, disconnects, and panel boxes. Install both rigid and EMT conduit
for lighting circuits and install PVC pipe for phone and TV outlet boxes.
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Top of magazine

Placement of new top soil

RESTORE EARTH COVER ON MAGAZINES
GM1-882
NMCB ONE was tasked with repairing several areas affected by rainwater runoff. Construction consisted
of the placement of two feet of topsoil and hydro seed with a covering of Terra Guard to prevent erosion.
Project Data
Personnel:

4 personnel

Duration:

17 Mar 04 – 31 Mar 04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

32
32

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
155
155

Material Cost:

$7,049.04

Cost Savings:

$3,500.00

Specifications: Install two feet of topsoil to achieve minimum coverage on entire bunker. Remove all
roots and rocks, apply grass seed, and cover with Taraguard.
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Top of magazine

Top of magazine

CORRECT DRAINAGE AT MAGAZINE, LOCATION 1
GM1-891
NMCB ONE started and completed the erosion control repairs. Crews excavated a swale around the
magazine and placed erosion control matting and rip rap to prevent further storm water erosion.
Project Data
Personnel:

6 personnel

Duration:

22 Nov 03 – 12 Mar 04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

99
99

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
125
125

Material Cost:

$31,530.71

Cost Savings:

$11,082.35

Specifications: Install four to six inch rip-rap in newly excavated drainage swale placed on top of erosion
control matting for the length of the ditch.
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Finishing concrete sidewalk

Stretching fence fabric

CAMP COVINGTON BALLFIELD
GM2-853
Camp Covington Ball field project includes the demolition of two concrete pavilions, concrete bridge,
drainage ditch (partial), existing fencing and back stop, removal of six light poles, drainage ditch
modification, re-installation of both fencing and back stop, construction of concrete walkways and two
head walls, relocation of base lines, correcting site elevations, and hydro-seeding entire field and outer
perimeter.
Project Data
Personnel:

12 personnel

Duration:

23 Sep 03 – 13 Mar 04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

825
825

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
525
525

Material Cost:

$145,000

Cost Savings:

$183,750

Specifications: Remove existing 2,300 linear feet of fencing and backstop and replacement of 2,500
linear feet of new, vinyl-coated fencing and backstop. Construction of 1,000 linear feet of concrete
sidewalk, construct and place thirty-three 6‘ X 10’ concrete caps over existing concrete drainage ditch,
place 450 cubic yards of select fill, 1,700 cubic yards of top soil, and hydro-seed the entire field and outside
perimeter.
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CMU block placement

Footer excavation and building layout

CONSTRUCT SUMAY COVE MARINA
HEAD AND SHOWER FACILITY
GM2-857
The construction of this 2,130 square foot facility will provide Marina patrons a new restroom, shower, and
laundry facilities as well as 1,395 sqft of storage space divided into twenty-three 4’x11’ storage cages.
Project Data
Personnel:

12 personnel

Duration:

Feb 04 – Apr 04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

192

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

0%
13%
395
2000

Material Cost:

$250,000.00

Cost Savings:

$350,000

Specifications: Construction included a 68’x 31’ CMU block building with a concrete roof, bond beams
and roof beams, and two tiled bathrooms outfitted with sinks and showers. The 280 sqft laundry room will
accommodate two washers, one dryer, nine freezers and a deep sink.
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Completed pavilion

Preparing footing sub-base

CONSTRUCT BOQ PAVILION – NIMITZ HILL
GM2-869
Construct a new 30 foot diameter octagonal concrete pavilion with Spanish tile roofing, plumbing and
electrical utilities, ceramic tiled benches, quarry-tiled floor and a large BBQ pit. This new facility will offer
BOQ transients/visitors an area to rest and BBQ while enjoying the spectacular view of the ocean.
Project Data
Personnel:

13 personnel

Duration:

5 Oct 03 – 9 Apr 04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

782
782

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
730
730

Material Cost:

$90,000.00

Cost Savings:

$255,500

Specifications: Construction included forming, prefabrication, and setting of 13,200 linear feet of
reinforcing steel, placing and finishing 91 cubic yards of concrete, four concrete benches, a 6/12
pitched concrete roof, and setting 1000 sqft of quarry tile. Priming and painting 1000 sqft of
concrete, construction of one BBQ pit with stucco exterior finish and stainless steel grill. Installation of
300 linear feet of PVC water line, 250 linear feet of rigid conduit, 2,200 linear feet of wire, five surface
mounted pavilion lights, two weatherproof receptacles, and a power disconnect box. Final landscaping
includes the placement of 385 cubic yards of select fill, 110 cubic yards of topsoil, and hydro-seeding 2,500
sqft of recreation area.
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Applying sub-base material

Completed paving operations

PAVE RANGE ACCESS ROAD
GM2-827
This project provides smooth access to the COMNAVMAR range and NSWG-1’s shoot house. Work
included removing existing asphalt airfield strip, compacting new base material, placing new asphalt wear
course, and striping two lanes extending 3000 feet.
Project Data
Personnel:

5 personnel

Duration:

22 Sept 03 – 10 Feb 04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

161
191

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

20%
100%
120
150

Material Cost:

$230,000.00

Cost Savings:

$38,095.00

Specifications: Demolish existing asphalt and install new sub-base material. Compact material to a density
of 95% or better prior to paving operations.
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Equipment preservation

Cleaned equipment

OROTE POINT CORROSION CONTROL
GM3-420
Orote Point Quarry Operations were limited to the clean up and preservation of the equipment staged. The
crew focused their efforts on preventative maintenance for all quarry equipment.
Project Data
Personnel:

5 personnel

Duration:

01 Mar 04 – 8 Apr 04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

100
100

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
100
100

Material Cost:

$0.00

Cost Savings:

$0.00

Specifications:

None
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Hauling operations

Batch plant

OROTE POINT MAINTENANCE
GM3-421
Orote Point Quarry Operations were limited to the clean up and preservation of the equipment staged. The
crew prepped the site for the incoming new crusher and future operations.
Project Data
Personnel:

5 personnel

Duration:

10 Mar 04 – 2 Apr 04

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

100
100

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
100
100

Material Cost:

$0.00

Cost Savings:

$0.00

Specifications:

None
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U. S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ONE deployed a 13-person Civic Action Team (01-24) to Camp Katuu
in the Republic of Palau. All personnel embarked from Gulfport, Mississippi on 11 September 2003 and arrived on
14 September 2003 after two days of training and indoctrination in Guam. The detail consisted of one Lieutenant,
one Chief Petty Officer, eight First Class Petty Officers (2 were frocked in Palau,) two Second Class Petty Officers,
one Third Class Petty Officer and an additional Second Class Petty Officer TAD to DETCAT Guam. The detail was
tasked with four mission elements: Construction projects, Community Relations (COMREL) events, Apprentice
training, and a Medical Civic Action Program (MEDCAP.) Although deployed to a remote location, the team pulled
together to support each other and complete an outstanding deployment.
ADMINISTRATION: The Civic Action Team was still ADCON to the mainbody at Camp Covington, Guam who
maintained service records, processed reenlistments, and provided advancement exams. Medical records were
maintained on site by the det’s Independent Duty Corpsman. Most other administrative duties were handled in Palau
by the det’s EA, who also had the collateral duty of supply clerk. Communication between the detail and mainbody
was handled primarily by email, as phone calls to/from Palau are expensive.
OPERATIONS: CAT 01-24 was tasked with a minimum of 1,400 mandays of construction projects, Community
Relations Events, Apprentice Training, Medical Civic Action Programs, and Camp Maintenance. The CAT
completed over 2,000 mandays of work on these elements. Due to the small size of the team, each member received
a lot of on-the-job cross-rate training in order to accomplish the mission. Unlike other details where projects are
developed by a higher headquarters, the OIC/AOIC of the CAT must work with the Government of Palau to plan
and develop projects for the team.
COMREL: The most unusual, and often most enjoyable work element in Palau is the Community Relations
program. Highlights of the program included a Christmas parade through the capital city of Koror, several Santa
visits to HeadStart programs throughout the country, a Liberation Day celebration in Angaur State commemorating
the U.S defeat of Japan in Palau during WWII, and a full day of events celebrating Palau’s 8th Independence Day (1
Oct) as a sovereign nation. The team also showed movies during visits to remote states and islands in conjunction
with projects or medical visits, which were very popular and gave the team a chance to interact with locals in a way
that is uncommon for the typical Navy deployment.
APPRENTICE TRAINING: The apprentice training program consists of a one year curriculum in all seven Seabee
ratings, plus HM and YN apprentices. Fourteen apprentices were being trained at any one time, and a total of 11
graduated during the det’s time in Palau. Training consisted of on-the-job knowledge learned while working on
projects, as well as regular classroom training. Upon graduation, employers who knew the value of the training that
Seabees can provide offered jobs to the graduates. This program provides a valuable service to Palau by supplying
trained workers to help increase the corporate knowledge on the island.
MEDCAP: The Medical Civic Action Program is made up of several parts. Patients were seen on a walk-in basis at
the Camp Katuu medical clinic, run by the team’s Independent Duty Corpsman. The IDC also made regular visits to
outlying states in conjunction with the Belau National Hospital, to provide medical care where none was normally
available. Finally, training classes in First Aid, CPR, Basic Rescue, and other topics were provided to teachers,
students, and various government agencies to help increase the medical knowledge of the Palauans themselves. Over
the course of the deployment, more than 900 patients were treated for a variety of conditions and over 200 people
attended training classes.
TRAINING: The detail conducted training during seven pre-planned training days. Mandatory GMT topics such as
anger/suicide, physical readiness, and ORM were covered, as well as various other topics, such as boating/water
safety, military training and first aid refresher training. The detail conducted Physical Training three times a week.
The entire det performed well on the Fall 2003 and Spring 2004 Physical Fitness Assessments yielding zero failures.
SUPPLY AND LOGISTICS: The CAT received a re-supply shipment from DET CAT Guam via surface vessel
every three weeks, containing TOA items and CESE parts. Most supplies were purchased in Palau through the use
of SF44s and a $1,000 Imprest fund. There is no Government messing facility in Palau, so the team contributed per
diem funds and bought all food for meals at local grocery stores out of their own pockets.
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CTR/MLO: All materials for projects were paid for by the customer at local vendors, and then delivered to the
CAT Camp for storage until it was needed on-site. The CAT has a TOA for tools, which were used for all projects
and stored in CTR.
EQUIPMENT: The CAT Civil Engineer Support Equipment TOA consists of 21 pieces of CESE. This provided
enough equipment to do minor horizontal projects (roads, parking lots, etc) and transport the team and apprentices to
the project sites. The team also had a 25-foot twin-engine Boston Whaler boat that was used to transport the team to
various remote islands in the Palauan chain to build projects, conduct COMREL events, and provide medical care at
these sites. The roads in Palau are very rough, creating a harsh environment for equipment. The team’s mechanics
did a phenomenal job keeping availability up and keeping the team mobile.
LABOR DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY:

Direct Labor MDs Expended
Indirect Labor MDs Expended
Training MDs Expended

Sep 03
138
39
13

Oct 03
331
56
13

Nov 03
260
56
13

Dec 03
285
89
13

Jan 04
362
75
13

Feb 04
321
65
13

Total
190
400
329
387
450
399
# Military Personnel
13
13
13
13
13
13
# Palauan Apprentices
15
15
15
14
14
14
# Direct Labor
19
19
19
18
18
18
# Workdays
11
24
22
23
24
22
% Direct Labor
79%
86%
83%
77%
83%
84%
MD Capability (Max)
235
513
470
466
486
445
Efficiency Factor
64%
67%
58%
64%
77%
75%
Note: % DL = (Direct Labor MDs + DLT)/(Total MDs)
MD Capability (Max) = # Direct Labor x # Workdays x 1.125
Efficiency Factor = (Actual Direct Labor MDs + DLT)/MD Capability (Max)
DL MDs include COMREL, MEDCAP, and Apprentice Training.

CAMP PROJECTS
04-07
04-08
04-14
04-15
04-19

RELOCATE WASH RACK
PAINT CAMP ROOFS
CONSTRUCT CESE ATTACHMENT PAD
RENOVATE GUEST HEAD FACILITY
CAMP RENOVATIONS FOR TURNOVER

20
20
23
25
140

TOTAL MANDAYS

228
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Mar 04
170
30
13

Total
1867
410
91

%Total
79%
17%
4%

213
13
13
17
25
86%
478
38

2368
13
14
18
151
83%
3058
64%

100%
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Before project start

Backboard installation in progress

NGCHESAR ELEMENTARY BASKETBALL COURT RENOVATION
ROR 03-07
Started by NMCB FOUR and finished by NMCB ONE, this project renovated an existing basketball court for the
elementary school in Ngchesar State. The project included putting a new concrete cap on the court and repainting all
the lines, renovating the baskets to include installing new backboards and rims, and installing lights so that the court
can be used after dark.
Project Data
Personnel:

7 Personnel

Duration:

August 2003 – October 2003

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

25
125

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

80%
100%
25
125

Material Cost:

$11,000

Cost Savings:

$10,000.00

Specifications: Provide a new concrete cap over the existing basketball court, to include painting all lines and
installing basketball backboards. Install outdoor court lights on the existing power pole.
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Ribbon cutting ceremony

Landscaping around basketball court

KOROR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BASKETBALL COURT
ROR 03-08
Started by NMCB FOUR and finished by NMCB ONE, this project built a new basketball/volleyball court
at Koror Elementary School. The materials were paid for by the school’s Parent-Teacher Association. This
project resulted in a great play area for the children of the school and the neighborhood children as well.
Project Data
Personnel:

10 personnel

Duration:

August 2003 – October 2003

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

51
60

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
WIP at Completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

10%
100%
51
60

Material Cost:

$10,000.00

Cost Savings:

$8,000.00

Specifications: Place a 4-inch thick concrete pad for the basketball court, 50-ft wide by 90-ft long. Paint
lines, install backboards for basketball and poles for volleyball. Install and connect outdoor lights. Adjust
site grades to ensure run-off doesn’t flow towards the school.
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Work in progress

Demolition completed

PALAU CONSERVATION SOCIETY PARKING LOT
ROR 04-04
This project was started and finished by NMCB ONE. It involved the demolition of an island in the middle
of the parking lot for the Palau Conservation Society and installing and compacting fill to level out the
parking lot to improve drainage.
Project Data
Personnel:

4 personnel

Duration:

October 2003

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

20
20

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
WIP at Completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
20
20

Material Cost:

$2,000.00

Cost Savings:

$500.00

Specifications: Clear, grub, and haul away the existing island and curb in the middle of the parking lot.
Bring in 75 CY of new fill, level to grade, and compact.
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Site after a fire burned existing building.

Demolition underway

DEMOLISH RED CROSS BUILDING
ROR 04-10
Started and finished by NMCB ONE, this project required the demo of a building belonging to the Red
Cross that had caught fire and burned down. The building was located near an elementary school and
provided a dangerous attraction to children. The Seabees were called in to remove the debris before anyone
got hurt. Project materials (oxygen and acetylene used to cut up the structural steel) were donated to the
Red Cross by DET CAT Guam. In all, more than 900 tons of material was disposed of and over 300 pounds
of metal were recycled.
Project Data
Personnel:

6 personnel

Duration:

November 2003 – December 2003

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:

20

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
WIP at Completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
20
20

Material Cost:

$500.00

Cost Savings:

$30,000.00

Specifications: Demolish existing steel, tin, and lumber building that has been burned by fire, to include
a 16’ x 8’ x 8’ CMU block storage shed that was also damaged. Project materials will be donated by DET
CAT Guam. Wreckage will be disposed of at the Koror Landfill.
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Completed project

Existing fence and field

ASAHI BALLFIELD FENCE REPLACEMENT
ROR 04-11
Started and finished by NMCB ONE, this project helped prepare Palau to host an international AAA
baseball tournament. Three weeks before the tournament, money was donated for the fence, and the
Seabees were seen as the only way to complete the project in time. The money saved on labor was used to
buy sand to install a warning track by the fence, to help prevent injuries due to outfielders running into the
fence. Although Palau lost the tournament, the renovated field was a big success.
Project Data
Personnel:

10 personnel

Duration:

January 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:

65

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
WIP at Completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
65
65

Material Cost:

$15,000.00

Cost Savings:

$7,000.00

Specifications: Remove the existing 4-ft high fence along the outfield and foul lines and replace it with
an 8-ft high fence in the same location. Install a 15-ft wide, 3-inch deep sand warning track along the fence
to help prevent injuries.
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Entrance after being paved

Landfill entrance before work started

KOROR LANDFILL IMPROVEMENTS
ROR 04-01
Started and finished by NMCB ONE, this project made a big impact on improving the environment in
Palau. The existing landfill is poorly designed and maintained, so that water run-off flows into the bay right
by the Palau International Coastal Reef Center and Aquarium. The project adjusted site grades and installed
a concrete culvert to direct water to a mangrove lagoon where it would be filtered, reducing the
environmental impact of the landfill. This project is the first in a series of projects to make the landfills of
Palau more environmentally-friendly.
Project Data
Personnel:

10 personnel

Duration:

January 2004 –March 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:

70

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
WIP at Completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
70
70

Material Cost:

$10,000.00

Cost Savings:

$15,000.00

Specifications: Construct an access road to allow for landfill maintenance. Install a new 6-ft deep x 22-ft
x 2-ft concrete culvert with a metal grate on top and adjust grades by the existing culvert to direct run-off to
the mangrove lagoon and away from the entrance. Pave the entryway into the landfill to allow easy access
to the landfill.
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Stairway in need of repairs

Army Monument in need of cleaning.

PELELIU WWII MONUMENT RENOVATIONS
ROR 03-02
Started and finished by NMCB ONE, this project took place on the island of Peleliu, one of the southern
islands of the Palauan chain. The site of a ferocious battle between the U.S. and Japan during WWII in
September 1944, the island now has monuments to soldiers of both sides who fought and died at Orange
Beach and Bloody Nose Ridge. Over time, plants and weather have taken their toll on the monuments.
With the 60th anniversary of the Battle of Peleliu quickly approaching, the Seabees instigated this project to
ensure the Army and USMC monuments are ready for the commemorative events planned.
Project Data
Personnel:

9 personnel

Duration:

March 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE: 40

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
WIP at Completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

Material Cost:

$5,000.00

Cost Savings:

$10,000.00

0%
100%
40
40

Specifications: Clean all monuments and repaint where applicable. Remove encroaching plants and
weeds. Rebuild the deteriorated wooden stairs leading to Bloody Nose Ridge. Replace weather damaged
signs with new as needed.
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Completed covered walkway

Constructing the framework

MEYUNS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL WALKWAY COVER
ROR 03-10
Started and finished by NMCB ONE, this is the second phase of a project to build walkway covers over the
sidewalks between buildings at the Meyuns School. When it rains (as it does often in Palau,) students and
teachers get soaked when passing from one building to another. The project helped to ensure that everyone
stayed dry during class hours.
Project Data
Personnel:

10 personnel

Duration:

February 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

150
150

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
WIP at Completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
150
150

Material Cost:

$4,500.00

Cost Savings:

$5,000.00

Specifications: Construct a walkway cover 8-ft wide over the existing sidewalks from the office to the
library and on to the parking lot, approximately 150 LF. Walkway will be wood-framed to include sheet
metal roofing and painted to match existing school buildings.
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New concrete road

Road (center) connecting parking lot (left)

PALAU MISSION ACADEMY ROAD, PHASE III
ROR 03-05
Started by NMCB ONE, this phase constructed a concrete road from two parking lots out to the main road.
This project will ensure that the school buses can drive along the road, which is steep in places, in all kinds
of weather. This project required lots of concrete, rebar, and lumber, all of which must be shipped in to
Palau. The material delays on this project kept suspended the work for a few months, requiring the team to
move on to other projects. This project was turned over to the next CAT Team.
Project Data
Personnel:

12 personnel

Duration:

September 2003 – April 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

Material Cost:

$47,000.00

Cost Savings:

$25,000.00

340
50%
340
680

Specifications: Prepare the existing gravel road and construct a concrete road 6-inches thick and 16-ft
wide with rebar reinforcement from the first parking lot to the main road with a v-ditch at the lower end to
enhance drainage. The estimated length of the road is 1100 LF, but the actual length of the road is
contingent upon the amount of money available.
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U. S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ONE deployed a 20-person detail to Southwest Asia (SWA).
Ten personnel embarked from Gulfport, Mississippi on 11 September 2003 and arrived in Bahrain on 12 September.
The other ten personnel embarked from Mobile, Alabama on 18 September 2003 and arrived in Bahrain on 20
September. Detail SWA further embarked a 12-member team to Al Ruwayshed, Jordan from 4 October through 8
November 2003 and an 11-member team to Al Ghor Safi, Jordan from 20 February to 31 March 2004. The detail
consisted of one Officer, one Chief Petty Officer, four First Class Petty Officers and 14 personnel E-5 or below.
Supported by U.S. Naval Forces Central Command (NAVCENT) and Naval Support Activity (NSA) Bahrain, Detail
Southwest Asia was able to execute all tasked construction projects with exceptional quality, while simultaneously
providing excellent training and experience for all personnel.
ADMINISTRATION: The mainbody at Camp Covington, Guam maintained all of the detail’s service records.
Good communication with the S1 department ensured administrative tracking for all personnel. The detail
maintained their own medical and dental records and received outstanding treatment, care, and support from NSA
Bahrain Medical and Dental. The Educational Services Office provided support during the advancement exam cycle
and the Personnel Support Office handled ID card renewals. All remaining administrative duties, including daily
mail distribution, were tasked to the detail. Communication between the detail and mainbody was handled primarily
through emails, DSN phone calls, and faxes.
OPERATIONS: Detail Southwest Asia was tasked with 1,410 mandays of construction, camp maintenance, and
training. Construction tasks involved a 250-manday project in Bahrain, 600 mandays for Exercise Related
Construction/Humanitarian Assistance (ERC/HA) Missions in Jordan, and 250 mandays for OIC discretionary work.
All construction projects were new starts taken all the way through to completion (0 to 100%), with zero turnover
projects. The Bahrain project entailed building a 22’ x 22’ addition to the USO onboard NSA Bahrain, remodeling
the existing bathroom, and rehabbing the interior. This addition and rehab expanded the USO’s operating space and
storage area, allowing them to display, arrange, and store their products to maximize visibility for both their
customers and their employees. The ERC/HA Missions included one helipad in Al Ruwayshid, Jordan and one
helipad and sun shelter in Al Ghor Safi, Jordan, both directly impacting and enhancing Jordan’s Emergency
Response System. Some OIC Discretionary mandays were used to improve the living conditions and security at the
Bahrain Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (BSPCA), by building new roofs, repairing cages,
installing a drainage system, and building cabinets. Other OIC mandays were used to increase the safety at one of
the local schools by building and installing four new sets of stairs leading into their classrooms. The rest of the OIC
Discretionary mandays were expended to build 145 desk and bench sets for local families through the Red Crescent
Society and Planning and Estimating several projects for NAVCENT. Camp Maintenance mandays were used to
prepare and ship 43 pieces of CESE, ARP, and collateral gear to Kuwait, prepare spaces for and take receipt of 41
pieces of CESE and 15 containers, move Alfa Company to their new warehouse, and build tool boxes for newly
acquired tools.
TRAINING: The detail conducted training during ten pre-planned training Sundays (the work week in Bahrain is
Sunday through Thursday). Topics such as sexual harassment, equal opportunity, sexual assault, financial
responsibilities, and various SCW topics were among the areas covered. The detail successfully qualified nine
Seabees; resulting in a 100% SCWs qualified detail. The detail conducted Physical Training three times a week on
Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday with an emphasis on endurance and calisthenics. The detail performed extremely
well on both the Fall 2003 and Spring 2004 Physical Fitness Assessment, yielding an overall average of Excellent
Medium in the Fall and Excellent High in the Spring. The detail was acknowledged by receiving the PFA
Excellence Award for both cycles. Four out of nine detail members advanced from the September 2003 Exam
Cycle, two members attended Petty Officer Indoctrination, three participated in the Chief’s Exam, eleven members
took the March 2004 advancement exam, two members attended Leadership Continuum (NAVLEAD), and three
members attended the Transition Assistance Program (TAP) class.
SUPPLY AND LOGISTICS: The Detail maintained two separate quarterly budgets from NAVCENT. Our
consumable budget of $4K per quarter provided uniform items and office supplies. The maintenance budget of $5K
per quarter was used for locally procured maintenance related items to sustain the CESE. Detail SWA’s Supply
Department was self-sufficient and did not require support from the Mainbody. The Detail also acted as a supply
liaison for battalion support of personnel in Kuwait/Iraq.
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CTR/MLO/ARP: The Central Tool Room, Material Liaison Office, and Automotive Repair Parts were all
collocated in the same warehouse with Alfa Company. All required construction material was procured through
the base Public Works Department. Material could be delivered directly to the job site, in some cases within a days
notice. The CTR was upgraded when the detail received an end of fiscal year lump sum of $65K from NAVCENT
and was able to purchase many job specific tools. Most of the ARP parts were shipped as support parts for the 43
pieces of CESE sent to Kuwait.
EQUIPMENT: Detail SWA was originally assigned 77 pieces of CESE, with 71 pieces on hand and six in Kuwait.
By direction, 43 pieces, including ARP and Collateral Gear, were shipped to Kuwait. 41 pieces were then received
from Port Hueneme, bringing the DET up to an MCA Plus, with 69 pieces of CESE and 16 containers. All
equipment and containers were moved inside of the newly acquired Alfa warehouse. CESE is not authorized out in
town, therefore all material pick ups and projects done in town were completed with the assistance of Public Works
vehicles. The Detail’s primary means of transportation were two vehicles provided by PW, one 15 passenger mini
van and one 4-door small pick up truck.
LABOR DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY:
Sep
03
Direct Labor MDs Expended
47
Indirect Labor MDs Expended 81
Training MDs Expended
16
Total MDs Expended
144
# Personnel
20
# Direct Labor
11
# Workdays
10
% Direct Labor
44%
MD Capability (Max)
124
Efficiency Factor
51%

Oct
03
236
170
4
410
20
11
21
59%
260
92%

Nov
03
119
154
32
305
20
11
19
50%
235
64%

Dec
03
164
162
30
356
20
11
20
54%
248
78%

Jan
04
169
154
36
359
20
11
19
57%
235
87%

Feb
04
153
170
33
356
20
11
21
52%
260
72%

Mar
04
198
162
25
385
20
11
20
58%
248
90%

Apr
04
40
97
12
149
20
11
12
35%
149
35%

Total % Total
1126 46%
1150 47%
190
8%
2466 100%
20
11
142
53%
1757
75%

Note: % Direct Labor = (Direct Labor MDs Expended + Training MDs Expended)/Total MDs Expended
MD Capability (Max) = # Direct Labor * # Workdays * 1.125
Efficiency Factor = (Direct Labor MDs Expended + Training MDs Expended)/MD Capability (Max)

OIC DISCRETIONARY
1.

PROJECT LISTING:
BAHRAIN SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS PROJECT - IMPROVEMENTS
IBN AL-HYTHAM SCHOOL PROJECT - NEW STAIRS
RED CRESCENT SOCIETY PROJECT - DESKS AND BENCHES
BUILD WATER BOTTLE SHELVE FOR NAVCENT
BUILD TABLE FOR NAVCENT’S NEW ENGRAVING MACHINE
PLANNING AND ESTIMATING PROJECTS FOR NAVCENT
TOTAL MANDAYS EARNED:
TOTAL MANDAYS TASKED:

85
25
75
15
10
40
250
250
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CAMP MAINTENANCE

1.

PROJECT LISTING:
CREATE DETAIL SIGNS
REORGANIZE SUPPLY OUTLETS
BUILD TOOLBOXES FOR NEW TOOLS
BUILD SHELVES FOR EXCESS MATERIALS
PREPARE CESE FOR SHIPPING
SHIP CESE TO KUWAIT
PREPARE WAREHOUSE FOR NEW CESE
RECEIVE NEW CESE
MOVE INTO NEWLY ACQUIRED WAREHOUSE

10
15
15
15
25
20
15
40
26

TOTAL MANDAYS EARNED:
TOTAL MANDAYS TASKED:

125
125
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Early stages of construction

Project site near completion

ERC/HA MISSIONS – HELIPAD #1 – AL RUWAYSHID, JORDAN
SW3-860
Started and finished by NMCB ONE Detail Southwest Asia. The 3600-square foot concrete helipad with asphalt
apron and concrete curbs offered valuable training in fabricating and placing forms, tying and placing reinforcing
steel bars, and mixing, placing, and finishing concrete. Detail SWA Seabees hand-mixed, placed, and finished 112
cubic meters of reinforced concrete, placed three tons of rebar, 4500 feet of electrical conductors, 27 perimeter
lights, and one wind cone with a beacon. This helipad is the third in a series of ten helipads being built in Jordan to
enhance their Emergency Response System.
Project Data
Personnel:

9 Personnel

Duration:

October 2003 – November 2003

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:

310

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
225
225

Material Cost:

$162,000.00

Cost Savings:

$16,000.00

Specifications: Clear, backfill, and compact to grade the existing area including a ramp to the parking lot.
Construct a 60-foot by 60-foot concrete helipad with asphalt apron and ramp, concrete curbs, perimeter lighting,
wind cone, and beacon.
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USO before renovations

USO after new addition

USO ADDITION/REHAB – NSA BAHRAIN
SW3-861
Started and finished by NMCB ONE Detail Southwest Asia. The 22-foot by 22-foot USO Addition and
Rehab Project offered valuable training in fabrication of wooden forms and reinforcing steel, placement
and finishing of concrete, placement of CMU block, fabrication of wooden trusses, installation of sheet
metal roof, metal siding, ceramic floor tiles, suspended ceiling grid, interior wiring, and basic plumbing.
The project expanded the USO’s operating space and storage area, allowing them to display, arrange, and
store their products to maximize visibility for both their customers and their employees.
Project Data
Personnel:

6 personnel

Duration:

November 2003 – January 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

240
240

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
WIP at Completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
250
250

Material Cost:

$30,000.00

Cost Savings:

$15,000.00

Specifications: Demolish the existing fence, patio, and pump house. Construct a 22-foot by 22-foot
addition using CMU block, wooden frame, corrugated metal roof, metal siding, tile floors, and drop
ceilings. Rehab the existing interior to include relocating the bathroom sink, reduce the size of the
bathroom, install new shelves and counter, construct interior walls and install lighting.
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Project site prior to work beginning

Project site at completion

ERC/HA MISSIONS – HELIPAD #2 – AL GHOR SAFI, JORDAN
SW3-860
Started and finished by NMCB ONE Detail Southwest Asia. The 3600-square foot concrete helipad with
asphalt apron and concrete curbs offered valuable training in fabricating and placing forms, tying and
placing reinforcing steel bars, and mixing, placing, and finishing concrete. Detail SWA Seabees mixed,
placed, and finished 112 cubic meters of reinforced concrete, placed three tons of rebar, 4500 feet of
electrical conductors, 27 perimeter lights, and one wind cone with a beacon. This helipad is the fourth in a
series of ten helipads being built in Jordan to enhance their Emergency Response System.
Project Data
Personnel:

8 Personnel

Duration:

February 2004 – March 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:

180

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
225
225

Material Cost:

$161,000.00

Cost Savings:

$19,000.00

Specifications: Clear, backfill, and compact to grade the existing area. Construct a 60-foot by 60-foot
concrete helipad with asphalt apron and ramp, concrete curbs, perimeter lighting, wind cone, and beacon.
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Completed sun shelter

Framing canopy

ERC/HA MISSIONS – SUN SHELTER – AL GHOR SAFI, JORDAN
SW3-860
Started and finished by NMCB ONE Detail Southwest Asia. The 225-square foot wooden sun shelter
offered valuable training in fabricating and placing forms, mixing and placing concrete footers, assembling
a prefabricated structure, and constructing and shingling a roof section. Detail SWA Seabees hand mixed
and poured one cubic yards of concrete and assembled over 2800 linear feet of precut wooden sections to
form the sun shelter. This sun shelter will enhance the quality of life for the students at an all girls school
in Al Ghor Safi, Jordan.
Project Data
Personnel:

8 Personnel

Duration:

March 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:

38

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

0%
100%
150
150

Material Cost:

$0 COMREL Project

Cost Savings:

$0 COMREL Project

Specifications: Clear and prepare the existing area. Assemble and construct a 15-foot by 15-foot
prefabricated wooden sun shelter with 30” concrete footers below the posts and construct and shingle the
roof.
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DFT BALIKATAN
U. S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion (NMCB) ONE was tasked to send a Deployment for Training (DFT)
to Fort Magsaysay, Philippines to complete Exercise Related Construction (ERC) projects and provide support for
Balikatan Exercise ’04. The DFT was tasked to remove an existing runway and construct a new one along with
constructing tent pads, berms, improving roads, and prepping sites for SEAhut and K-Span construction, all in
support of PACOM’s Balikatan Exercise. The exercise encompassed the ERC and a Field Training Exercise (FTX)
using personnel from active and reserves Seabee units, active Marines, Army, and Philippine Army and Navy
(Seabees) personnel. A USNR Lieutenant led the DFT as the Officer in Charge (OIC) with a USNR Lieutenant
Junior Grade as the Assistant Officer in Charge (AOIC) and a USN Senior Chief Petty Officer as the DFT CPO. A
USN First Class Petty Officer assigned as the Independent Duty Corpsman (IDC) provided medical care and
treatment for all 71 personnel.
Upon arrival, the DFT established a base camp at the Army Aviation Wing Facilities located on Fort
Magsaysay, Philippines. All messing, laundry facilities, petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL), water, electricity,
berthing, and showers were provided by the DFT. The DFT embarked with Civil Engineer Support Equipment
(CESE), a task-oriented Table of Allowance (TOA), and repair parts necessary to perform maintenance and repairs
on all CESE.
Construction consisted of mostly horizontal projects with the main focus on the removal and construction of
3,800 feet of a 5,250 foot runway capable of handling C-130 landings. Additional projects included the clearing of
sites for SEAhut and K-Span projects to be completed by reserve units; the placement of 18 concrete tent pads for
use during the FTX and subsequent exercises; the improvement of roads leading to and from the ranges; and the
construction of berms between designated ranges. The scope of work for the runway included: removal of existing
asphalt, removal of sub-grade and sub-base down to 37” below grade, soil stabilization with lime treatment,
completion of sub-base and sub-grade, then completing a turnover with NMCB THREE prior to departing the
Philippines. Accounting for two-thirds of PACOM’s ERC budget this fiscal year, this number one priority project is
the largest ERC project Seabees have ever undertaken. The tent pads consisted of clearing and grading the site,
completing the formwork, and placing the pads according to the plans and specifications. The pads were to be used
during the FTX by Marines and other personnel as part of the large “Tent City” complex. Preparation for the
SEAhuts included the clearing and grading of the site and providing the initial camp setup for the incoming reserve
unit. NMCB ONE also provided much needed help in completing the SEAhuts after the departure of NMCB 22.
Preparation for the K-Span included the clearing and grading of the site. NMCB ONE also generated a Bill of
Materials for the project and completed footing placement.
Routes to the base camp consisted of mostly improved surface roads that did not present a problem for general
vehicle travel. However, due to the width of the roads and force protection issues, U.S. military vehicles were not
allowed to travel on public roads outside the Fort Magsaysay base. All vehicle movements off based involved the
use of contracted vehicles. The threat condition in Balikatan was a high terrorist threat and a moderate crime threat.
NMCB ONE in conjunction with the Aviation wing, provided security at the base camp and security for the projects
at night.
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Runway Construction:

Grading runway

Compaction

Lime crew suits up

Soil stabilization

SEAhut/KSPAN Construction:

KSPAN site

SEAhuts completed
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Tent Pads/ Road Improvements:

Completed tent city pads

Road repairs at end of runway

Berms:

Berm area between ranges
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V. SUPPLY/LOGISTICS
1.

GENERAL: The Supply Department played a major role in the success of NMCB ONE during the
Guam deployment. The department made huge improvements in accountability in all outlets, installed
3-M maintenance program, and provided excellent customer service for the mainbody, six detail sites,
three Deployments-For-Training, and a deployed Combat Construction Detachment. Despite camp
manning in the SK, SH, and CS ratings below 50%, the Supply Department met every challenge while
achieving outstanding success.

2.

SUPPLY OUTLETS: Throughout the deployment, Supply performed numerous improvements to
Camp Covington logistics accountability and procedures. Focus areas included travel finances, TOA,
and inventory requirements. In October, the 3-M maintenance program was implemented throughout
Camp Covington requiring numerous procedural and policy changes in the Supply Department’s
operational support of the Battalion.
a.

The stock control office and all Bldg 558 outlet offices received new carpet, new A/C, and
other renovations to improve the overall working conditions in Supply.

b.

A major priority was preparing MCA1 and MC1 for shipment to Fort Magsaysay, Philippines
in support of DFT Balikatan. It was necessary to do a complete wall-to-wall inventory of
those cores, moving any missing items from less critical cores and then adding additional
parts support for the tasked tailored TOA. This was accomplished in just two months with the
help of four direct labor personnel. Additionally, all MTVR parts were located, identified,
received, and stocked in ARP. They had previously been stored in the TOA/Live Storage
warehouse with no accountability or visibility.

c.

A wall-to-wall inventory was conducted in Central Tool Room (CTR). All kits, shelf stock,
mechanical, and electrical tools were identified, inventoried, and recorded in MicroSNAP for
future management. Total number of kits on-hand were reduced from 278 to 157 per 1NCD
guidance. All remaining kits were forwarded to DFT Balikatan or returned to Port Hueneme,
CA for reissue.

d.

782/CBR/Greens issue outlet was completely inventoried and results entered into
MicroSNAP. All RADIACs were calibrated and expiration dates entered into MicroSNAP
for future calibration management.

e.

The Supply Office continually demonstrated the ability to maintain financial accountability
despite the battalion’s demanding schedule. Communication was the key to success. Mission
orientation was the focus for the office crew. Excellent Credit Card management resulted in
only minor discrepancies during the LFMI and the Financial Storekeeper aggressively
attacked the problem of getting the Battalion Credit Card certified for the first time when it
wasn’t initially received via SALTs. This was the first deployment where Camp and
Battalion funds were maintained concurrently, although on different systems. No major
troubles were encountered and all required reports were submitted error-free. The MOF was
aggressively managed, ensuring funds were maximized for necessary purchases and not
needlessly tied up on old, invalid requisitions. In addition, the LFMI inspectors specifically
noted the strong and effective leadership provided by the Supply Office in all financial
management areas.

f.

Over 850 Not Operationally Ready-Supply and Anticipated Not Operationally Ready-Supply
(NORS/ANORS) requisitions were expedited for main body, DETs, and DFTs during the
deployment. The attention to detail and aggressive tracking of these requisitions kept the
average delivery time to less than 14 days.
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V. SUPPLY/LOGISTICS
3.

MATERIAL LIAISON OFFICE: The MLO operation was one of the major success stories of the
deployment. Seabees completely reorganized a 2,000 line item project material inventory in the MLO
yard, warehouse, and HAZMAT lockers to meet NCF standards. This resulted in greatly improved
material validity, up from 54% at turnover in September to 97% within four months, greatly improved
material management for project supervisors, and increased foresight for all future project orders. The
LFMI inspectors specifically praised the efforts and management of the MLO office.

4.

FOOD SERVICES: The Food Service Division rose to the challenge of providing nutritious, quality
meals to 400 deployed Seabees with less than 50% of their normal manning. They aggressively
tracked key facility improvements including replacement of all steam-jacketed kettles, painting the
interior, and repairing several inoperative fly curtains. As the only operating EDF on the southern half
of the island, they supported numerous exercises held by various local commands.
Throughout the deployment, the extremely talented and dedicated galley staff of Culinary Specialists
improved the menu with premium food items on a regular basis, including boiled shrimp, T-bone
steaks, and crab legs. Finally, the galley staff maintained strict accountability of food items over the
course of deployment, conducting spot checks and wall-to-wall inventories on a regular basis with a
consistent validity rate of 98% or higher.

5.

DISBURSING OFFICE: Disbursing continued to provide exemplary service to the troops in spite of
several geographical challenges. The battalion’s Disbursing Officer was dual hatted during the
deployment simultaneously filling the roles of S4A and Detail Rota Supply Officer. This required the
Deputy to perform all cash functions as well as forward returns, dealers invoices, and other financial
documentation to Rota monthly in order to complete the appropriate Disbursing Returns. Working
with DFAS from halfway across the globe, the Disbursing Clerks made a number of late night phone
calls in order to coordinate and resolve battalion pay issues. In the meantime, disbursing processed
thousands of pay documents, travel claim settlements, and per diem payments, all with exceptional
accuracy and efficiency.

6.

POST OFFICE: Postal Operations truly excelled over the course of deployment. Despite a manning
rate of only 50% during the deployment, the Post Office was awarded a score of “outstanding” on the
Postal Assist Visit conducted by CINCPACFLT, it’s second consecutive grade of “outstanding.”
Despite the lower manning, the PC maintained complete accountability of her stamp and cash stock at
all times, making daily stamp requisitions in order to remain within the Navy’s postal standards.

7.

BILLETING: NMCB ONE benefited from the new carpet and furniture received in all barracks.
Additionally, reflective material was added to all windows to decrease heat transfer and improve air
conditioning effectiveness in the barracks.
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VI. EQUIPMENT
GENERAL: NMCB-1 deployed to Camp Covington, Guam with 84 Alfa Co. personnel. Original tasking
included the maintenance and operations of 318 units of Civil Engineer Support Equipment (CESE) and
support operations for all Battalion projects and Camp Maintenance. The Battalion worked aggressively to
implement the 3-M maintenance program while reducing a large backlog of preventative maintenance
checks. Feeling first hand the impact of simultaneously supporting two NCF campsites, Alfa Co. was
forced to discontinue operations at the Paint and 5000 shops and used all available mechanics to reduce the
number of units on deadline and improve equipment availability. In December 2003, additional direct
labor resources were transferred from Bravo and Charlie Co. to Alfa Co. and performed preventative
maintenance checks on equipment enabling all Construction Mechanics to work on corrective maintenance.
That same month, 68 units of CESE were prepared and embarked to support DFT Balikatan in the
Philippine Islands. Orote Point operations were discontinued and only a caretaker status was maintained.
1.

STATISTICS:
a. Equipment Population (mainbody):

In Service
In Storage
Total

Beep
209
109
318

Sep 03
209
109
318

Oct 03
209
109
318

Nov 03
188
130
318

Dec 03
189
130
319

Jan 04
200
135
335

Feb 04
135
113
248

Mar 04
141
113
254

b. Maintenance checks & RAR Summary (mainbody):

st

1 QTR
2nd QTR

Scheduled
Checks
949
2418

Completed
Checks
903
2414

RAR
96%
99.8%

c. Equipment Availability Status (mainbody):
BEEP
On Deadline
Auto
Construction
MHE
WHE
Total Deadline
Maintenance
Total CESE In
Service
Availability

Sep 03

Oct 03

Nov 03

Dec 03

Jan 04

Feb 04

3
14
1
0
18
47

2
6
1
0
8
57

8
15
3
0
26
59

5
14
1
0
20
95

5
3
0
0
8
102

3
5
0
0
8
52

6
7
2
0
15
39

318

318

318

318

319

335

248

79%

79%

72%

64%

66%

81%

79%
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Mar 04
5
7
1
0
13
38
254
80%

NMCB ONE

DEPLOYMENT COMPLETION REPORT

DETAIL ROTA DEPLOYMENT
AUGUST 2003 – FEBRUARY 2004
CAMP MITCHELL, SPAIN
ANDROS ISLAND SIGONELLA SOUDA BAY
DFT GRENADA DFT SENEGAL WATC ‘03

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ONE Detail Rota completed an exceptional 2003-2004
deployment in Rota, Spain hallmarked by the mount-out of three details and two Deployments-For-Training (DFTs).
The detail executed over 15,700 mandays of safe, quality construction and readiness training. Deployed to Camp
Mitchell, the detail was tasked with providing construction support for several clients including Naval Station Rota
Public Works; Resident Officer In Charge Of Construction, Rota; Navy Special Warfare Unit 10; and the Marine
Corps Security Force Company, Europe, as well as three permanent detail sites at Andros Island, Bahamas;
Sigonella, Italy; and Souda Bay, Crete. NMCB ONE responded to two exercises requiring the mount-out of DFTs
to Grenada and Senegal.
ADMINISTRATIVE/SPECIAL STAFF: The Administrative/Personnel Department provided outstanding support
during the deployment. The combined departments verified over 200 service records and completed various entries
including Sea Service Deployment Ribbons. The department administered over 100 advancement examinations
resulting in the advancement of 25 E6 and below personnel from the September cycle. In addition, they prepared
correspondence, reviewed and released messages, and prepared document sfor the reenlistment of five Seabees.
Working with the Supply Department, they prepared more than 400 sets of per diem and travel orders. Retention
and advancement data was recorded and reported by NMCB ONE’s Mainbody in Guam.
OPERATIONS: Seabees successfully completed 15,700 direct labor mandays of tasked construction projects,
training, camp maintenance, CO/OIC discretionary projects, and deployments-for-training to two countries. Our
work-in-place (WIP) included the construction of a Fuel Skimmer Shed, a Hospital Irrigation system, Security
Lighting for the BOQ, and a Soccer Complex; the renovation of Alfa Dispatch, the CPO Mess, and an office
building for Naval Special Warfare Unit TEN; and the relocation of high voltage lines.
NMCB ONE’s three remote details worked on seven complex projects. The projects included two 9,500 square foot
housing facilities at Andros Island; an MWR Sportsfield Complex and a Security Fence Upgrade at Sigonella,
Sicily; and a MOGAS Station, a security post, and emergency generators in Souda Bay, Crete.
The Battalion maintained positive command and control of all personnel throughout all evolutions. The Battalion
carried out the successful execution of operations with other U.S. armed services, as well as the armed services from
foreign nations. NMCB ONE reinforced to our customers that our work and ingenuity is a precious commodity and
that the U. S. Navy Seabees are indispensable.
TRAINING/READINESS: Our deployment would not have been successful without the homeport training efforts
of all Seabees in the battalion. On deployment, the detail conducted CPXs, which consisted of convoy scenarios,
mass casualty drills, protesters, and riot control. Marines provided training support with patrols, hand and arm
signals, and riot control with riot gear. Training Mondays also consisted of Super Squad competition events that
tested all aspects of Small Unit Leadership, including teambuilding, fitness, tactical proficiency, military bearing,
and readiness. Nine out of 12 annual required GMTs were completed. All Personnel completed a BZO on their
TOA weapon. Small arms and crew serve weapons live fire ranges were held. In preparation for possible forward
deployment, four 20th SRG, R75 personnel conducted training in Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs),
identification awareness, convoys, and urban warfare tactics. Readiness training also consisted of hand-to-hand
combat conducted by NMCB ONE’S Marine Advisor, GySgt Green, and First Aid conducted by HMCS Walker and
HM3 Ayres. The training department assisted in the qualification of 14 Seabee Combat Warfare Specialists. In
preparation for homeport, the Training Department conducted Seabee Skill Assessment Interviews to document
skills gained during the Detail Rota deployment and identified deficiencies for the homeport training cycle.
CAMP MAINTENANCE: The Battalion was fully engaged with facility owners, executing over 1,000 mandays of
Camp Maintenance construction at the Detail Rota site, while maintaining a focus on improving the quality of
equipment and facilities. Working closely with the Camp Czar and Public Works Officers, the Battalion improved
working relationships with its customers by shoring-up maintenance plans and reducing backlogged maintenance of
real property. Camp Maintenance made valuable improvements to the Alfa Company Maintenance shops by
upgrading their lighting systems.
SUPPLY/LOGISTICS: NMCB ONE became the first construction battalion in NCF history to simultaneously
operate full-service Supply Departments at two main body sites. Though the Detail Rota Supply Department
operated at less than half the required manning, they made major improvements to the readiness and accountability
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
of Camp Mitchell assets. The detail conducted a comprehensive wall-to-wall inventory of Automotive Repair Parts
(ARP), thereby reestablishing an accurate inventory baseline. In the process, they deleted all obsolete COSALs
from ARP and offloaded $200K of excess material. The Central Tool Room (CTR) also conducted a thorough wallto-wall inventory of shelf tools, while making strides in improving preventive maintenance and history files. A
wall-to-wall inventory was conducted in the 782/CBR gear warehouse, including all Desert Utility Uniforms
(DUUs) remaining on board Camp Mitchell for offload. MLO worked to correct filing and documentation errors,
while reorganizing the warehouse and material yard by project and location number. The Food Service division
provided consistent quality chow for the troops, despite manning a full-service galley with minimal Culinary
Specialists. Postal service remained exemplary throughout deployment, with a lone PC3 providing full-service
postal support for the detail. Overall, the Supply Department sustained logistical operations at a high level of
readiness by maximizing limited resources, directly contributing to NMCB ONE’s successful and historic
deployment.
EQUIPMENT: The battalion Civil Engineer Support Equipment (CESE) management program improved
availability from a low of 85% during initial turnover to a high of 92% by the end of deployment. Alfa Platoon’s
greatest challenge was supporting the 309 units of CESE used by the battalion in Rota, Spain and the two details out
of Souda Bay, Greece and Sigonella, Italy with only half of the needed personnel. Alfa Platoon was also tasked with
supporting a DFT in Senegal that was in a remote area with little air or supply support. They worked aggressively,
procuring and shipping over $20,000 in repair parts to Senegal using aircraft flown out of Naples, Italy and Rota,
Spain. Supporting seven different projects, personnel kept all projects moving smoothly with no delays. The Live
Storage program was run very professionally with a PM to mechanic ratio of 50:1, keeping the equipment in top
notch operational status at all times. The equipment yard crew repaired 159 units of CESE on an average 10-day
cycle throughout the deployment. They also improved the crane program from zero cranes available at turnover to
two of four TOA cranes certified and operational with one pending return shipment to Gulfport, MS. The remaining
crane, a 40-ton hydraulic, was received in Spain, but NMCB ONE Detail Rota lacked a certifying operator for this
type of crane. Alfa Platoon dispatched more than 50 units of CESE on a daily basis. Throughout deployment, Alfa
Platoon proved that the Battalion is committed to being good stewards of the Division’s CESE.
CONCLUSION: The NMCB ONE Detail Rota deployment challenged each Seabee and provided a balance of
dynamic operational tasking, critical military training, and professional development. NMCB ONE Detail Rota
safely and congruently succeeded in meeting all operational requirements, while improving mission readiness,
personal safety, and community management.
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II. ADMINISTRATIVE/SPECIAL STAFF
MEDICAL
1. GENERAL: During the September 2003 – February 2004 Rota Deployment, NMCB ONE’s medical
department provided care for air detachment personnel at Camp Mitchell in Rota, Spain. Naval Hospital Rota
provided excellent higher echelon support through ancillary, specialty, and surgical services. Although not
formally inspected, the medical department maintained C-1 “fully ready” battalion readiness throughout the
deployment.
2. STATISTICS
a.

Camp Mitchell BAS
Total patients seen at Camp Mitchell
Pharmacy units dispensed
PPDs, HIVs, and DNA tests
Immunizations
Audiograms
Sick In Quarters (SIQ) days
Physical Exams
Sanitary Inspections

b.

374
145
101
264
N/A
46
9
8

NH Rota support
Clinic

Visits
75
32
13
21
3
4
2
13
2
3
1
3
N/A

Radiology
Orthopedic
Optometry
Physical Therapy
General Surgery
Dermatology
Mental Health
Dietician
Urology
OB / GYN
Internal Medicine
Ear, Nose, Throat
Family Practice
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II. ADMINISTRATIVE/SPECIAL STAFF
DENTAL
1.

GENERAL: During the September 2003 – February 2004 Rota Deployment, NMCB ONE’s medical
department provided dental liaison for air detachment personnel at Camp Mitchell in Rota, Spain. Naval Dental
Clinic Rota provided excellent dental support for routine and surgical services. Dental readiness for the Air
Detachment was 99% in January 2004. These achievements were a direct reflection of the hard work and
accountability of HM3 Ayers and the Dental staff at the clinic.

2. STATISTICS
Total patients seen
Total number of procedures
Total number of cleanings
Total number of surgeries
Total number of Dental/Oral infections
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88
61
27
9
0

III. TRAINING/ARMORY/COMMUNICATIONS
1.

GENERAL: During the Rota deployment, an extensive training plan permitted the detail to sharpen its
technical, defensive combat, weapons, and general military skills. Petty Officers received training so that all
detail platoons could conduct Seabee Skill Assessment Interviews to document skills gained while on
deployment, and to identify deficiencies for the 2004 homeport training cycle. The detail conducted numerous
training evolutions designed to maintain and enhance mission readiness.
a.

Technical Training: Skill attainment increased significantly through on-the-job-training (OJT) at the
project sites and in the shops. The detail conducted a wide range of construction activities to execute
projects on Naval Station Rota that provided significant OJT in most areas of construction. Companies
held in-house technical training throughout the deployment, including in-rate training, cross-rate training,
and training in various military subjects. Over 200 new licenses were achieved during the deployment.

b.

Command Post Exercise (CPX): Several training days were dedicated to a Command Post Exercise located
on Camp Mitchell that enhanced Command and Control as well as defensive capabilities of the platoons.
The CPX developed communication both within the platoon and from the platoon to a Command Post
manned by watch-standers. This instrumental hands-on approach sharpened communication skills and
trained junior personnel. Communications systems including radio, wire, and messenger were established
on various networks to the Command Post. The exercise scenarios consisted of multiple ambushes, enemy
aggression, protestors, calls for fire, CBR attacks, emergency action procedures, and basic communication
flow procedures up and down the chain of command. Additionally, security patrols and convoys were
challenged with several varied missions and land navigation exercises. The battalion used these
capabilities to maintain and improve communications for the Air Detachment that comprises the majority
of Detail Rota. In addition, a Communication Exercise was successfully conducted on 17 November from
Camp Mitchell to Sierra Del Retin. The HF frequency transmission was conducted to test communication
between the camp and what will become a future FEX site for the Rota Mainbody deployment.

c.

Super Squad Training: Training during this deployment was hallmarked by the beginning of high-speed,
hands on training called “Super Squad.” Super Squad consists of competitive training evolutions
conducted on a squad level to improve unit integrity, develop small unit leadership, and maximize
readiness. The desired end state is to reward squads that exhibit a high sense of unity and teamwork, that
take pride in their appearance, and that operate as a high-speed team. The training is comprised of four
categories of events: FITNESS, TEAMBUILDING, TACTICAL, and MILITARY. Training Mondays
proved to be very productive as they focused on Super Squad training and hands on training for every
Seabee. Camp Mitchell is surrounded by wooded areas favorable for field training. This environment
enabled the detail to save time and money by eliminating the need to travel off camp. The battalion
enhanced individual skills in convoy tactics, communications, land navigation, patrols, and perimeter
defense. Three LANDNAV courses in the surrounding Camp Mitchell area were set up for training and
ranged from 1500 to 2500 meters in length. Seabees received training from NMCB ONE instructors and
Marines from the Marine Corps Security Forces Company, Europe.

d.

Weapons Training: An M16 Battle-Sight Zero (BZO) was conducted on 5 October for 125 Air Det
personnel at the Sierra Del Retin range site located about 90 kilometers east, south east of Naval Station
Rota. M9 ranges were held in October and December for all Khaki and members of the detail who are
assigned the M9 as their TOA weapon. Crew serve weapons ranges were completed on 17 November and
26 January for training on the M2, M60, Mk 19, AT4, and M203. Limited Technical Inspections (LTI) and
Pre Fire Inspections (PFI) were conducted prior to each range day. The battalion expended an enormous
amount of ammunition, including the following rounds:
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Type
50 Cal Ball Link
7.62 Ball Link
5.56mm Ball
9mm
Mk 19 40mm
M203 40mm practice
M203 40mm HE
M224 60mm HE

2.

Quantity
12,000
14,000
32,000
8,000
6,000
100
100
140

e.

General Military Training: The Detail dedicated time to General Military Training (GMT) at the end of
working days before off-days, during extra hours, or on platoon time. One full training day was dedicated
to accomplish GMT as well. The Training Department arranged courses, briefs, workshops, and
presentations on numerous topics including Operational Risk Management, Alcohol and Drug Abuse,
Sexual Assault, STD/HIV Education, Fraternization, Equal Opportunity, Grievance Procedures, the Navy’s
Homosexual Policy, Suicide Awareness and Stress-Anger Management, Physical Readiness Program, and
Financial Management. In addition, 55 members of the detail achieved 3M qualifications, and 100% of the
detail registered for Navy Knowledge Online.

f.

Seabee Combat Warfare (SCW) Training: During the deployment, Detail Rota qualified 13 new Seabee
Combat Warfare Specialist, raising the percentage of personnel qualified to over 75% for the detail.
Throughout the deployment, a total of 20 classes were held, assisting the detail in achieving this high
number.

g.

Physical Training: Battalion PT was held three times a week on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 0600.
The semi-annual Physical Fitness Assessment (PFA) was completed on 31 October with 14 overall
Outstandings, 53 Excellents, 44 Goods, 6 Satisfactorys, and 1 Failure. Pivotal to this success was a solid
physical fitness program backed by aggressive involvement from the platoon command fitness leaders
(CFLs), which led to 50% of personnel improving on their Spring PFA scores.

h.

Petty Officer Indoctrination: PO Indoc was taught in October by the First Class Petty Officers of Detail
Rota. The detail indoctrinated a total of 12 new Third Class Petty Officers.

STATISTICS:
SEABEE COMBAT WARFARE QUALIFICATION REPORT
Platoon

Khaki E6 E5 E4

E3 &
Total
Below Enrolled

Exam/
Board
Ready

Already
Qualified

Rota 2003-2004
Deployment
Qualifications

Rota 2003-2004
Deployment
Re-Qualifications

Alfa Platoon

1

3 10 18

13

22

7

20

5

0

Bravo Platoon

1

2 12 16

8

10

1

29

1

0

Charlie Platoon

1

2 11 16

9

9

1

30

1

0

Headquarters Platoon

1

7

7

15

4

11

4

21

5

0

Rota Staff

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

1

0

TOTAL

12

14 40 65

34

52

13

107

13

0
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3. PHOTOS:

GYSGT Green demonstrates the M60 at Spanish
Range, Sierra Del Retin.

M2 .50 CAL shoot at Sierra Del Retin.

CE3 Foster demonstrates the M224 Drop Method
at Sierra Del Retin.

Riot Training given by Marine Corps Security Force,
Europe.

Two man fighting position during Sector
Defense/CPX Drill at Camp Mitchell.

OE 254 Antenna set up during September CPX at
Camp Mitchell.
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IV. OPERATIONS
1.

GENERAL: The Operations Department maintained positive command and control while successfully
directing tasks for six deployment sites over the six-month deployment. NMCB ONE’s Detail Rota was
responsible for over 9,500 mandays of tasking while deployed to Camp Mitchell, Rota, Spain. Upon deploying,
the detail manned detail sites in Andros Island, Sigonella, and Souda Bay. The detail completed two
Deployment For Training (DFT) Exercises including New Horizons 2003-Grenada and Senegal WATC 03.
Throughout the deployment, the detail emphasized three primary areas of concentration to include safety,
quality of work, and timely completion of projects.

2.

SAFETY: The following safety statistics include both mainbody and deployment sites.
a.

SAFETY STASTICS:

TOTAL
Fatalities
# Lost Work Days
# Lost Day Cases
# Light Duty Days
# Light Duty Cases
# No Lost Time

Oct 03
0
2
1
125
10
2

Nov 03
0
0
0
72
7
2

Dec 03
0
0
0
14
2
3

Jan 04
0
2
1
5
1
2

Feb 04
0
0
0
14
1
0

TOTAL
0
4
2
244
23
15

0

2

0

3

0

0

5

$1250

$1300

$1600

$5150

$150

$0

$9,450

24,596

27,927

31,622

37,528

24,116

44,453

190,242

ON DUTY
Fatalities
# Lost Work Days
# Lost Day Cases
# Light Duty Days
# Light Duty Cases
# No Lost Time

Sep 03
0
0
0
0
0
3

Oct 03
0
2
1
45
5
2

Nov 03
0
0
0
44
4
1

Dec 03
0
0
0
0
0
3

Jan 04
0
0
0
5
1
1

OFF DUTY
Fatalities
# Lost Work Days
# Lost Day Cases
# Light Duty Days
# Light Duty Cases
# No Lost Time

Sep 03
0
0
0
14
2
3

Oct 03
0
0
0
80
5
1

Nov 03
0
0
0
28
3
1

Dec 03
0
0
0
14
2
0

Govt. Vehicle
Mishaps
Govt. Vehicle
Repair Costs
Govt. Vehicle
Miles Driven

Sep 03
0
0
0
14
2
6
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Jan 04
0
2
1
0
0
1

Feb 04
0
0
0
14
1
0
Feb 04
0
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

TOTAL
0
2
1
108
11
10
TOTAL
0
2
1
136
12
6

IV. OPERATIONS
3.

ENVIRONMENTAL: NMCB ONE’s Environmental Department managed hazardous material and hazardous
waste for 19 storage sites as well as the accumulation center located in the Alfa and Bravo Company Yard.
These sites were maintained in full accordance with Federal; Department of Defense; and NAVSTA Rota,
Spain regulations, as well as within the Environmental Protection Final Governing Standards of Spain. The
Environmental Department was staffed from within the detail and worked directly with the Safety Department.
Continuous monitoring and implementation of re-utilization methods reduced procurement and on hand
quantities by 12% during the deployment. This was accomplished through vigorous Hazardous Communication
Training and immediate response measures that were implemented from the updated SOP. The Safety and
Environmental Department allowed for excess and unused material to be accounted for and disposed of
properly.

4.

LABOR DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY:

Direct Labor MDs Expended
Indirect Labor MDs Expended
Readiness/Training MDs Expended
Total
# Personnel
# Direct Labor
# Workdays
% Direct Labor
MD Capability (Max)
Efficiency Factor
Note:

Sep 03 Oct 03 Nov 03
477
589
667
929
758
584
170
318
84
1576
1665
1335
140
140
185
53
53
71
18
23
20
41%
54%
56%
1073
1371
1596
60%
66%
47%

Dec 03
786
592
243
1621
173
64
20
63%
1440
71%

Jan 04
1123
800
340
2263
167
63
21
65%
1488
98%

Feb 04 TOTAL
149
3791
214
3877
43
1198
406
8866
167
63
4
106
47%
56%
284
7252
68%
69%

%Total
43%
44%
13%
100%

% DL = (Direct Labor MDs + DLT)/(Total MDs)
MD Capability (Max) = # Direct Labor x # Workdays x 1.125
Efficiency Factor = (Actual Direct Labor MDs + DLT)/MD Capability (Max)

5. OIC DISCRETIONARY PROJECTS:
a.

GENERAL: The majority of the projects undertaken were demolition projects, including the Fire Training
Area no longer used by the Fire Department. Back Wall, Fuel Skimmer involved laying eight courses of
CMU block and sheeting the remainder of the back wall. Other projects involved minor site work for
NAVSTA Rota departments.

b.

PROJECT LISTING:
Bldg 564 and Scales
Bldg 137 and Head Facility
Bldg 529 and Paving Bricks
Bldg 1689
Fire Training Area
Back Wall, Fuel Skimmer
Security Department Site Prep
Air Field Tower Road
SULE Course
Ditch behind ALFA Co
Transformer Pad, Bldg 555

48
80
90
24
208
57
22
27
14
33
18

TOTAL MANDAYS:
TASKED MANDAYS:

621
500
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6. DET ROTA CAMP MAINTENANCE:
a.

GENERAL: Camp Maintenance had a highly successful deployment, completing over 900 mandays of
tasked maintenance and repair projects. NMCB ONE adopted and further developed the existing Camp
Mitchell maintenance plan. The program focused on an overall increase in equipment and the quality of
facilities. Significant quality of life projects completed include Upgrade Interior lighting, Cyber Café
Interior Painting, and Aerobics Center interior painting.

b.

STATISTICS:

ESA's:
SJO's:
MCD's:
Total

MDs
Sep-03 Oct-03 Nov-03 Dec-03 Jan-04 Feb-04
TASKED
480
108
95
91
116
95
0
80
37
31
21
23
26
0
240
0
0
0
82
211
0
800
145
126
112
221
332
0
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Total

%Total

505
138
293
936

105%
172%
122%
117%

IV. OPERATIONS – MAINBODY PROJECTS

Fuel Skimmer Facility

Laying CMU block wall

FUEL SKIMMER SHED
SP8-814
Fuel Skimmer Shed was built as an area for Port Operations to store their boats out of the weather. NMCB
ONE experienced a whole different type of construction with this project that involved stucco and
plastering. The project was started by NMCB FIVE and was completed by NMCB ONE.
Project Data
Personnel:

5 personnel

Duration:

September 09, 2003 – February 02, 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

Material Cost:

$87,500.00

Cost Savings:

$448,000.00

340
1280
75%
100%
340
1280

Specifications: Scope of work for completing the Fuel Skimmer Shed project included the installation of
corrugated sheeting to the sides of the P.E.B., installation of 8,000 square feet of Spanish stucco,
installation of 1 steel door, installation of 4 downspouts, installation of 560 linear feet of 8’ high security
fencing, 600 square feet of interior fencing with steel frame, installation of 14 steel bollards, the paint and
preservation of 45 tons of structural steel, and the paint and preservation of 24,000 square feet of stucco.
The installation of the security fence post and bollards consisted of hand excavation of 15 cubic meters of
earth.
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CEs installing raceway

CMU block hallway

RENOVATE BUILDING 555
SP1-805
NMCB ONE was tasked with the interior finish work for the renovation of Bldg 555. When completed,
this facility will provide office space to support the Naval Special Warfare Unit TEN on NAVSTA Rota.
The NMCB ONE crew received valuable construction readiness training in plasterwork, CMU
construction, and electrical and plumbing utility installation. The project was started by NMCB FIVE and
will be completed by NMCB SEVEN FOUR.
Project Data
Personnel:

14 personnel

Duration:

September 10, 2003 – February 2, 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

850
1985

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

60%
77%
318
1877

Material Cost:

$240,000.00

Cost Savings:

$656,950.00

Specifications: Scope of work included landscaping a 200 SM area, patching exterior plaster, plastering
and painting 900 SM of wall area, installing 310 SM of floor tile, installing a suspension ceiling, placing
ceramic tile on 75 SM of wall, installing 23 doors and 13 windows, building a transformer pad with block
walls and a metal roof, constructing a block end cap and server room on the mezzanine deck, installing
4500 FT of conduit for telephone, electrical, sipernet, and nipernet systems, installing ceiling light fixtures,
installing water lines and fixtures for two bathrooms, and installing a sewage line.
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IV. OPERATIONS – MAINBODY PROJECTS

Trench excavation

Irrigation line installed

HOSPITAL IRRIGATION
SP1-806
NMCB ONE was tasked with installing an underground sprinkler system at NAVSTA Rota Hospital. The
tasking included installation of 66 sprinkler heads, the emplacement of almost 5400 feet of PVC pipe, 3 tieins to an existing line, and the installation of 10 ball valves and 4 solenoid valves. In addition, four road
crossings would be done with the asphalt repair tasked to civilian contractors. Almost 42,000 feet of direct
burial cable is to be placed as well as a 24-zone control panel installed.
Project Data
Personnel:

6 personnel

Duration:

November 17, 2003-February 02, 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

Material Cost:

$36,974.69

Cost Savings:

$43,050.00

123
123
0%
41%
150
360

Specifications: Install a sprinkler system on NAVSTA Rota Hospital grounds. This includes road
crossing, installation of PVC pipe, db cable, and valves in accordance with the specifications provided.
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IV. OPERATIONS – MAINBODY PROJECTS

Installed security lighting

Security lighting base

BOQ SECURITY LIGHTING
SP2-815
NMCB ONE was tasked with the installation of the parking lot lighting system and the lighting of the
displayed Jet Fighter. The project included the placing of light poles and the arrangement of the
illumination of the Jet Fighter. Also tasked with the installation of the parking lot signs.
Project Data
Personnel:

5 personnel

Duration:

January 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

Material Cost:

$35,758.26

Cost Savings:

$182,700.00

24
624
91%
100%
60
660

Specifications: NMCB ONE was tasked with the security lighting of the BOQ parking lot at Naval Air
Station Rota, Spain. Installed four light poles, eight halogen lights, and two small ground lights to
illuminate the aircraft.
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IV. OPERATIONS – MAINBODY PROJECTS

Grading fill for proper elevation

Graded and compacted

SOCCER COMPLEX
SP2-887
NMCB ONE was tasked with the construction of Naval Air Station Rota’s MWR Soccer Complex. The
project includes a full-length soccer field, an irrigation system, and drainage ditches.
Project Data
Personnel:

4 personnel

Duration:

October 2003 – February 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

Material Cost:

$99,005.00

Cost Savings:

$105,350.00

301
301
0%
47%
108
600

Specifications: Construct a complete soccer complex on Naval Air Station Rota, Spain. The project
includes the compaction of the sub grade, the hulling of fill to raise the elevation, placing top soil with
grass seed, and installing an irrigation system.
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IV. OPERATIONS – MAINBODY PROJECTS

Installing electrical hand-hole

Landscaping project area

RELOCATE CABLE CLH
SP2-891
NMCB ONE was task with the relocation of overhead HV lines to underground lines, starting from the fuel
farm to the water treatment plant in CLH, Naval Activity Rota Spain. This project included the excavation
of 1000 CM of form trenching, installation of 3000 feet of 4” PVC conduit, 9000 feet of HV cables,
placement of 256 CM of concrete to encase the conduit, and the installation of pads and transformers.
Public Works was assigned with the disconnection and demolition of the existing HV lines and the
reconnection of the new ones.
Project Data
Personnel:

4 personnel

Duration:

September 10, 2003 – December 20, 2003

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

Material Cost:

$65,000

Cost Savings:

$46,550.00

133
133
0%
100%
250
250

Specifications: Install new HV lines in new route; disconnect old HV lines from the pole and from the
transformer. Connect the new HV line to the transformer and the poles and remove the old electrical cable.
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IV. OPERATIONS – MAINBODY PROJECTS

Newly installed countertop

Renovation in progress

RENOVATE BUILDING 1759
SP3-803
NMCB ONE was tasked with the interior finish work for the renovation of Bldg 1759. When completed,
this facility will provide morale and recreation support for the Chief Petty Officers of NMCB ONE and all
future Chief Petty Officers stationed aboard Camp Mitchell.
Project Data
Personnel:

5 personnel

Duration:

January 6, 2004 - January 19, 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

Material Cost:

$36,787.13

Cost Savings:

$35,000.00

198
198
0%
100%
100
100

Specifications: Scope of work for renovating the Chief Petty Officer Mess, building 1759 on Camp
Mitchell included the demo and removal of over 150 SF of bar and wall material, 1.5 CD of concrete and
500FT of conduit covered electrical wire. 1 CD of concrete was placed over the 32FT of newly laid 11/2”
drain and ¾” water lines. Interior walls and ceiling, totaling 2048 SF was painted, after 262 FT of drywall
repair was made. The eight lights were removed, rewired and then re-installed in areas where they would be
better used. The 2 new 2x6 and 2x4 sections of bar will be placed on the 132 SF section of ceramic tile.
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IV. OPERATIONS – MAINBODY PROJECTS

Gutted interior

Exterior view of Alfa Dispatch

RENOVATE ALFA DISPATCH
SP3-805
NMCB ONE was tasked with the demolition of the interior of Alfa Dispatch, the removal of all exterior
doors and windows and the beginning phases of renovation. When completed, Alpha Company will have a
new dispatch, licensing examiner, supply and operations office. The NMCB ONE crew received valuable
training in demolition, framing, door and window installation, dry wall and electrical installation. The
project was started by NMCB ONE and will be completed by NMCB SEVENTY FOUR.
Project Data
Personnel:

8 personnel

Duration:

December 8, 2003 – February 26, 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

Material Cost:

$17,303.65

Cost Savings:

$91,000.00

206
206
0%
55%
149
260

Specifications: Scope of work for the renovation of Alfa Company Dispatch at Naval Station Rota, Spain
consisted of demolition of the 4,950 square feet of existing interior walls and ceiling, removal and
replacement of 12 windows and 2 exterior doors, framing and installing 4,700 square feet of dry wall, new
LAN and telephone lines, and new electrical lines throughout the building.
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IV. OPERATIONS – DETAIL ANDROS
U. S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ONE deployed a 20-person detail to Andros Island in December
2003. Eighteen personnel embarked from Grenada, West Indies on December 7, 2003 with the OIC and an SK2
embarking from Rota, Spain on December 8, 2003. All personnel arrived on December 11, 2003. The detail
consisted of one LTjg, one Chief Petty Officer, one First Class Petty Officer, and 17 personnel E-5 or below.
Supported by AUTEC, Detail Andros was able to execute all tasked construction projects with exceptional quality,
while simultaneously providing excellent training and experience for all personnel.
ADMINISTRATION: The mainbody in Guam maintained all of the detail service and medical records. Routine
sick call was provided locally. All other medical support required TAD trips to West Palm Beach and beyond.
Timely communication with the S1 department ensured proper administrative tracking for all personnel, including
documents for two reenlistments and one extension. The Reserve Center in West Palm Beach handled all military
ID issues. The mainbody out of Guam provided support during the advancement exam cycle. All remaining
administrative duties were handled via email to Guam and Rota, including TAD orders and pay issues. Mail was
delivered on base through Naval Undersea Warfare Command. Communication between the detail and main body
was handled primarily by email. Other means of communication included DSN and commercial phone and FAX
lines.
OPERATIONS: Detail Andros was tasked with 965 mandays of construction and training. Construction involved
two major projects and 50 mandays allotted for OIC discretionary work, including a detailed inventory of CTR and
MLO and an organization of project materials. RNMCB 21 & 26 contributed 400 mandays to the success of the
projects. Seabees received valuable on-the-job training, including removing and placing concrete and drywall,
interior painting, ceramic tile, carpet, cabinetry, lighting, under slab and finish plumbing, and landscaping on CBH12. CBH-13 tasking included installing manufactured trusses, repairing bond beams, installing sheathing, placing
roof felt, placing shingles, and installing rough underground utilities.
TRAINING: The detail conducted training on various SCWs topics. With the adoption of a SCW mentoring
program, the detail successfully qualified three Seabees and requalified two, achieving a 90% SCW board
qualification. The detail conducted Physical Training three times a week on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, with
an emphasis on endurance and calisthenics.
SUPPLY AND LOGISTICS: The detail purchased all office supplies at the AUTEC Serve Mart. The AUTEC base
retail store provided limited toiletries, snacks, and paper products. No uniform items were available on base. The
main body Supply Department provided support on minor uniform items and shipping documents for operational
equipment. All items sent from Guam via the U.S. postal system took an average of 8 to 10 days to arrive in
Andros.
CTR/MLO: The Central Tool Room and the Material Liaison Office are unique on Andros Island. Accountability
in both outlets was less than desirable. The base contractor procures all construction material from the U.S. then
transports it via barge or plane. Our efforts were focused on validating and improving the 29 tool kits valued at
$89,000, a Central Tool Room valued at $161,000, and accounting for all construction materials valued at $175,000,
to include 431 BMLI’s for the two CBH projects. The 22nd NCR provided tool kit support and various shelf stock
items. Fifty mandays were dedicated to organizing and inventorying both tools and materials, resulting in an
improved turn-around time for the issuing and returning of tools and materials.
EQUIPMENT: The Detail’s CESE Management program includes 12 aging augment pieces. Two older
attachments have been deadlined for five months awaiting seals. All efforts to obtain the required seals resulted in
suppliers telling us the part no longer exists. Two pick-up trucks were available for MWR activities and usage
followed prescribed battalion policy. One CM3 provided preventive and interim maintenance support for all CESE.
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IV. OPERATIONS – DETAIL ANDROS
LABOR DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY:

Direct Labor MDs Expended
Indirect Labor MDs Expended
Training MDs Expended
Total

# Personnel
# Direct Labor
# Workdays
% Direct Labor
MD Capability (Max)
Note:

Dec03
154
126
7

Jan04
540
317
66

Feb04
252
168
21

Mar04
312
208
35

Apr04
36
24
3

Total
1294
843
132

%Total
57%
37%
6%

287
20
11
14
55%
173

923
57
36
23
%
633

441
20
12
21
55%
260

555
20
12
26
60%
351

63
20
12
3
60%
41

2269

100%

Efficiency Factor
89%
85%
97%
89%
88%
% DL = (Direct Labor MDs + DLT)/(Total MDs)
MD Capability (Max) = # Direct Labor x # Workdays x 1.125
Efficiency Factor = (Actual Direct Labor MDs + DLT)/MD Capability (Max)

OIC DISCRETIONARY
1.

PROJECT LISTING:
MLO/CTR Organization
TOTAL MANDAYS:
TASKED MANDAYS:

100
100

CAMP MAINTENANCE
1.

PROJECT LISTING:
Clean up office spaces and yard in preparation for turnover.
TOTAL MANDAYS:
TASKED MANDAYS:

20
20
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IV. OPERATIONS – DETAIL ANDROS

Exterior view of CBH

Finished interior

CONSTRUCT CBH-12
AD2-828
NMCB ONE was tasked with completing this turnover project. Concrete Block Housing (CBH) is the typical
standard for bachelor quarters on Andros. The 9,500 square foot single story CMU block housing facility provides
comfortable and spacious living quarters to permanently assigned active duty personal and their families.
Project Data
Personnel:

10 personnel

Duration:

December 2003- March 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

951
3320

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

77%
100%
785
3154

Material Cost:

$350,000.00

Cost Savings:

$1,013,600.00

Specifications: NMCB ONE was tasked with completing all repairs to damaged under slab sanitary pipe; installing
finish lighting and plumbing fixtures; finishing drywall; applying interior primer and paint; carpentry to include base
board, window sills, cabinetry, counter tops, and doors; installing condensate lines on all A.C. units; installing all
appliances; installing vents for both dryers and stoves; placing ceramic floor tile; laying carpet; and constructing
sidewalks for the perimeter of the facility. Troubleshoot and repair faulty under slab plumbing lines in all ten units.
Finish all drywall; prime and paint interior walls and ceilings; place kitchen, bathroom, and hall ceramic tile. Install
kitchen and bathroom cabinets, sinks, fixtures, and counter tops. Install medium plush carpet in living and sleeping
areas. Construct 300 linear feet of sidewalk. Landscape entire site.
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IV. OPERATIONS – DETAIL ANDROS

Seabees installing blocking

Completed roof

CONSTRUCT CBH-13
AD3-829
NMCB ONE was tasked with completing the roof construction for this turnover project. Concrete Block Housing
(CBH) is the typical standard for bachelor quarters on Andros. The 9,500 square foot single story CMU block
housing facility provides comfortable and spacious living quarters to permanently assigned active duty personal and
their families.
Project Data
Personnel:

9 personnel

Duration:

December 2003-April 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

221
1822

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
WIP at Completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

52%
63%
420
3091

Material Cost:

$360,000.00

Cost Savings:

$1,030,750.00

Specifications: Scope of work included weather tightening the roof for a 9,500 square foot single story CMU
housing facility. Phases of work included: repairing broken trusses, placing sheathing and roof felt, and shingling
the entire roof. Complete truss repair and installation. Place blocking along trusses as per plans. Install remaining
roof sheathing. Place roof felt and shingles over entire roof area. Repair bond beams with epoxy based patch.
Install sanitary system manhole.
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IV. OPERATIONS – DETAIL SIGONELLA
U. S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ONE deployed a 30-person detail to Naval Air Station,
Sigonella, Sicily. All personnel embarked from Gulfport, Mississippi on 29 August 2003 and arrived in Sigonella
on 30 August. The detail consisted of one Officer, one Chief Petty Officer, two First Class Petty Officers and 26
personnel E-5 or below. On 7 December, four additional E-5 or below personnel were sent from Rota, Spain.
Supported by Naval Air Station (NAS) Sigonella, the detail was able to execute the majority of their tasked
construction projects, providing excellent training and experience for all personnel.
ADMINISTRATION: The detail at Camp Mitchell in Rota, Spain maintained all of the detail’s service and dental
records. Communication with the S1 department kept track of administrative issues on all personnel. The detail
maintained its medical records, and the Naval Hospital on NAS Sigonella provided medical support throughout the
deployment. The detail administered its own advancement exams during the advancement exam cycle while the
Personnel Support Detachment handled ID card renewals. All remaining administrative duties, including daily mail
distribution, were tasked to the Detail Administrative Petty Officer and Mail Petty Officer. Communication between
the detail and mainbody was satisfactory. E-mail was the primary means for transferring information but DSN
phone and FAX, and commercial phone lines were also used.
OPERATIONS: Detail Sigonella was tasked with 1,968 mandays of construction, camp maintenance, and training.
Construction tasking involved two projects and 100 mandays allotted for OIC discretionary work. Seabees received
valuable on-the-job training at the Sports Field Lighting and Head project which included the construction of a head
facility, sidewalks, stairs, a retaining wall, picnic pads, sports field lighting, and extensive earth work. The Upgrade
Security Fence project consisted of the construction of a multi-level concrete wall with chain link fencing and
concertina wire on top. Our tasking was cut back on this project to focus on the sports field project. Camp
maintenance time was used to improve MLO, CTR, and detail office spaces.
TRAINING: The detail conducted formal training during seven pre-planned training Mondays. Topics such as
Navy Knowledge Online, Thrift Savings Plan, first echelon maintenance, alcohol and drug abuse, Material Safety
Data Sheets, and extensive Seabee Combat Warfare Specialist (SCWS) information were among the areas covered.
There was also a Hilti tool licensing class, CPR qualification, M-16 qualification, and a historical and cultural trip to
the town of Agrigento to visit the Valley of the Temples. SCWS “murder” boards were conducted on weekday
evenings, followed by official oral boards. Eleven qualifications were successfully earned during this deployment.
Physical Training (PT) was conducted three times a week on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday with an emphasis on
endurance and calisthenics. On days with rain, the detail went to the base gym for PT. The entire detail performed
extremely well on the October 2003 Physical Fitness Assessment with one third of the detail receiving an overall
score of outstanding. Two newly selected Third Class Petty Officers attended Petty Officer Indoctrination while on
deployment.
SUPPLY AND LOGISTICS: The detail had three running OPTARS: camp consumables, CESE support, and camp
maintenance. The detail was also provided a small allowance from Rota to use for safety equipment and supplies.
The base provided the detail with a mailing address through which the detail received mail from CONUS in about
five days. Military Postal Service (MPS) mail took and average of 14 days to arrive from mainbody in Guam.
CTR/MLO: The detail at Camp Mitchell in Rota, Spain provided tool kit support and various shelf stock items.
The detail was responsible for tool inventory, tracking tool use, ensuring tool kits were at 100% for turnover, and for
submitting electronic 1250’s to Rota for replacement tool orders. MLO was supported by Mr. Fiscella, the camp’s
1NCD representative, and the NAS Supply department. The detail MLO custodian procured, inventoried, stored,
and issued all materials, as well as kept all records up to date.
EQUIPMENT: Overall, the detail had 34 pieces of CESE and 11 GSA vehicles. Three “Class-B” assigned GSA
vehicles provided day-to-day transportation. The 1NCD representative used one “Class-B” assigned vehicle and the
detail used the other two. The detail had a 20-passenger bus that helped transport the crew back and forth between
NAS I and NAS II. Two GSA vehicles were available for specific MWR activities as long as they were properly
requested. The NAS Public Works Department provided preventive and interim maintenance on all GSA vehicles
while the detail’s four mechanics provided support for the CESE. Three pieces of CESE were sent to DRMO, a
15T dump, a welder, and a concrete saw.
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IV. OPERATIONS – DETAIL SIGONELLA

LABOR DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY:
Sep 03 Oct 03 Nov 03 Dec 03 Jan 04 Feb 04
298
400
280
347
429
0
66
55
64
103
87
0
56
68
79
73
52
0
Total
420
523
423
523
568
0
# Personnel
30
30
30
33
33
33
# Direct Labor
19
19
19
22
22
22
# Workdays
19
24
22
24
23
1
% Direct Labor
84%
89%
85%
80%
85%
0%
MD Capability (Max)
406
513
470
594
569
25
Efficiency Factor
87%
91%
76%
71%
84%
0%
Note: % DL = (Direct Labor MDs + DLT)/(Total MDs)
MD Capability (Max) = # Direct Labor x # Workdays x 1.125
Efficiency Factor = (Actual Direct Labor MDs + DLT)/MD Capability (Max)
Direct Labor MDs Expended
Indirect Labor MDs Expended
Training MDs Expended

Total
1754
375
328
2457
113
85%
2577
82%

%Total
71%
15%
14%
100%

OIC DISCRETIONARY
1.

PROJECT LISTING:

Tasked projects took precedence over OIC Discretionary Projects. The OIC solicited requests and ideas for
possible OIC Discretionary work from Public Works with minimal response. The two main projects that were
completed were a small sidewalk behind the Seabee compound and a class in woodworking for the local Cub
Scouts, where they built a birdhouse and earned their woodworking badge.
TOTAL MANDAYS:
TASKED MANDAYS:

36
100

CAMP MAINTENANCE
1.

PROJECT LISTING:
Paint Interior of Detail Spaces
Paint Exterior Camp Signs
Paint Detail Flag Pole
Re-stripe Detail Parking Lot
Repair Broken Water Line in Camp Head
General Camp Clean-up
Miscellaneous

17
3
3
25
10
12
5

TOTAL MANDAYS:
TASKED MANDAYS:

75
75
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IV. OPERATIONS – DETAIL SIGONELLA

Picnic pads between sports fields

Newly constructed head facility

SPORTS FIELD LIGHTING AND HEAD
SI0-825
This was a turnover project from NMCB-26. It will provide base MWR and the DODD School with a place to play
tennis, basketball, football, soccer, and softball. There is also a running track, picnic pavilion, and head facility.
Work on this project provided valuable training in concrete placement, CMU block construction, stucco application,
clay tile roof installation, ceramic tile installation, interior and exterior electrical wiring, plumbing fixture
installation, and CESE earthwork operations.
Project Data
Personnel:

22 personnel

Duration:

September 2002 – February 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

1115
2884

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
WIP at Completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

58%
95%
1258
3027

Material Cost:

$339,084.50

Cost Savings:

$300,000.00

Specifications: Construct block facility. Install “Italian style” clay and concrete roof. Tile interior with janitor
closet and sports gear storage room. Complete construction of softball field including drainage swale, catch basins,
outfield fence, and detention basin. Excavate and construct 1,100 FT of concrete retaining wall. Complete eight
picnic gazebos. Install three drinking fountains. Place concrete sidewalk and curbing to tennis courts and picnic
areas.
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IV. OPERATIONS – DETAIL SIGONELLA

The fence after the RST had been installed

A completed poured section

UPGRADE SECURITY FENCE
SI0-826
This was a turnover project from NMCB-26. The concrete wall at the bottom of the new fence will provide better
force protection for the base. Work on this project provided valuable training in rebar installation, form construction
and bracing, and concrete placement.
Project Data
Personnel:

7 personnel

Duration:

May 2003 – September 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

172
316

Tasking:

WIP at Turnover:
WIP at Completion:
Tasked MD:
Total Project MD:

2%
5%
199
5900

Material Cost:

$478,000.00

Cost Savings:

$60,000.00

Specifications: Remove existing concrete and galvanized exterior fence. Reconstruct 6-8 FT concrete wall with
galvanized fencing.
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IV. OPERATIONS – DETAIL SOUDA BAY
U. S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ONE deployed a 21-person detail to Souda Bay, Crete, Greece.
All personnel embarked from Gulfport, Mississippi on 29 August 2003 and arrived on 31 August. The detail
consisted of one Ensign, one Senior Chief Petty Officer, two First Class Petty Officers and 17 personnel E-5 or
below. In November, one E-5 and one E-4 reported from DFT Senegal rollback with an additional E-5 arriving in
December. Supported by Naval Support Activity (NSA) Souda Bay, the detail was able to execute all tasked
construction projects with exceptional quality simultaneously providing excellent training and experience for all
personnel.
ADMINISTRATION: Detail Souda Bay deployed without any direct admin support and all admin issues were
either handled by the detail LPO or through admin support from the mainbody sites in Rota, Spain and Guam. The
detail AOIC coordinated all medical needs through the base medical clinic that assigned an HM to manage the
detail's medical and dental readiness. All advancement examinations were coordinated through Rota with the
September and January advancement exams being administered by NSA Administrative Department. NSA's Chief
Master-at-Arms provided urinalysis support.
OPERATIONS: Detail Souda Bay was tasked with 1,446 mandays of construction, camp maintenance and training.
Construction involved four projects and 50 mandays allotted for OIC discretionary work. Detail Souda Bay
completed one of the four construction projects assigned, with a total of 1,148 mandays earned. They also relocated
a security fence and leveled the storage lot at MLO greatly improving the facility as part of the 100 mandays of
camp maintenance tasking.
TRAINING: The detail’s training plan mirrored that of the mainbody. Required safety and general military training
was conducted with a strong emphasis on Seabee Combat Warfare. Physical training was held three times weekly
prior to the start of the workday. The semi-annual physical fitness assessment was held in October, with over 50%
of the detail scoring an excellent or higher as their overall score. Overall, the detail performed 189 mandays of
training. Detail Souda Bay's SCWS training program consisted of classes two nights per week. With eleven
personnel enrolled, eight earned their designation as Seabee Combat Warfare Specialists during this deployment.
SUPPLY AND LOGISTICS: The detail’s SK3 provided supply and material support, managing a fiscal year
transition OPTAR of $81,941 and $518,200 in project funds. She worked closely with the NSA Comptroller and
Purchasing departments to procure construction materials, detail support materials, consumables, vehicle parts, and
services. Along with managing purchases, she directed the operations of the Material Liaison Office, Central Tool
Room, Automotive Repair Parts outlet, and Central Storage Room
CTR/MLO: The MLO Petty Officer, a UT3, was responsible for receipt, storage, and issuance of construction
materials and also maintained MLO records. The detail worked with a Public Works Expeditor who provided a
valuable knowledge base and Greek/English translation assistance. The MLO warehouse and storage yard is
physically located outside the confines of NSA Souda Bay in a complex controlled by the 115th Hellenic Air Force.
Tool issues, receipts, tool kit validations, weekly spot inventories, and bi-weekly tool inventories were conducted to
validate accountability.
EQUIPMENT: Detail Souda Bay organized and operated it's own CESE management program. A CM2 and two
additional CM's maintained 27 pieces of augment CESE, ARP, and a tool room. The detail’s CESE includes one
tactical 5T Dump Truck, a Grader, two Loaders, a Roller, an Excavator, a CUCV, two Seven Passenger Vans, a 5T
Tractor with 50 ton Lowboy Trailer, a Water Truck, a Fuel Truck, two 15T Stake Trucks, a Maintenance Truck, a
Blazer, a Dakota PU, two Water Tank Trailers, a 4K RT Forklift, an Air Compressor, an Arc Welder, a Diaphragm
Pump, a Centrifugal Pump, a Mag Sweeper, and a 15T Dump. An EO2 performed the duties of dispatcher, accident
investigator, and license examiner for the deployment. Equipment maintenance proved to be challenging in Souda
Bay as a result of limited repair part availability and the advanced age of the equipment. The detail relied heavily on
mainbody ARP for parts. The average delivery time was 34 days, resulting in an average CESE availability of 92%
throughout the duration of the deployment.
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IV. OPERATIONS – DETAIL SOUDA BAY
LABOR DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY:
Sep 03 Oct 03 Nov 03 Dec 03 Jan 04 Feb 04
Direct Labor MDs Expended
133
209
170
230
256
44
Indirect Labor MDs Expended
99
125
91
127
176
28
Training MDs Expended
41
49
62
53
53
3
Total
273
383
323
410
485
75
# Personnel
21
21
23
24
24
24
# Direct Labor
11
11
13
14
14
14
# Workdays
19
23
20
23
22
5
% Direct Labor
64%
67%
72%
69%
64%
63%
MD Capability (Max)
235
284
292
362
346
78
Efficiency Factor
74%
90%
79%
78%
89%
60%
Note: % DL = (Direct Labor MDs + DLT)/(Total MDs)
MD Capability (Max) = # Direct Labor x # Workdays x 1.125
Efficiency Factor = (Actual Direct Labor MDs + DLT)/MD Capability (Max)

OIC DISCRETIONARY
1.

PROJECT LISTING:
501
502
503
504
505
506

Relocate ASOS Tower
Install Crutch Racks and TV Brackets
Place Concrete Steps at NCTAMS
Construct Embankment at Area K-14
Repair Boat Motors for Port Ops
Replace Awning Roof at Seabee Barracks

TOTAL MANDAYS:
TASKED MANDAYS:

4
5
2
24
6
9
50
50

CAMP MAINTENANCE
1.

PROJECT LISTING:
ESA: Respond to Service Calls as Needed
SJO: Clean and Maintain Heating and AC Filters
MCD: Relocate Fence at MLO and Level Yard
Paint and Repair 26 Rooms in Seabee Barracks
TOTAL MANDAYS:
TASKED MANDAYS:

11
10
58
21
100
100
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Total
1042
646
261
1949
112
67%
1597
81%

%Total
54%
33%
13%
100%

IV. OPERATIONS – DETAIL SOUDA BAY

MOGAS site

MOGAS storage tank placement

CONSTRUCT MOGAS STATION
CR4-891
Construct Mogas Station with concrete and clay block control building with offices, restroom, and lab to include
three 10,000-gallon fuel tanks and six fueling points.
Project Data
Personnel:

4 personnel

Duration:

September 6, 2003 - January 31, 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

443
1808

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

85%
90%
630
1995

Material Cost:

$242,633.61

Cost Savings:

$600,000.00

Specifications: Install explosion proof lighting in lab area, place toilet and pedestal sink in bathroom, install
showerhead and faucet in shower. Construct pump island, sidewalks, and parking pads for fueling station. Install
pumps and card readers for fuel dispensing. Complete installation and testing of double wall fuel lines.
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Old guard post

Newly constructed guard post

BRAVO/CHARLIE POST GLASS AND ARM
CR2-861
NMCB ONE was tasked with new guard post construction that will greatly improved Souda Bay’s Force Protection
posture.
Project Data
Personnel:

3 personnel

Duration:

September 17, 2003 - January 27, 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

303
303

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

0%
93%
294
294

Material Cost:

$108,749.98

Cost Savings:

$70,482.00

Specifications: Construct new concrete post with ballistic glass and doors. Charlie Post: Install new ballistic glass
and doors and hydraulic security gate arms. Construct new concrete planter box at front of post. Construct blast
proof structure to house the Bravo Security Post. Excavate 12 cubic meters of earth and rock, place concrete
footers, and stem walls. Pour concrete walls and columns and place concrete roof and parapet. Install steel frame
ballistic windows and doors.
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Pulling conductors

CEs making connections

INSTALL EMERGENCY GENERATORS
CR2-869
NMCB ONE was tasked with completing this turnover project from NMCB 26. The new emergency generators will
improve electrical services to base facilities.
Project Data
Personnel:

3 personnel

Duration:

February 4, 2004 - February 6, 2004

Mandays Expended:

NMCB ONE:
Cumulative:

17
167

Tasking:

WIP at turnover:
WIP at completion:
MD Tasked to NMCB:
Total Project MD:

83%
95%
26
176

Material Cost:

$17,337.18

Cost Savings:

$34,900.00

Specifications: Completion work includes pulling electrical cables, installing two generators and associated
switchgear, and plumbing the generator fuel lines. Install and connect remaining fuel lines, pull four, 40 meter runs
of 300mm cable, set switchgear, and tow 300KW Caterpillar Generators.
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IV. OPERATIONS – DEPLOYMENTS FOR TRAINING
DFT GRENADA
U. S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion (NMCB) ONE was tasked to lead a Task Force (TF) consisting of
active and reserve Navy, Air Force, and Army personnel. The TF was tasked to construct two schools with latrines,
and one Aged Home Facility, as well as provide humanitarian medical services as part of U.S. Southern Command
exercise, “New Horizons 2003 – Grenada.” This tasking provided training for 45 Seabees, 2 Army Reserve Civil
Affairs personnel, and 23 Air Force medical personnel. A USNR Lieutenant led the TF as the Commander Task
Force (CTF) with a USN Chief Petty Officer as the Executive Officer and a USN Chief Petty Officer as the
Independent Duty Corpsman (IDC).
Upon arrival, the TF established a base camp at Camp Salines, Special Services Unit (SSU) camp near Point
Salines Airfield. All messing, laundry facilities, petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL), water, electricity, berthing,
and showers were provided by the TF. The Government of Grenada provided trash removal as set forth in the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). The TF embarked with Civil Engineer Support Equipment (CESE), taskoriented Table of Allowance (TOA), and repair parts necessary to perform maintenance and repairs on all CESE.
Construction consisted of three vertical projects to include two schools and one Aged Home Facility located in
the Grand Anse area of St. George’s, Grenada. The two schools consisted of a three room school measuring 27' by
95' and a four room school measuring 27’ by 125’ made from Royal Building Systems’ (RBS) core filled PVC
forms. Each school has a separate restroom and closets for storage. The scope of work included: site preparation,
slab construction, RBS installation, installation of prefabricated steel trusses with a metal roofing system and
mechanical and electrical service. Construction of the Aged Home Facility consisted of an 88' by 44' RBS structure
with eight bedrooms, a separate kitchen area, a veranda, and two bathrooms. The scope of work included: site
preparation, slab construction, RBS installation, installation of prefabricated steel trusses with a metal roofing
systems, and mechanical and electrical systems.
Medical Readiness Training Exercises (MEDRETE) consisted of one 14-day rotation, covering three different
locations: the island of Cariacou, the town of Grenville, and the town of Gouyave. The Ears, Nose and Throat
(ENT) team worked out of the St. George’s Medical Center for the entire duration of their rotation while the rest of
the team moved from one location to the next.
Two Civil Affairs Battalion (CA BN) personnel were on board from the beginning of the exercise until midNovember. They were instrumental in coordinating press conferences, press releases, dealing with the Grenadian
Government, and acting as a liaison between the US Government and the Grenadian people.
Routes to the base camp consisted of mostly improved surface roads that did not present a problem for general
vehicle travel. However, the width of the roads compared to the equipment utilized presented some problems in line
hauling and moving equipment during the day. The threat condition in Grenada was a low terrorist threat and a low
crime threat. The SSU provided security at the base camp, security at the remote medical locations, and security for
the projects at night.
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Schools

Three and Four Room Schools

Site Work at Three and Four Room Schools

Aged Home Facility

Aged Home Facility
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IV. OPERATIONS – DEPLOYMENTS FOR TRAINING
DFT SENEGAL WATC 03
U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion (NMCB) ONE was tasked with deploying a task-organized, fully
trained, and equipped Deployment for Training (DFT) to conduct construction training to support the Joint Engineer
Exercise, West African Training Cruise (WATC) 03. DFT Senegal WATC 03 was tasked with constructing two
Exercise Related Construction (ERC) projects – Phase II of an Exercise Reception Facility (ERF) K-Span facility
and a Wash Rack. The tasking provided inter-operability training for 45 Seabees and 19 members of the Senegalese
Engineering Battalion (SEB). A Civil Engineering Corps Lieutenant from NMCB ONE lead the DFT as the
Officer-in-Charge and was assisted by a Chief Petty Officer Builder as the Assistant Officer-in-Charge.
Prior to the DFT’s arrival, two members of NMCB ONE and one member of NMCB TWO SIX served as
Quality Assurance representatives for contracted work at both project sites. During this time, the team conducted
market research and worked to establish DFT support contracts.
NMCB ONE DFT Senegal WATC 03 embarked with all Civil Engineer Support Equipment (CESE), a taskoriented Table of Allowance (TOA), parts necessary to perform maintenance and repairs on all CESE, and a
majority of the required construction materials. Additional construction materials were purchased in country or
received via sealift and airlift resupply. Upon arrival, the DFT established a base camp and berthing within the
Exercise Reception Facility (ERF) Phase I K-Span, at Base Aérienne A.P.S. CISSE in the village of Oakum,
Senegal. NMCB ONE provided all messing, berthing, showers, and petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL), and
generated power. A contractor-established, main water line supplied the shower and laundry units. The
Procurement Office at the American Embassy Dakar assisted with establishing support contracts for dumpster and
trash collection, portable toilets and service, bottled water, rental vehicles, fuel delivery, and construction-related
services.
NMCB ONE DFT Senegal WATC 03 deployed with an Independent Duty Corpsman and established an aid
station within its berthing.
Seabee work consisted of two Exercise Related Construction (ERC) projects including Phase II of the ERF and
a wash rack. The ERF work occurred on Base Aérienne A.P.S. CISSE and at Maritime National—the Senegalese
Navy Base—for the wash rack. A contractor was hired to prepare both the ERF and wash rack work sites. At the
ERF, contractors installed underground electrical, constructed the concrete pad, and installed the HVAC system.
Construction of the ERF consisted of a 50’ by 100’ K-Span structure for dormitory and operation spaces. NMCB
ONE DFT scope included all steel fabrication, installation of HVAC system, interior wiring, and interior finish
including metal-studded sheetrock walls and a drop panel ceiling. The Wash Rack scope of work consisted of
digging drainage trenches, installing an underground grit chamber and oil-water separator, and forming and placing
reinforcing steel and concrete for a drive up 16’ by 56’ facility.
Additionally, the DFT completed three OIC discretionary projects. These projects included a steel-reinforced,
concrete pad in conjunction with the wash rack project, tree removal at Marine National, and constructing a fence
and two dugouts at the US Embassy recreational facility.
Upon project completion, the DFT retrograded its operations via airlift of personnel and sealift of equipment
and gear. Personnel returned to Rota, Spain via commercial air in two lifts. The equipment and gear were loaded on
board a commercial ship at the Port of Dakar that sailed to Algeciras, Spain. NAVSTA Rota Supply contracted
inland transportation of equipment and gear from Algeciras to Rota. Two ship riders accompanied weapons on
board a U.S. Navy High Speed Vessel (HSV) and returned to Rota, Spain.
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Wash Rack

The fine art of bending RST

RST and formwork for the ramp

Final concrete for ramp slab

Wash rack area after
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Exercise Reception Facility (Phase II)

First K-Span section

Seabees placing concrete knee wall

Finishing the electrical panel

Front side of Phase II
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Vehicle Staging Pad

Constructing the reinforcing mat

Finish grade around the staging pad

Ebbett’s Field Improvements

Setting a true fence line

Finished dugout awning
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V. SUPPLY
1.

GENERAL: The Detail Rota supply staff had the challenge of operating a full service supply
department for a deployed Seabee camp with only half the standard manning. With NMCB ONE’s
mainbody deployed to Guam, Detail Rota’s seven Storekeepers carried the torch for Camp Mitchell,
while providing outstanding logistical support for two details in the Mediterranean, and a DFT in
Senegal, Africa.
Upon arriving to Camp Mitchell in September 2003, the Supply Department took custody of almost
$2.5 million in total OPTAR funds. With the Fiscal Year drawing to a close, and well over
$100,000.00 to spend, the Supply Department quickly set out to procure a number of items and
services intended to improve the quality of life and the material upkeep of Camp Mitchell. Among the
morale enhancing purchases were an ice and water dispenser for the galley, bag-less vacuums for the
barracks, and additional TV’s and DVD players for the enlisted rooms. Working closely with the
Camp Czar, the Supply Department also provided for asphalt paving services, propane heater
installations, and two top of the line steam kettles for the galley, all intended to improve the facilities
and infrastructure of Camp Mitchell.
The Detail Rota Supply Department soon encountered logistics and transportation problems as
shipments were routed to Naval Station Rota via Norfolk. These transportation difficulties delayed not
only camp supplies and consumables, but also project materials required for the detail to accomplish its
missions. The delays were eventually resolved by identifying the points of contact at each particular
stage in the shipping process, and using these points of contact in order to expedite the shipments.
Towards the end of deployment, the Supply Department was much more effective in tracking and
expediting high-priority, mission-critical shipments.

2.

SUPPLY OUTLETS: NMCB ONE made numerous material and organizational improvements to all
Supply Outlets, while supporting all battalion operational and training requirements during the
deployment.
a.

Upon arrival to Camp Mitchell, the Supply Department took over an Automotive Repair Parts
(ARP) storeroom left in disarray as a result of Operations "ENDURING FREEDOM" and "IRAQI
FREEDOM". With a large percentage of parts taken to the desert and some even physically
located in Gulfport, the Supply Department was challenged with deleting all old COSALs and
loading the new COSALs, while establishing an updated inventory baseline. In response, the
Detail Rota ARP division initiated a full bulkhead-to-bulkhead inventory consisting of almost
18,600 line items spread throughout five deployable COSALs and two camp specific COSALs. In
the process, they offloaded $200,000 in excess material due to years of neglected buildup, and
consolidated 324 dual locations. Having concluded a 100% wall-to-wall inventory of all
automotive repair parts, their efforts will ensure that the ARP division on board Camp Mitchell
remains efficient and operationally prepared for years to come.

b.

The Supply Department played a key role in Detail Rota’s aggressive TOA readiness program.
The SKs worked hand-in-hand with Alfa platoon to support their aggressive and extremely
proactive CESE maintenance program. Processing and receiving over 200 NORS requisitions and
almost 100 ANORS requisitions, the department was critical in keeping Camp Mitchell’s CESE in
a high state of readiness. The Supply Department further identified various non-CESE TOA
shortages throughout Camp Mitchell. In coordination with 22NCR and 20SRG, the department
identified and ordered 54 shorts within the TOA and 95 shorts within the AMAL, as well as 41
combined shorts discovered during the turnover between battalions.

c.

Early in the deployment, 1NCD indicated that upon turnover a wall-to-wall inventory of all 782
and CBR gear was required. Realizing how daunting this task would be, the detachment provided
a working party of seven motivated Seabees. The combined inventory team of SKs and OF-13s
completed the wall-to-wall of over 500 individual NSNs within one month’s time. A wall-to-wall
was further completed on all on-hand Desert Utility Uniforms (DUUs) previously ordered in
support of Operation “IRAQI FREEDOM”. Once complete, the working party reorganized the
hundreds of gear boxes and repainted the location markers located on the warehouse floor. An
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additional task was the assembly of 250 Alice packs, filled with all required 782 gear items, which
were then placed on hangers. These fully assembled packs will ensure the Air Detachment has an
efficient grab-and-go gear issue in case they receive the order to mount out within 48 hours.
Finally, the Supply Department worked throughout deployment with 22NCR and 20SRG to fill
critical shorts in CBR and radiac gear. Faced with a number of shortages due to Operation
“IRAQI FREEDOM”, it became essential to report all inventory deficiencies in order to meet our
minimum TOA requirements for a deployed main body site. Due to this coordination, the Camp
Mitchell warehouse is now well within SORTS requirements for 782 and CBR gear, and can again
be used to outfit a battalion required to re-deploy.
d.

Detail Rota’s CTR division encountered and overcame a number of challenges throughout their
deployment to Camp Mitchell. Faced with an unsatisfactory inventory validity upon turnover, the
division commenced a thorough wall-to-wall of all shelf tools, consisting of almost 1300 items,
while updating their stock record cards accordingly. Upon establishing a new inventory baseline
and training the personnel in proper records keeping procedures, CTR then proceeded to input the
inventory data for all tools into Micro-SNAP, a procedure that had not taken place in almost two
years. History jackets and PM files were created for all required power tools in the shelf tool
outlet, and shorts were identified and ordered for the kits outlet. Finally, the CTR staff worked
with Camp Czar and NAVSTA personnel to identify and procure tools commercially in the local
area, ensuring a quick and trusted source for short-fused CTR requirements.

e.

Detail Rota did not have a Ship’s Serviceman assigned to the Camp Mitchell barbershop.
However, a solution was created. Each Wednesday afternoon, a local barber provided his services
on board Camp Mitchell, and charged the local NEX rate for haircuts, with $1.00 of each haircut
going towards the detail’s MWR account. An estimated $180.00 was contributed to the MWR
account over the course of deployment as a result of his services. In addition, the Supply
Department researched and procured a new barber pole for Camp Mitchell, with lighting and
spinning features. The detachment certainly made the best of their limited manning situation,
while making improvements to the barbershop for follow-on battalions.

f.

Travel remained a challenge throughout the entire split deployment. With the key planners
involved with battalion travel located half a world away from each other, it became increasingly
difficult to coordinate all travel and budgeting issues between the battalion and its counterparts in
22NCR and 1NCD. As DFTs redeployed and details were stood up across all time zones, it
became critical to communicate, often late into the evening or early in the morning. Despite these
challenges, the Detail Rota travel team remained focused on the battalion’s mission, and got all
personnel where they needed to be, when they needed to be there.

3.

MATERIAL LIAISON OFFICE: Upon camp turnover, it became clear that prior battalions were
not working with actual BMs. Rather, all materials were itemized and ordered from material lists
generated on in-house spreadsheets, and included incorrect BM and BMLI numbering systems. In
response, Detail Rota’s MLO division created new BMs, each reflecting proper requisition numbers
and receipts. Further errors were corrected over the course of deployment, including the correction of
numerous 1114 cards. The MLO team also worked to reorganize the material in the warehouses and
MLO yard. Shelf items were re-tagged, consolidated, and organized by project and BMLI. As a
result, almost 50% of existing shelf space was made available for other projects and materials.
Material in the warehouses and MLO yard was also reorganized by project and location number,
thereby making it easier to locate a particular item. Finally, the MLO division corrected a number of
problematic project history files by disposing of project files older than two years, while creating
storage boxes for active project files and labeling them with project number and disposal date.

4.

FOOD SERVICES: The Detail Rota food service division had the difficult challenge of operating a
full-service galley for 190 personnel, while staffed with less than half the required manning. With the
majority of Culinary Specialists operating the Camp Covington galley in Guam, the detail’s six CSs
organized themselves into a team of two watch sections (port & starboard), each manned with 2 CSs
and 1 FSA. In addition, there was a CS assigned as Recordskeeper and a CS assigned as Jack of the
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Dust, who supervised a third FSA. The CSs worked hand-in-hand with the local civilian FSAs to
provide high-quality, crowd-pleasing menu options, while remaining within financial allowances. At
the same time, all UGRs and MREs consumed by both DFTs Grenada and Senegal were under Camp
Mitchell galley’s accountability. The Food Service Officer and the Leading CS remained in frequent
communication with the 1NCD FSO to track and monitor UGR/MRE issue. Finally, the galley staff
strived to support and enhance the morale for Detail Rota personnel. An emphasis was placed on
quick grab-and-go items for the crew, such as candy bars, muffins and pastries, energy drinks, and
sports drinks. In addition, the galley could always be called on for a case of water or a can of coffee
for workspaces and job sites.
5.

DISBURSING OFFICE: Although the battalion DKs provided customer service with main body
located in Guam, it was required for the Disbursing Officer in Rota to track and report accountability
for DFAS and the US Treasury. In order to accomplish this, the Deputy Disbursing Officer in Guam
tracked all financial transactions, such as cashed checks, money order transactions, deposits,
collections, and disbursements. The Disbursing Officer then combined their financial transactions with
his own, in order to form a single picture and report accountability for the battalion as a whole.
Although the Disbursing Officer held no cash while deployed to Rota, there were still a number of
dealer’s bills processed via Treasury Check, particularly for the DFTs located in the Caribbean.
Though half a world away, the efforts and communication between Guam and Rota ensured a high
level of disbursing customer service at the mainbody level, while maintaining 100% financial
accountability at the battalion level.

6.

POST OFFICE: Postal operations were successful throughout the deployment to Camp Mitchell,
although there were a few instances of mail delays for both Detail Rota and its supported details in the
Mediterranean and Africa. These delays were quickly investigated by the PC1 in Guam, the PC3 in
Rota, and by the detail OIC/AOIC’s, and identified as routing problems brought on by the stateside
Mail Processing Centers. Through diligent communication with the MPCs, most mail routing
problems were corrected throughout the course of deployment. In terms of customer service, the
Detail Rota PC single-handedly provided full-service postal support for an entire deployed Seabee
camp. He essentially acted as an agent of the NAVSTA Rota Post Office, which serves as the primary
mail routing center for the entire Mediterranean. The Det Rota Postal Clerk was responsible for
$3,000 in combined stamps and cash, of which the Postal Officer maintained custody of $2,000. The
coordination between the Camp Mitchell Post Office and the NAVSTA Rota Post Office was
extremely successful, and ensured that Detail Rota personnel had convenient, full-service postal
support, particularly during the busy Christmas and end-of-deployment rush.
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VI. EQUIPMENT
1.

GENERAL: The equipment maintenance program in Spain is one of the most challenging in the
NCF. Despite coming from warehouse storage, the TOA suit of equipment experienced dry-rot
failures on several occasions as the equipment was cycled. Additionally, 100% of parts were not on
hand to support the repairs. We had a limited amount of personnel within Alfa Platoon, and project
tasking was high relative to the number of equipment operators on hand. These difficulties were a hard
challenge. Our crew was very successful mainly because of their professionalism and their desire to
succeed.

2.

STATISTICS:
a. Equipment Population (mainbody):

In Service
In Storage
Total

Beep
112
232
344

Sep 03
91
253
344

Oct 03
96
248
344

Nov 03
73
277
350

Dec 03
73
239
312

Jan 04
68
241
309

b. PM & Interim Repair ERO Summary (mainbody):

Aug 03
Sep 03
Oct 03
Nov 03
Dec 03
Jan 04

Repairs
119
57
98
78
58
23

Type A
13
4
13
2
55
79

Type B
3
10
9
7
42
32

Type C
8
0
0
1
1
0

Total
143
71
120
88
156
134

PM:INT Ratio
1:1
3.6:1
17:1
5:1
5:1
5:1

c. Equipment Availability Status (mainbody):
BEEP
On Deadline
Auto
Construction
MHE
WHE
Total Deadline
Maintenance
Total CESE In
Service
Availability

Sep 03

Oct 03

Nov 03

Dec 03

Jan 04

4
12
4
0
20
31

3
12
2
0
17
6

3
10
3
1
17
46

2
7
1
1
11
39

6
9
0
0
15
28

1
5
0
0
6
18

293

321

281

300

269

285

85%

93%

82%

85%

86%

92%
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I. TASK FORCE SIERRA
U. S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ONE deployed a 200-person detail to Iraq in support of
Operation “IRAQI FREEDOM.” Personnel embarked from Rota, Spain on three separate flights from 23 February
to 9 March 2004 and arrived at Camp Moreell, Kuwait. An additional four personnel embarked from Guam to
support the detail. Personnel then proceeded to six different sites via convoy or tactical airlift. The detail convoyed
over 500 miles and used more than 10 tactical flights on CH-47, UH-60, C-130, and C-23 assets while in the AOR.
The detail consisted of eight Officers including one Marine Corps Captain, 12 Chief Petty Officers, one Marine
Corps Gunnery Sergeant, and 179 personnel E-6 or below. The detail safely executed all tasking and provided
excellent training and experience for all personnel.
ADMINISTRATION: The detail administered late advancement exams during retrograde in Kuwait.
Administrative duties were handled by the detail’s YN2 and PN1. Mail distribution was tough due to our different
locations and movement throughout the AOR, however it was delivered by hand at sites one and two and when
flights were available to all other sites. Laundry was collected twice weekly, washed by a contractor, and returned
two days later. Communication was difficult between the detachment sites and the mainbody. Daily calls were
made with DNVT phones from the detachment sites to the LNO cell who communicated with the mainbody. SIPR
and NIPR access was sporadic and unreliable. Often NIPR emails had to be sent from base internet cafes using
personal email accounts. The detail’s HMCS provided all necessary medical support, and each base had full
medical services available.
OPERATIONS: Detail SWA was tasked with 4,873 mandays of construction and camp support for Special
Operations Forces. Construction tasking involved multiple projects at six different sites (see separate classified
enclosure (1) to Annex III) with operations running 24 hours a day. At various times, personnel were distributed as
follows: Site 1 – 30 personnel, Site 2 – 30 personnel, Site 3 – 6 personnel, Site 4 – 4 personnel, Site 5 – 7 personnel,
Site 6 – 180 personnel. There were an additional 3 personnel at Site 7 providing logistical and embark support. An
LNO was co-located with our client. Seabees received valuable contingency construction and force protection
training on the various projects, which included work for all Seabee ratings. Planning and estimating, including
BMs, was done for nine projects worth over $7.5M. The engineering capabilities of the CEC Officers added
significant value to the detail by giving it the ability to develop site layouts and program packages, as well as facility
alterations that would best suit the client’s needs while providing ease of construction at the same time. Horizontal
tasking for these projects included three small arms ranges and site work for a PEB storage facility and a multipurpose TFS structure. Utility tasking included extensive electrical upgrades and repairs, which involved the
installation of over 500 junction boxes, 250 circuit breakers, 100 light fixtures, 15,000 feet of wire, and a 1.2 MVA
electrical power distribution grid. Vertical tasking included 12 SEAhuts, a PEB storage facility, multi-purpose TFS
structures, modifications to a CQC (Close Quarters Combat) house, and an AM2 matting LZ. Force Protection
tasking included the placement of over 700 Hesco barriers, 600 Texas barriers, and thousands of sandbags; the
construction of a 20 foot guard tower; and the up-armoring of multiple HMMWVs. A combat convoy was
conducted from Camp Moreell to Site 1, over 460 km into the AOR, with 28 vehicles and 90 pax. Days later, the
same convoy moved from Site 1 to Site 6 and was escorted by client lead, trail, and air support elements, and
augment special operations forces. The remainder of the CESE and containers were line hauled from Camp Moreell
into the AOR by the Army. More than ten other smaller tactical convoys were conducted to move personnel and
material between detachment sites.
FORCE PROTECTION: Force protection was developed, improved, and implemented on a daily basis. The
primary threat was from indirect fire in the form of mortar and rocket attacks. Secondary threats were mostly in the
form of small arms fire with a small likelihood of enemy infiltration into the camp from the base perimeter. A Task
Force Sierra defensive plan was developed to coordinate a static perimeter defense as well as prioritize force
protection barrier and bunker placements to provide cover and concealment from enemy indirect fire. To combat
against the chance of small arms fire and enemy infiltration, rovers, LP/OP, and react teams were established to
proceed to pre-determined blocking points along the camp perimeter for defense. Force protection materials placed
to deny observation to the enemy, and to provide cover, concealment, and blast protection, totaled over 600 Texas
barriers, 40 bunkers, 20 hasty sandbag fighting positions for react teams, and over 1 kilometer of 4 foot and 7 foot
Hesco walls augmented with concertina wire.
TRAINING: In preparation for deployment, the detail devoted several weeks of training to Rota, Spain,
concentrating on the Arabic language and culture, comms, hand-to-hand combat, close quarter battle, convoys,
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patrols, IEDs, first aid, and the ABFC. Formal SCWS training was not held, but much was learned from the daily
activities involved with contingency construction. Besides at Site 1, Physical Training (PT) was held at a squad and
individual level. During the weeks prior to deployment, PT was conducted daily in Rota. The FEP program was run
three times a week on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. The Spring PFA was held in April.
SUPPLY AND LOGISTICS: CJTF 7 provided $28K in op funds, and our client provided an additional $40K in op
funds, specifically for Class IV materials. A Class I account was established with COSCOM, as well as an SSSC
(Self Service Supply Center) account to pull general household and office supplies on a weekly basis. Besides at
Site 5, food was provided through the KBR DFAC (Dining Facility), which also supplied bulk ice, drinks, and
coffee mess items. At Site 5, un-cooked food was provided by DNP, which the detachment would prepare. Class II,
III, and IV supplies were acquired through SSA. The DPW (Department Public Works) also provided Class IV
material. DRMO was invaluable for ARP, Alfa shop structures, and quality of life items.
CTR/MLO: An MC and MCA worth of tools were brought to our location from Camp Moreell. Many of these kits
were incomplete, and additional tools were acquired from the Army to help fill in the holes. The client provided
almost $20K in additional tools and equipment. A fenced in MLO yard and CTR was established, and a 40’
container was acquired to house augment tools. Another site, complete with storage containers and covered
cleaning tables, was secured with Texas barriers and concertina wire to serve as our armory
EQUIPMENT: Project tasking was high, fast paced, and scattered throughout the base. The climate, with its yearround high temperatures and dust storms, put a tremendous beating on the equipment. Over 9,000 CY of soil and
196 truckloads of rock were hauled to and spread on site, as well as in support of other units. MTVR shuttles were
set up to run personnel back and forth from the galley and for MWR purposes. Full service shops were established,
including ARP, Cost Control, dispatch, MR shop, and light and heavy repair shops. Overall, the detail maintained
81 pieces of CESE and performed 23 PMs. This led to a PM to Interim ratio of 1.5:1. Availability was brought
from a low of 91% to 98% at turnover.
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I. TASK FORCE SIERRA

Project Photos:

Cleared and grubbed Alfa staging area at Site 2.

Constructed berms and graded ground for range at Site 1.

Filled Hesco barriers and placed concrete bunkers for
Force Protection at Site 2.

Filled and placed sandbags between berthing for Force
Protection at Site 2.

Designed and constructed machine to fill sandbags at
Site 2.

Constructed two SEAhuts with electrical and A/C for
MWR purposes at Site 4.
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Preparing building for paint at Site 2.

Installed electrical to include lights and outlets at Site 2.

Hauling dirt to fill Hesco barriers at Site 6.

Filling Hesco barriers for Force Protection at Site 6.

Stockpiling gravel at Site 6.

Building SEAhuts at Site 6.
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Preparing ground for concrete slab at Site 6.

SEAhut construction for Seabee land at Site 6.

Forming for PEB footers at Site 6.

Wetting ground for compaction at Site 6.

Laying out footers for PEB at Site 6.

Installing electrical for Seabee land at Site 6.
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MAINBODY – CAMP COVINGTON
ADMINISTRATION
Problem/Item: Navy Standard Integrated Personnel System (NSIPS)
Discussion: NSIPS is used by Personnel and Disbursing for all pay/personnel events. The lack of this
system required us to revert to the old fashioned DIARY messages. Although this worked, this way of
doing business in today’s Navy is unacceptable. This system was to be installed prior to our arrival by the
NSIPS Offices in New Orleans, Louisiana. This problem was addressed all the way up to 1NCD middeployment and nothing to date is in the works to alleviate this issue. NMCBs 3 and 74 were notified well
in advance of their deployment to prepare them for the need to prepare Personnel related Diary messages.
Recommendation: NSIPS must be installed and operational at all NMCB Mainbody sites. The only other
solution would be to leave PN/DKs in homeport with service records. The problem with that solution is the
lack of available office space for them to work in.
Problem/Item: ATOS/Travel
Discussion: ATOS/Travel system was in Rota, Spain.
Recommendation: The ATOS/Travel system should be with Main Body at all times.

MEDICAL/DENTAL
Problem/Item: It takes a long time to acquire supplies.
Discussion: Getting supplies takes a long time. The process of requesting supplies requires submitting a
request to regiment, regimental approval, and then ordering through the supply department. Supplies
typically come from the states.
Recommendation: Be sure to plan ahead and continually monitor supplies. Supplies have been taking
about 1.5 months to arrive, make sure you order well in advance.
Problem/Item: Vehicle availability
Discussion: Medical/Dental must make daily trips to the hospital and/or clinic. Initially we used the field
ambulance, but later we were not allowed to use it for routine runs. Arrangement was made for a CUCV to
be used for daily runs. The field ambulance was reserved for emergencies.
Recommendation: Ensure there is a vehicle assigned to Medical/Dental for daily hospital runs.
Problem/Item: Audio booth out of calibration
Discussion: Naval Hospital Guam provides biomedical repair support for all our medical equipment in the
clinic, including coordinating the annual calibration of the audio booth. In April 2003, the annual
calibration was not done—apparently it was overlooked. As a result, we were unable to use our audio
booth until calibration is done in April 2004.
Recommendation: Ensure all medical equipment is accounted for by Naval Hospital Guam and that
scheduled maintenance is performed.

TRAINING
Problem/Item: GMT, Military, and Technical Training
Discussion: Although time for training is limited on deployments by project workload, the facilities and
opportunities for effective training evolutions are greater at the deployment locations. Also, more in-ratetraining is needed.
Recommendation: Instructors need to be properly prepared for the topic of instruction. On each
Wednesday prior to training Monday’s, unit leaders should review the instructor’s lesson plans and
instructors should op test all training aids. In-rate-training should be a focus on deployment. This is the
perfect opportunity to use the kits to their fullest to train the troops. Ensure training plans allow for 50%
in-rate-training as a minimum.
Problem/Item: Training Points of Contact (POC)
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Discussion: During and especially at the beginning of deployment, we had difficulty-getting points of
contact to obtain training aids or securing specialized training areas through out the island.
Recommendation: Training Department should formulate a Training POC list to hand over to the relieving
battalion and where necessary should make face-to-face visits with local points of contact to introduce the
oncoming representatives to the POC.

EQUIPMENT
Problem/Item: Heavy work load
Discussion: Equipment to mechanic ratio 18-1 well over the recommended 6-1 ratio. We cannot spread
CM’s this thin and expect to bring up the CESE condition in Guam
Recommendation: Ensure a sufficient number of CM’s are at the Guam main body to maintain this CESE.
Problem/Item: Excessive MTVR Brake Chamber failure
Discussion: We experienced over 12 MTVR Brake Chamber failures this deployment that caused a couple
of problems. When an MTVR breaks down we have no way to tow it. The second problem is ARP does
not have the required quantities to meet this demand.
Recommendation: The MTVR Tow Bars need to be purchased and added to the sites collateral equipment.
Operators must bleed the brake system air tanks several times a day in this climate.
Problem/Item: Inaccurate repair parts core location in the SFM module in SNAP
Discussion: Creates a requirement for constant deletion, re-submittal of requisitions and manual searches
through ARP for required repair parts.
Recommendation: ARP needs an Integrated Supply Support Overhaul Team (ISSOT) brought in to
inventory and validate the ARP stock.
Problem/Item: Lack of POL support from CHRIMP
Discussion: To date CHRIMP has not been able to meet the Battalion’s POL demand for equipment
maintenance. This causes excessive delays and reduces equipment availability.
Recommendation: The battalion must generate the requirement by going through CHRIMP. 3-M will
definitely increase the battalion’s requirement and CHRIMP must begin stocking the required quantities of
POL’s to support the Battalion.
Problem/Item: Degraded condition of the MCA1 prior to deployment in support of DFT Balikitan.
Discussion: Because of project tasking and equipment availability the MCA1 CESE was active and being
used to support projects. This caused excessive wear on what should be a war ready reserve.
Recommendation: An MCA1 should be maintained in a storage program for rapid deployment and made
unavailable for project support under any conditions.
Problem/Item: No tracking on ordered tools
Discussion: The 30th NCR does not provide requisition numbers or status of requisitioned tools.
Recommendation: There is very little accountability or Command visibility of tool requisitions.

BRAVO COMPANY
Problem/Item: Equipment rental and availability for Polaris Point project.
Discussion: Scope of work consisted of mounting ten 300lb cross arms to six 50ft concrete light poles.
Without the use of a Bucket truck, crane, or man lift this activity could not be completed. During the first
45 days of deployment, project funding was tied up at the Regiment. Due to lack of funds, no rental
request could be granted.
Recommendation: The incoming battalion should establish contact early with on site battalion to better
determine funding issues, equipment rental status, and material availability.
Problem/Item: Inspect turnover projects thoroughly.
Discussion: At the completion of turnover, the Polaris Point project appeared to be in its final stages of
construction. When it came time to pull wire through the stubbed up conduits running to the main
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distribution panel, light poles, and public address system it was discovered that the pull wires coming out of
the conduit were wrapped around the other end of conduit and buried. There was no conduit connecting
one stub up to the other conduit. Several trenches had to be dug by hand all the way around the ball field in
order to install missing conduits
Recommendation: Review QC inspection sheets, verify conduit runs by running a snake through each
conduit run.
Problem/Item: Working Turnovers.
Discussion: On the project, there were three conex boxes with various tools, equipment and materials
through out each of them. There were no inventory folders, bill of materials, PMSRs or 1250-1’s
documenting what the items were and where they came from.
Recommendation: Return everything to MLO/CTR and get an accurate accounting prior to conducting a
project turnover.
Problem/Item: Long lead items.
Discussion: Something as simple as an 112.5kva step down transformer can become a long lead item,
especially if they do not carry it on island.
Recommendation: Research prior to the deployment the lead times for different types of material and the
availability. Submit to on site battalion 30/60/90 day material list.
Problem/Item: Controlling construction and service contractors accessing Camp Covington to execute
work.
Discussion: Gaining a firm handle on the various contracts, task orders, and contractors accessing Camp
Covington proved difficult.
Recommendation: Coordinate with ROICC to schedule a monthly meeting with all COMNAVMAR
construction and service contract agencies, contractors, and the COMNAVMAR Centralized Billeting
Office to discuss contractor issues and schedules.
Problem/Item: Change on BOS contract from Firm Fixed Price to Cost Plus Award Fee contract.
Discussion: Starting on March 01, 2004 the BOS contract changed to Cost Plus type of contract; this
brought as a consequence two main things: Each trouble call made to the BOS contractor has a cost, which
previously was all included in the Firm Fixed Price; secondly, only the Facilities Manager, in this case the
Camp Czar, is authorized to perform service calls. All trouble calls must be routed through the Camp Czar.
Recommendation: Increase the number of personnel assigned to Camp Maintenance functions in order to
perform more trouble calls with Bravo company personnel and call the BOS contractor only when
resources or technical expertise are not available to perform requested work in house.

CHARLIE COMPANY
Problem/Issue: A lack of CESE availability during the deployment caused many project delays.
Discussion: Throughout the deployment equipment was in the shops for repair, operators were
unavailable, or 3-M implementation caused delays in getting the CESE out to the project sites. Alfa
Company inherited equipment that was not maintained due to OIF commitments. When the on site
Battalion went forward, an Augment unit backfilled as camp caretakers. The constant flux in changing units
did not allow sufficient time to get all the CESE up and running. During our deployment, 3-M
implementation created delays because the CESE had not seen a PM cycle for months.
Recommendation: Regardless of current events, the Regiment, in conjunction with the on site Battalion
must ensure all equipment is functioning properly and is being maintained.
Problem/Issue: MLO was disorganized and many documents could not be found.
Discussion: Once NMCB ONE identified the problems, they did an outstanding job bringing MLO back
on-line and supporting the projects in a timely manner. They were able to balance the books and keep track
of all material that NMCB ONE had ordered.
Recommendation: The Regiment, in conjunction with the onsite battalion must ensure that the battalion
contracts and paperwork are being handled properly and kept up to date.
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Problem/Issue: ROICC - Neither the AROICC or Conrep/Engineering Tech were engaged in the Seabee
projects.
Discussion: Many times, we requested them to visit jobsites to provide quality assurance, but they seldom
showed up. This was documented in the crew leader’s logbook.
Recommendation: ROICC needs to support the on site battalion since they monitor contracts and are the
conduit between the customer, contractor and battalion. They also need to enforce the three phases of QC.
Problem/Issue: Construction Materials
Discussion: Concrete - the availability and quality of concrete in Guam was great. However, a few times
Hawaiian Rock did not provide the full quantity ordered and the battalion was forced to order more. All
calculations, including waste factors were double-checked so estimates were known to be accurate.
Recommendation: Ensure an independent party (QC) checks all calculations and that extra concrete is
factored in for cylinder samples and the priming of pump trucks. Also, communicate to the concrete
supplier that the battalion expects exactly what is ordered.
Problem/Issue: Door, window, paint, and floor covering schedules listed in the blueprints need to be
accurate and extremely detailed.
Discussion: Some project materials could not be procured on island and had to be purchased via the United
States. Fire ratings, hardware, and colors were just some of the details omitted from the blueprints.
Recommendation: The battalion, ROICC and the customer need to identify specifically what kind of
doors/windows are suitable early on so the state-side procurement does not delay production. Hardware
should be spelled out in the prints so the customer knows exactly what he is buying.

DETAIL BAHRAIN
Problem/Item: Passports
Discussion: For the next couple of years Detail SWA will spend the majority of its time in places other
than Bahrain – passports are a must for most neighboring areas.
Recommendation: Each detail member that comes to Bahrain MUST have a passport.
Problem/Item: AOIC
Discussion: Because the detail is typically split between two different sites – the AOIC deals directly with
NAVCENT, the Embassy, and the contractor, therefore the AOIC needs to be extremely independent and
strong. In our case an officer as the OIC and a chief as the AOIC worked out perfectly.
Recommendation: Make sure the AOIC is experienced and works well independently.
Problem/Item: Security Clearance
Discussion: NAVCENT has moved into their new building along with the Admiral – therefore everyone
needs a special pass to gain access to this building and in order to get a pass you must have a security
clearance.
Recommendation: At a minimum the OIC and the SK need to have a security clearance.
Problem/Item: Impact Card
Discussion: Almost all purchases are done through NAVCENT. The detail needs to get their own Impact
Card with NAVCENT’s accounting information otherwise you spend the whole deployment running to
NAVCENT for even the smallest purchases.
Recommendation: The inbound SK needs to send security clearance information and coordinate with
NAVCENT to get the Impact Card before they arrive.
Problem/Item: Country Clearances and detail Swings
Discussion: Country clearances theoretically take 30 days to process. If you have part of your Detail
outside of Bahrain, you will more than likely need country clearances, therefore detail swings by Mainbody
personnel need to be well coordinated with as much advanced planning as possible. Everything needs to be
coordinated through the Military Assistance Program (MAP) Office in the Embassy – they will arrange
hotel, car, airport pickup, etc. as long as they have enough advanced warning.
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Recommendation: Try to plan detail swings early and contact the Embassy as soon as you have dates.

DETAIL CAT PALAU
Problem/Item: Supplies
Discussion: Palau is at the end of a long supply chain. Whatever is needed (certain construction materials,
bulk food, etc) may or may not be available at any given time.
Recommendation: Order as much as you can through the DET CAT spreadsheet as those items are
acquired in Guam. If items must be purchased in Palau, buy/order the items well before you need them.
Problem/Item: Language barriers and cultural differences
Discussion: Most Palauans speak English very well. However, no Palauan can actually say “no” to
someone.
Recommendation: If you are asking a “yes or no” question and keep getting hesitant answers or repeated
offers to call you back, it generally means “no” but they are unable to say it to you.
Problem/Item: Palauan temperament
Discussion: Palauans hate confrontations. If you raise your voice, they will not respond.
Recommendation: To ensure good communication with Palauans, ensure you do not yell or raise your
voice at them. Rather than risk a confrontation, they will stare at the floor and not respond.
Problem/Item: Construction materials
Discussion: The team will need to do a lot of legwork to get material for projects.
Recommendation: When submitting a Bill of Material to the CIP (Capital Improvements Program) office,
a team member will need to go to the vendor and get a pro forma invoice listing the material, quantity, and
price for each item. Once the invoice is approved and the vendor is paid, the member will need to return to
the vendor to ensure the correct items are still available and loaded on the truck to be delivered to the camp.
Problem/Item: Communicating off-island
Discussion: E-mail messages and faxes have a habit of not being received as intended.
Recommendation: When sending an important e-mail or fax, call the recipient to ensure it was received
properly.

DFT BALIKATAN
Problem/Item: Lack of Designated Embark Officer
Discussion: Exercise Balikatan 04 was a joint force training exercise covering not only the exercise related
construction but also the field training exercise. Because of the volume of activities participating in the
exercise and because NMCB ONE was placed in the role of Camp Commandant, all embarkation issues
were handled through or by EOCS Noggle. However, this was a collateral duty for him as he was also the
DFT CPO and Operations Chief.
Recommendation: Designate an Embark Officer for exercises this large.
Problem/Item: Lack of NRCC Liaison
Discussion: Upon arrival in the Philippines, EOCS Noggle and LTjg Suarez established all contracts for
the exercise, both life support and class IV through NRCC Manila. There were changes made to the
contracts continually to meet the needs of the exercise. Also, the exercise coordinator wanted a running tab
on the status of all the contracts and the money being spent. This process would have been a lot easier with
someone at NRCC at all times.
Recommendation: Provide a full time liaison at NRCC during the exercise.
Problem/Item: Security Measures
Discussion: Because of the initial THREATCON (Charlie) upon arrival, force protection personnel
suggested standing armed watches with condition three weapons even on Fort Magsaysay. This presented
an issue with personnel working during the day and then watch standing at night. Our direct labor pool was
extremely limited to start with, the additional duties only made things a little more difficult. To make
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matters even more difficult, was the realization by all parties on the ground that the DFT was inside a
secure compound with Special Forces personnel nearby.
Recommendation: Either identify a supporting unit to provide around the clock security or remove some of
the requirements based on locale and security in the local area.
Problem/Item: Awards
Discussion: The 9th NCR was extremely helpful in getting additional awards for the personnel on the task
force. However, it proved to be a detriment to morale when the awards were presented midway through the
deployment. Explanations were provided to junior personnel as to why they were not getting an award just
yet.
Recommendation: Do not present awards until the end of deployment.
Problem/Item: Specialty Items
Discussion: Prior to departure, the A&E firm had not provided all the information necessary to determine
the proper method of soil stabilization. Discussions at that time indicated that standard soil stabilization
would be done using water and Portland cement. Upon arrival in country, the A&E released the final
drawings and specifications and determined that lime soil stabilization would be necessary. The EA’s had
brought along a soils testing kit, but it did not have all the equipment necessary to complete lime soil stab
testing.
Recommendation: Identify requirements early on and get all specialty items shipped immediately.
Problem/Item. Hand Sanitizer.
Discussion. Bottled water was the only source of potable water and was not an economical way to clean
hands. Hand washing with sink water and soap is time consuming when 50-70 people are trying to eat at
the same time. Bringing hand sanitizer gave the Seabees a quick and efficient means to sterilize hands
prior to meals and after using the head.
Recommendation. Continue to bring bulk supplies of hand sanitizer on DFTs.
Problem/Item. ABFC Class IV Bills of Materials.
Discussion. The bill of materials for ABFC Facilities is not a clear way of representing the materials that
are required if they are to be procured OCONUS. Although the DFT was procuring Class IV material
through a U.S. Naval Regional Contracting Center Detachment in Manila, the NSNs were not useful and
the item descriptions were confusing and at times could not even be interpreted by U.S. Seabee personnel.
Recommendation. Bring all Class IV materials from CONUS if possible. Bring specialty items from
CONUS: electrical, fasteners, doors, screen, steel (K-span). Have catalogs from local and/or CONUS
companies to identify materials required.
Problem/Item. Telephone/Internet service.
Discussion. Telephone and Internet contracts were awarded late and installation was slow. Upon arriving
on-site, cellular phones were the only form of communication until landline telephone service was
installed. Cell phone service is a relatively reliable source of communication in the Philippines but service
was lost temporarily (up to one day) several times during the DFT. Communication at the outset of the
DFT was frequent and essential.
Recommendation. Purchase cell phones immediately upon arrival. Establish communication contracts and
install prior to arrival.
Problem/Item. Continuity of pack-out knowledge from point of embarkation to destination.
Discussion. There were several containers that were packed in Port Hueneme and shipped to Guam to be
combined with NMCB ONE’s pack-out and shipping to the Philippines. The pack-out from Port Hueneme
contained supplies and materials to support several units including NMCB ONE. NMCB ONE and two
personnel from 9th NCR were the units on-site to receive the containers and provide camp setup, MLO,
CTR, CSR, and contract support to all follow on units. The plan (agreed on at the planning conferences)
was that each container would have a label identifying the owning unit and that the containers would
remain locked until that units’ arrival. There were no personnel on-site that were physically present for the
pack-out from Port Hueneme. There was confusion as to who owned each container. There were several
containers that had Class IV intended for ABFC projects that were not discovered until after the order was
placed to procure the materials locally (the discovery was made early enough to halt the material
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purchasing). Not knowing the contents of the containers made it advisable to open all containers in order to
examine the contents to ascertain the owner and confirm in-country contracting requirements. As other
units arrived, some were concerned that their containers had been opened and inventoried contrary to
previous agreements made at the planning conferences.
Recommendation. Ensure that at least one person is present at both the pack out and the destination site to
identify each container. Better communication (during planning stages and on shipping documentation)
between units and supply personnel.
Problem/Item. Funding for ERC and FTX projects
Discussion. The funding for the ERC and FTX projects was released approximately a week before the
SEAHuts project was scheduled to begin (based on arrival of the detail from NMCB 22). This short
timeline made procuring the materials in a timely fashion very difficult. The project progress was often
slowed waiting for material deliveries. The rush on materials increased delivery costs and caused an excess
of materials at the completion.
Recommendation. Release funding for construction projects earlier. Be especially concerned around the
winter holiday/New Year season when many personnel are on leave.

SUPPLY
Problem/Item: The 3M updates received via Automated Shore Interface (ASI) are not set up to correspond
with the NCF’s modular COSALs.
Discussion: This inability to interface with the automated updates means all COSAL updates must be
manually identified and transferred to the correct COSAL and levels must also be determined manually.
This effectively turns what is meant to be an automated system into a manual one rife with the potential for
errors and variation between camps. This is a Flag level issue that needs to be resolved between the NCF
and NAVICP or the Battalion Supply Departments will continually have to manually work around the
oversights created by excluding logistics experts from the 3M implementation planning process
Recommendation: Two things must be accomplished. An ISSOT should be sent to each camp to inventory
all material and load it into the database. Secondly, the NCF needs to decide whether they want to stick
with the Modular COSALS or revert back to HME, RSS, and OSI. If they decide to stick with modular
COSALS then they need to coordinate with NAVICP to figure out a way to allow the ASI to recognize the
modular COSAL types managed by the NCF.

MLO
Problem/Item: Receipt of MLO warehouse, yard, and HAZMAT lockers at turnover
Discussion: The MLO department was completely unorganized and there were no DRMO runs prior to
turnover creating a backlog of old equipment. Material was on the wrong shelf, had the wrong label, or
could not be located at all.
Recommendation: Both NCR and resident NMCB should continue to pay close attention to each and every
project and accurately account for everything MLO receives from each vendor as it arrives. Update 1114
cards with info before placing the material on the shelf. MLO should have the same level of importance as
the high profile projects in order to keep material squared away.
Problem/Item: SRG BATTERY
Discussion: The SRG Battery had a lot of error. There were cards that had material identified as issued
when it was still on the shelf. Ensure cards have correct amounts listed on them and that adequate material
description is provided.
Recommendation: Have one person manage the SRG Battery. This will eliminate guesswork and rework.
As the material comes in, it gets checked by the MLO Custodian, then all receipts are brought into the
office for the SRG custodian, and then the changes are updated on the card and computer.
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Problem/Item: PROCURENET
Discussion: None of the MLO team had received training prior to deployment on the PROCURENET
process. There was a lot of confusion about how items were purchased/procured.
Recommendation: If this is the program MLO will be using now and in the future, training should be
provided in homeport.

COMMUNICATIONS
Problem/Item: Convoy Communications
Discussion: Due to the lack of communications qualified personnel, companies were unable to support
their own convoys with company communicators. This forced a situation were communicators had to be
assigned from the communications platoon. This cut the antenna squad personnel in half, which made for
longer watches, which lead to inefficient troubleshooting.
Recommendation: Antenna squad personnel will hold training monthly for all companies in homeport on
VHF and HF communications and procedures.
Problem/Item: Establishing specialty crews
Discussion: The Communications Platoon broke up into specialty crews during the first 48 hours of FEX
and it worked great. We had wire laid out and antennas were up and operational before we had even gotten
the antenna farm established for communications.
Recommendation: In order to make use of all communications platoon personnel, we should train this way
in homeport.
Problem/Item: Company Communicators
Discussion: Company communicators have been trained to assist the communications platoon. Those are
the personnel that should be working company communication issues/gear.
Recommendation: Once personnel are trained in the communications, they should be the ones running the
communications for the companies. This can be remedied by training more than you actually need. The
Communications Shop will hold monthly training for all battalion personnel during homeport so companies
can train in depth.

OPERATIONS
Problem/Item: Equipment
Discussion: At the start of the deployment, the battalion had a 59% equipment availability, which resulted
in delaying project starts, and as projects moved along it also delayed project progress. Many activities
were delayed due to lack of equipment availability.
Recommendation: Innovation is key, direct labor bodies were sent to work in Alfa Company in an effort to
improve equipment readiness. This strategy eventually paid off, by steadily increasing equipment
availability. Utilize project funds as much as possible in order to rent equipment if need be, this will also
reduce delays.
Problem/Item: Working Hours( Manday Equivalent)
Discussion: Our manday equivalent was determined to be 1.125, based on the assumption that the battalion
would be working a 9-hour day. On PT days, the battalion would work at most 8-hours. Project supervisors
never worried about tracking the amount of time crews spent on the jobsite. The manday equivalent was
never adjusted and assumed to be constant throughout deployment. Travel times and lunch hours would
reduce the workday even further, directly impacting availability and productivity.
Recommendation: Project Supervisors need to monitor their time and look for ways to maximize working
hours. Consider using box lunches in order to minimize travel to galley. Coordinate with Medical, Dental,
armory etc. to ensure that personnel meet set requirements without sacrificing project progress.
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Problem/Item: Crew leader training
Discussion: Too often we assume that many crew leaders know how to manage projects (i.e. Level III,
PMSR, project packages etc). However this is not the case, in many cases crew leaders had no idea how to
track mandays on Level II’s and didn’t know the difference between direct labor and indirect labor. Crew
leaders were lacking fundamental skills/knowledge to effectively track materials and overall project budget.
Recommendation: Prior to deploying ensure all crew leaders get refresher training in areas of project
management. Ensure they have current version of crew leaders handbook. The entire chain of command
must be involved to ensure all potential crew leaders are fully trained and ready to perform their mission.
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DET ROTA – CAMP MITCHELL
ADMINISTRATION
Problem/Item: Access letters into NCTAMS for SIPRNET and Message Traffic
Discussion: NMCB ONE was not aware of the access letters required for NCTAMS prior to arrival, this
delayed our ability to access SIPRNET accounts and pickup/transmit messages
Recommendation: Better coordination prior to deployment and having the letters ready upon arrival for
delivery to NCTAMS will ensure this does not happen in the future.
Problem/Item: Emergency Leave
Discussion: Emergency Leave on weekends proved to be a challenge. The PSD Duty Section can only
book flights via the Sato Help Desk from Madrid to either Gulfport or the leave site. The member must
buy the ticket from Jerez to Madrid and get reimbursed upon return from leave.
Recommendation: Delay the leave to working days if possible, if not ensure members have enough
cash(Euro’s) to cover the cost of the round trip ticket from Jerez to Madrid (usually around 250 Euros)
Problem/Item: SIPRNET accounts
Discussion: The NMCB address for SIPRNET accounts could not receive emails or attachments.
Recommendation: All SIPRNET accounts should have a NCTAMS address and testing will ensure
delivery of emails and attachments.
Problem/Item: ATOS/Travel
Discussion: ATOS/Travel system was in Rota, Spain.
Recommendation: The ATOS/Travel system should be with Main Body at all times.
Problem/Item: PCS Transfers
Discussion: When personnel PCS transferred, NAVPTO kept requesting copies of the per diem TAD
orders in order to book the flights. The only orders they needed were the PCS Orders.
Recommendation: Upon extensive coordination with NAVPTO and PSD, NAVPTO realized they did not
need the member’s TAD Orders. Ensure your PN/YN’s have the NAVPTO’s port call request forms since
each NAVPTO uses their own version.
Problem/Item: Navy Standard Integrated Personnel System (NSIPS)
Discussion: NSIPS is used by Personnel and Disbursing for all pay/personnel events. The lack of this
system required us to revert to the old fashioned DIARY messages. Although this worked, this way of
doing business in today’s Navy is unacceptable. This system was to be installed prior to our arrival by the
NSIPS Offices in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Recommendation: NSIPS needs to be installed and operational at all NMCB Mainbody sites. The only
other solution would be to leave PN/DK’s in homeport with service records. The problem with that
solution is the lack of available office space for them to work in.

TRAINING
Problem/Item: Ammo and Range Requests
Discussion: The training turnover did not have all the necessary points of contact.
Recommendation: Keep a journal of all training plans and procedures so during turnover, there is nothing
that won’t be covered or forgotten.

SAFETY
Problem/Item: Safety locker Items.
Discussion: Currently the safety locker is over filled due to the over ordering of items not needed.
Recommendation: Any further items should be stored in CTR and not placed in the safety locker. All
items stored in the locker should be issued and only replaced if needed.
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EQUIPMENT
Problem/Item: Heavy work load
Discussion: The PM to mechanic ratio was well over the recommended number.
Recommendation: Need to plan for more mechanics for a site this heavy with equipment.
Problem/Item: Seals on the equipment
Discussion: The equipment had been stored in a warehouse for a long period of time.
Recommendation: Need to have more repair parts on hand to accommodate replacing and repairing all the
rubber gaskets and bushings that went bad while sitting for all those years.
Problem/Item: Vehicles for official use out in town.
Discussion: When we checked into Rota, we had no government vehicles that could go in town. This cost
thousands of dollars for rental vehicles.
Recommendation: Need to have specific vehicles slated for this purpose. We have augment units coming
in and out every two weeks as well as parts expediters. The money for rental vehicles could be better spent
elsewhere when we have 7 vans that are capable of doing the job.
Problem/Item: Materials for projects.
Discussion: Most of the projects spent a lot of time waiting on materials.
Recommendation: Although we did relieve a Reserve Battalion, they could be better trained in the proper
ways to manage materials and Alfa Company Operations.

BRAVO PLATOON
Problem/Item: Not enough personnel to complete TOA cycling tasking on time.
Discussion: With the workload of projects and camp maintenance, there weren’t always enough bodies for
TOA cycling.
Recommendation: Work with the B3 and the Shop’s Foreman to ensure there are adequate personnel
available for cycling on the days it is scheduled. Also, designate personnel from each shop to have cycling
as a collateral duty.
Problem/Item: TOA items such as shower units are hard to find if you are not familiar with the coding on
the shipping containers boxes.
Discussion: There is a code on each container that tells you what is in the box and where it is located in the
box.
Recommendation: Each person that will be working with the TOA needs to know how to read the codes so
they won’t have to have someone from MLO show them where things are each time they perform cycling.
Problem/Item: Alfa Platoon can get bogged down with their own work and not have time to stage
equipment for cycling.
Discussion: Alfa Platoon is always busy with inspections, training, projects, or maintenance and isn’t
always available to stage equipment on the days it needs to be cycled.
Recommendation: Make sure Alfa Platoon is notified ahead of time of which equipment needs to be cycled
on which days. Also have the Bravo types who will be performing the cycling obtain a 12K forklift license
to help Alfa Platoon move the equipment.

CHARLIE PLATOON
Problem/Item: Communication
Discussion: There isn’t ever enough communication wherever we go. There can never be enough word to
be passed out. Everyone needs to work on the communication skills and it will be beneficial to everything
that we do.
Recommendation: I think that people should ask all questions that come to mind to find out what a
situation involves. Many times people try to do a job or task without knowing what is really wanted.
There is too much guessing and not enough facts, and that causes re-work which costs money.
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Problem/Item: Planning
Discussion: At times it seemed as though we had too many people for the amount of work that we had and
at other times it seemed as though we never had enough people. Everyone always comes to Charlie
Company for working parties and such and we didn’t always have the people to give, but still did.
Recommendation: Priorities need to be set on deployment, working parties or projects? There were times
that Charlie Company was the only company at these working parties taking away from projects when
another company could have easily taken care of these working parties. Things should be thought through
before action is taken.

DETAIL ANDROS ISLAND
Problem/Item: MLO / Supply
Discussion: The contractor responsible for base support contracting is responsible for ordering, receiving,
and storing project materials, until Seabees request the materials. Some materials are on island for 9
months prior to commencing construction operations. On occasion the contractor borrows materials from
the Seabee project in order to support other Public Works projects.
Recommendation: Seabees should attempt to gain control of project materials, as soon as they arrive on
island.
Problem/Item: Project material delays
Discussion: Urgent material ordering and arrival can take as long as three months via barge and a monthand-a-half via the AUTEC plane. Typical two-week schedule is not enough advance notice for catching
and ordering items missed in the MTO-to-BM comparison.
Recommendation: Maintain an active 30-, 60-, & 90-day outlook on materials, with particular attention
being paid to the 45-60 day timeframe.
Problem/Item: CRANE SUPPORT
Discussion: The base support contractor only has two crane operators and three operable cranes. Due to
the operational tempo of AUTEC’s weapons test facilities, there were significant delays in obtaining lift
support. On multiple occasions, the crane and operator would show up on sight, without any prior
notification, and expect the Seabees to drop everything in order to conduct the lift.
Recommendation: Solution: Coordinate closely with Facilities Engineering in order to ensure adequate &
timely scheduling of crane support. Submit the required work order as far in advance as possible to ensure
lift support during the time frame requested.
Problem/Item: Information Technology Support
Discussion: Previously, IT support had been provided by Naval Stations Roosevelt Roads and
Guantanemo Bay. Currently, there is NO IT support for Seabees in Andros. The computers have begun to
fail and are not being replaced. Software has not been upgraded to NMCI standards. Immediate attempts
to try and establish on island “IT” support have been successful and with continued support from 22NCR’s
R6 shop and future funding the “IT” issue will be resolved.
Recommendation: Continue to push 22NCR for full “IT” support and AUTEC’s for localized support.
Problem/Item: Uniform Support
Discussion: The AUTEC retail store carries no uniform items.
Recommendation: Ensure all detachment personnel have a complete and serviceable sea bag prior to
deployment to Andros.
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DETAIL SIGONELLA
Problem/Item: Language Barrier
Discussion: The majority of items are procured locally. Not knowing how to speak at least a few words of
Italian makes it difficult to communicate with the Local Nationals while trying to purchase and expedite
materials. The camp 1NCD rep, Mr. Fiscella, was a big help with communication, but often was not able
to make trips out in town to pick up material.
Recommendation: The detail Expeditor should learn how to speak a few conversational words of Italian.
Problem/Item: Turnover
Discussion: Once we arrived in Sigonella, we had approximately three days to complete turnover. Camp
Olson is a large camp with a lot of CTR items, ARP, CESE, and shops.
Recommendation: Allow five days for turnover.
Problem/Item: Purchasing Consumables
Discussion: The Med Mall is changing contracts from GSA to DLA and there currently is not a large
selection of consumables.
Recommendation: Use the detail credit card to purchase items that can’t be found at the Med Mall from the
NEX until the changeover is complete.
Problem/Item: Travel Time to Jobsites
Discussion: Project sites located on NAS I are 20 minutes from camp. If one piece of material, tool, or
equipment is forgotten, job site production is impacted.
Recommendation: Project Supervisors and Crew Leaders must formulate a list of required tools, material,
and equipment during their two-week projections and review it at the end of each day to prepare for the
next day.
Problem/Item: Accurate Planning and Estimating
Discussion: Materials were underestimated multiple times. The wait time delays the project and taxes
support personnel with multiple supply runs.
Recommendation: Double check estimations and get a second / third opinion. Project coverage of materials
half way through the activity.
Problem/Item: CESE Availability
Discussion: The CESE here is extremely old and some of it has not been used in a while. CESE would
work fine when op-tested in the camp, and then would often fail at the job site when a load was put on it.
Recommendation: When op-testing and cycling equipment in camp, find ways to put it under stress.

DETAIL SOUDA BAY
Problem/Item: Redline prints for CR4-891
Discussion: During the 9 year life of this project, (from conception to completion), it changed from its
original purpose (sewage treatment facility) and location. Location change did not include redline
elevation drawings or plot plan. Building floor plan changed to include an office that wasn't on original
design. Undocumented changes lead to confusion and misunderstandings that ultimately result in project
delays.
Recommendation: On turnover projects, provide accurate as built drawings.
Problem/Item: Documentation
Discussion: Undocumented changes, verbal contracts and cocktail napkin sketches, although expedient,
make it difficult to verify quality product.
Recommendation: Use the proper channels for all changes and print clarification, ie. ROICC, PW
Engineering, OPS etc.
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Problem/Item: CESE Availability
Discussion: The Souda Bay site does not have sufficient equipment resources to support project tasking.
Often projects are delayed due to the frequent breaking of antiquated equipment. If an outside contract is
required for activities such as excavation, we are left to the scheduling of the contractor.
Recommendation: Assuming that NSA Souda Bay is as strategically vital to national security as led to
believe, equipment such as the excavator should be replaced with newer equipment from live storage.
Problem/Item: MLO/Material Ordering and Crossing Fiscal Years
Discussion: Crossing fiscal years creates numerous problems for projects waiting on materials.
Revalidating BMs numerous times is unnecessary and causes delays in material procurement.
Recommendation: Place orders for materials listed on the 30/60/90 day lists and revalidate the BM at the
60-day window. If a project’s 60 day window is going to fall in the last one or two months of a fiscal year,
revalidate BM immediately and get materials on order.
Problem/Item: Concrete and Soils Testing
Discussion: Currently all concrete break tests have to be sent out to a local contractor. This sometimes
takes up to three days to get results. In instances such as wall, column, and overhead pours, this could cost
a day of construction. Compaction testing is another issue. There is no contractor on island that has the
capability of conducting a nuclear densitometer test. Therefore, a sand cone test is required. Scheduling
this around the availability of the one local lab is a concern.
Recommendation: Augment this site with a soils lab kit and include a qualified EA in the detail manning.
Problem/Item: Host Nation Approval, (HNA)
Discussion: When HNA is not ready at the start of construction, the project starts off behind schedule.
Playing catch up is all but impossible when other factors such as weather and reliability of equipment
already have a major impact on project completion. Tracking, or trying to acquire a HNA should not fall
on the shoulders of the incoming unit.
Recommendation: Host Nation ROICC should provide written approval, with approved for construction
plans, all the way up to the 1NCD level. This would help alleviate tasking an incoming unit with a project
not yet approved by the Host Nation.
Problem/Item: Excavation Permits
Discussion: An excavation permit is a vital piece of documentation. With a properly approved excavation
permit and accurate site markings, excavation can be accomplished safely and without costly mishaps. A
properly approved excavation permit SHOULD be viewed and signed by ALL parties concerned, ie.
communications, water, electrical, etc., not just by the Con Rep who has a good idea as to the whereabouts
of every utility on base.
Solution: Never start an excavation without an approved permit and properly marked job site. Confirm
with the local engineering shop that the area is cleared for excavation.
Problem/Item: Specialty Items, i.e. Ballistic Glass
Discussion: A project requiring specially constructed products must have adequate specifications.
Countless weeks went by just trying to get clarification as to what a level 5 blast proof glass is. These were
weeks that could have been used to submit the purchase request for the windows and doors.
Recommendation: Provide specifications that are sufficient enough to do a proper purchase request.
Problem/Item: Concrete Request
Discussion: Knee jerk concrete requests do not allow supply sufficient time to make necessary
arrangements. The provider in this area has limited assets and therefore proper planning is of the utmost
importance.
Recommendation: Plan work properly, use two-week schedules and the level III to make proper
arrangements for items such as concrete and pump trucks.
Problem/Item: Material Procurement
Discussion: Being unfamiliar with construction nomenclature and terminology, material procurement
possesses certain challenges. When requests are received with vague line item descriptions, this causes
unnecessary delays in ordering material.
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Recommendation: All material requests should be submitted with accurate descriptions, forwarded through
the proper chain of command, and reviewed carefully by both QC and OPS. This will greatly reduce the
need for clarification and will therefore speed up the process of procurement.
Problem/Item: OPTAR
Discussion: OPTAR funding, whether for camp maintenance or for projects, is often not released in a
timely manner to be available at the turn of the quarter or during FY transitions. Unforeseen delays in
funding often result in unnecessary construction and maintenance delays.
Recommendation: Monies for project material such as concrete and pump trucks should be obligated prior
to the FY transition. Additionally, camp maintenance material such as filters, light bulbs, and ballasts
should be ordered in advance in sufficient quantities to always have on hand.

SUPPLY
Problem/Item: Camp continuing services.
Discussion: It was confusing to deal with the different continuing services that were to be set up at the
beginning of each fiscal year. Information on records was very limited, and coordination between base
comptrollers and Camp Mitchell supply was not ready for the new fiscal year just three weeks after
turnover.
Recommendation: Money for continuing services should be handled by 1NCD’s permanent SK in
coordination with the Camp Czar. Money should be managed via FASTDATA, so that even if a battalion
is just arriving within weeks of the new fiscal year, services would not be interrupted or go into the red.
Problem/Item: Transportation from Norfolk.
Discussion: Under Priority 5, all items shipped from Gulfport to Camp took close to 120 days to be
received at Camp Mitchell. To make matters worse, FISC Norfolk made the transition to a new cargo
processing contractor, and delayed a number of shipments even longer.
Recommendation: Battalions deployed to Camp Mitchell should have an SK (must be E-5 or higher) to
serve as liaison between the deployed battalion and FISC Norfolk. The liaison can then help move material
and consumables from FISC to the waterfront or air terminal. Material could be multi-packed, or items can
be expedited locally and shipped to site via air cargo, thereby taking advantage of the daily flights from
Norfolk to Spain. Space “A” for our cargo can be utilized only if there are personnel ready to act 24/7.
Problem/Item: Spanish language.
Discussion: Expeditors, credit card holders, and receiving personnel would be much more effective for the
battalion if they speak the local language.
Recommendation: We would look into the possibility and requirements of providing language proficiency
pay for these individuals, and make sure they fulfill all requirements prior to deployment.
Problem/Item: Uniforms for expeditors.
Discussion: On deployment, civilian clothes are very limited per person. However as expeditors conduct
their professional business, they are representing the US military to the local population and should be seen
in more than jeans and a t-shirt.
Recommendation: Order the same type of working uniforms as galley personnel while in homeport, giving
them a more professional look when conducting business in the local economy. Uniform should include a
collared knit shirt and sturdy khaki trousers.

Problem/Item: Supply vehicle.
Discussion: It was difficult to obtain a permanent vehicle to go out in town and/or receive and ship large
cargo items.
Recommendation: The Supply Department should lease or contract outside transportation to ensure that all
supply emergencies can be completed 24/7.
Problem/Item: Certification of TOA containers and ensuring they are qualified for transport.
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Discussion: Our MLO Financials SK served as container inspector as a collateral duty. It is essential that
all containers are inspected, ensuring that the decal sticker is within regulations since the container’s last
inspection.
Recommendation: If decal sticker has expired, then only certified personnel can re-inspect and replace a
new decal sticker. The decal shows the new month and year of when the container will be due for its next
inspection, and certifies the container up to its expiration date. At least two certified container inspectors
are recommended for a deployed construction battalion.
Problem/Item: TOA Manager as a collateral duty.
Discussion: With a det filling a main body site, I could not dedicate enough time and effort towards
managing the TOA.
Recommendation: The TOA Manager needs to be a primary (full-time) assignment.
Problem/Item: Ordering TOA shorts and deferred items.
Discussion: Items ordered by previous battalions through the supply system arrived without any
identifying documentation as to which assembly or container the item was intended for.
Recommendation: TOA shorts and deferred items need to be ordered and annotated with its particular core,
facility, assembly, sequence, and box information.

MLO
Problem/Item: MLO training on how the supply system works for MLO staff and crew leaders.
Discussion: While the MLO course provided in homeport teaches how to receive, store, issue materials,
and maintain records and files, nothing was taught about procedures for generating original and add-on /
reorder BMs, getting vendor quotes, or ordering materials. The whole ordering process was passed down
from the previous battalion. This slowed down material procurement for the first few months. It is not just
the MLO and supply side of the house that should know exactly how the supply process works, but also the
crew leaders and job supervisors as well.
Recommendation: More in-depth classes need to be given not only to the MLO staff, but also to the crew
leaders and job supervisors. Everybody would then be on the same level and have an idea of what is going
on. It would be easy for personnel with MLO experience or a seasoned Storekeeper to teach a few classes
this homeport.
Problem/Item: Construction Battalions generating BMs.
Discussion: P&E crews are doing MTO’s from prints for future projects and turning them in to MLO to
create BM’s and get quotes. Inexperienced personnel gave vague material descriptions and listed the
wrong material or quantity required, resulting in untimely submission to 22NCR with numerous validation
issues.
Recommendation: 22NCR (R35) or local PWD engineers should generate BM’s in conjunction with the
projects prints and specs for both CONUS and local procurement of materials. Construction Battalions
should then bounce their independent MTO’s against the Regiment’s BM’s to determine the add-ons or
reorders.

COMMUNICATIONS
Problem/Item: Applying for HF frequencies.
Discussion: Was unaware that the camp was not assigned HF frequencies. Had to apply to the Spanish
Government to have frequencies assigned. This is a very lengthy process that is taking over four months to
get permanently assigned frequencies.
Recommendation: Once relieving battalion arrives, continue tracking progress until assignment is
approved.
Problem/Item: Inaccurate ISD inventory.
Discussion: Turnover produced incomplete/inaccurate computer asset inventory.
Recommendation: Conducted camp inventory, brought it up to speed, and maintained accountability.
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Problem/Item: FreqHop data not available.
Discussion: Camp Mitchell was not setup to use FreqHop.
Recommendation: Until a FreqHop is made for the Camp frequencies, Single Channel will have to be used.
Problem/Item: Comm inventory.
Discussion: There is no record of any gear that has been sent to the desert.
Recommendation: No matter who takes what where, a complete inventory needs to be upheld.
Problem/Item: Shop Condition.
Discussion: Both the communication and ISD shops were in terrible condition.
Recommendation: Keep the shops clean and organized. Make it part of the daily routine.
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TASK FORCE SIERRA
Problem/Item: Electrical Distribution / Load Planning
Discussion: Working on major facility construction without an engineered electrical infrastructure plan, to
include expansion capabilities.
Recommendation: Work with the client to resource support for an engineered electrical distribution grid to
accommodate the known concept.
Problem/Item: Flexible / Shifting Priorities
Discussion: When working for Special Operations Forces, missions and priorities can change quickly.
Recommendation: Although numerous changes to designs and priorities of work lead to time and monies
wasted, we need to remain flexible, keep focus on the main effort, and adjust accordingly. Keep the client
informed of how changes will affect the cost and completion date so they can use that in their decision
making process.
Problem/Item: Tools and Equipment
Discussion: MC and MCA tool kit assemblies did not contain the actual tools required. Kits did not have
simple items such as tape measures, hammers, and other off the shelf items.
Recommendation: NCF must be more aggressive / engaged with MPF pack-up inventories to identify these
shortages prior to use.
Problem/Item: Cordless Equipment
Discussion: Supplement TOA with cordless power tools, i.e. drills and saws.
Recommendation: NCF needs to outfit kit assemblies with this equipment.
Problem/Item: Temporary Power Generation
Discussion: NMCBs deploy to theaters with different power requirements. US standards are 120/208 V,
60 Hz while European and Middle East areas operate on 220/416 V, 50 Hz power requirements.
Recommendation: NCF needs to task tailor specific pack ups to include temporary power generation for
these areas. Having specific assemblies with 220/416 V, 3 prong capabilities will allow the deployable
NMCB to procure local items (lighting, ADP, power tools) for use.
Problem/Item: Communication Capabilities
Discussion: Today’s deployable NMCB needs more than the current TOA assets to communicate
effectively.
Recommendation: NCF needs to provide or support deployable operations with advanced technology. The
use of NIPR/SIPR is a must in this current age. Both deployable NIPR and SIPR computer systems are
needed to effectively communicate.
Problem/Item: Communication and Computers
Discussion: No logistics cell went forward with the pre-AP to the ISP to establish base line comms and
computers with NIPR and SIPR capability. Without this, follow on groups to the ISP had little to no
contact with the pre-AP that had already moved forward. Planning was impacted and information could
not be exchanged efficiently for three to four days.
Recommendation: When the pre-AP launches forward to the AOR, a small logistics cell to two to four
personnel needs to move forward to the ISP to establish at a minimum, SIPR capability to exchange
information for gear requirements and planning purposes.
Problem/Item: Disk Drives
Discussion: Dolch laptops do not have floppy drives attached. CDs are not recommended due to the high
amount of dust and sand that accumulates.
Recommendation: All senior leadership and essential personnel should be issued a USB memory stick. As
such, each Dolch workstation should have a 4-7 port USB hub to facilitate file sharing between individuals.
A second memory stick should be provided to those personnel who routinely access secret information.
Problem/Item: Bottled Water
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Discussion: Large bottles of water were often wasted because personnel would not want to carry them
around and would not drink the entire thing at one time.
Recommendation: Order smaller bottles of water to reduce waste. We had 0.65 L bottles that worked well.
Problem/Item: Class IV Delivery
Discussion: Orders were placed with several sources with expected delivery dates. Given the threat levels
on the road, the SSAs were not stocked as planned and vendors were often delayed or turned back.
Recommendation: Exercise multiple Class IV sources to mitigate risks to deliveries caused by the threat
situation.
Problem/Item: Supply Personnel
Discussion: We had too many supply personnel on the detail in that we re-deployed from Rota and
planned for the worst-case scenario.
Recommendation: The following supply department personnel are recommended to efficiently support a
250 man combat construction detachment: S4, SKC/SK1, SK2/SK3, SKSN, PC, CS, SH.
Problem/Item: 782 Gear
Discussion: We did not bring any extra 782 gear. The CIF had a sufficient supply of DUUs and non-steel
toed desert boots, but limited 782 gear.
Recommendation: Bring extra 782 gear, particularly steel-toed boots. Such gear became required due to
wear and tear or theft/negligence.
Problem/Item: Uniform Items
Discussion: We did not bring an extra hardhats or DUU insignias.
Recommendation: Bring extra green/white hardhats, to include a sufficient supply of stickers and insignia.
Remember to include hardhats for visitors and VIPs. Also bring extra DUU insignias, to include rank/rate,
warfare devices, and Seabee pockets. Embroidery services were available at the PX, but they did not stock
Naval devices.
Problem/Item: DHL Shipping
Discussion: In order to ship via DHL, you must first establish an account through base resource
management. The application process can take up to a month.
Recommendation: Submit all required paperwork and request DHL account as soon as possible in order to
take advantage of their trackable shipping services.
Problem/Item: Base Supply Accounts
Discussion: All accounts and services available on base require a delegation letter (DA Form 1687) and
assumption of command letter to be submitted first.
Recommendation: Draft the DA Form 1687’s and obtain copies of the assumption of command letter prior
to visiting. Maintain a stockpile of delegation and command letters in order to avoid delays and return
trips.
Problem/Item: Supply Forms
Discussion: Supply forms are not easily accessible or available. The detail site required DA forms for the
majority of Supply transactions.
Recommendation: Obtain and distribute electronic copies of commonly used supply forms (1250s, 1114s,
etc) for internal use. DRMO requires a 1348 to drop off or receive material. Become familiar with DA
forms, particularly DA Form 2765-1 (requisition), DA Form 1687 (delegation), and DA Form 2062
(Custody). Download “Fedforms” to retrieve government forms from the internet.
Problem/Item: NSNs and TOA Research
Discussion: There are limited resources for investigating NSNs, nomenclatures, and descriptions for items
in the TOA and supply system.
Recommendation: Establish “one touch” accounts for personnel in CTR, MLO, Supply, and ARP to gain
access to vital supply system information.
Problem/Item: Limited Sources of Supply
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Discussion: Our location had limited sources of supply.
Recommendation: Develop and maintain a strong reach-back plan with Camp Moreell, mainbody, etc.
Utilize the on-base DHL hub to track and receive vital shipments from your reach-back point. Make
liaison with Third Country National (TCN) vendors for locally procured, off-base supplies.
Problem/Item: Haircuts
Discussion: We did not bring an SH to provide haircuts. The barbershop at our location was on the other
side of the base and typically had a long wait time.
Recommendation: Construct and operate a camp barbershop manned by either an SH or a qualified barber.
Problem/Item: Postal Services
Discussion: There is currently not a sufficient working space for the postal clerk. The PC must have a
securable storage area for boxes/mail received, as well as org gear and mailing supplies.
Recommendation: Provide a non-configured tricon for Postal operations. Construct a wooden customer
service window/counter within the tricon.
Problem/Item: Entertainment Services
Discussion: There are limited sources of entertainment available at our site.
Recommendation: Subscribe to popular magazines that will be delivered to the Battalion. Obtain an AFN
decoder to view television programming in the MWR facility and the COC. Contract with internet/phone
providers to set up and internet and phone center. Procure sporting equipment that can be checked out from
MWR.
Problem/Item: Container Packing
Discussion: Some boxes were crammed into the containers sideways or on end and a few had the skids
removed to make them fit in the container, in an effort of reduce the total number of containers required.
This made it extremely difficult to unpack, especially when these boxes weighed in excess of 1000 pounds.
Some boxes were damaged or completely fell apart trying to get them out.
Recommendation: Large or heavy boxes should be placed into the containers so that they can be removed
with the 4k forklift. The skids should never be removed. And all boxes should be banded.
Problem/Item: Tool Kit Boxes
Discussion: Tool kits were not packed in kit boxes with hinged lids and hasps. Hinges, hasps and locks
had to be purchased in order to properly secure issued tool kits.
Recommendation: All kit boxes should come ready to issue.
Problem/Item: Assembly Inventories
Discussion: Assemblies and tool kits only had an “as packed” inventory in the box, which made it difficult
to get full accountability of shorts for tool kits and assemblies.
Recommendation: A copy of the tool kit inventory and an “as packed” inventory should be furnished with
each assembly along with a master inventory file from the Inventory Management System and an SKO for
each core of the TOA. Also ensure electronic copies of these are available.
Problem/Item: Overall TOA Knowledge
Discussion: Only a few personnel are aware of what is actually packed in each core of the TOA and most
don’t know the assembly and facility numbers of what they need. This made it difficult to locate the items
they required.
Recommendation: More personnel need to attend TOA Familiarization course during homeport training.
At a minimum, all E6 and above should attend.
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RMKS/1. THE PELICANS WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND OUR SINCERE APPRECIATION
TO THE SEABEES OF DET SENEGAL FOR YOUR FIRST RATE SUPPORT PROVIDED
TO OUR AIRCREWS AND MAINTENANCE TEAM DURING VP-45'S TWO-MONTH
DETACHMENT TO DAKAR, SENEGAL, IN SUPPORT OF JTF-LIBERIA.
PAGE 02 RHHMMFA2615 UNCLAS
2. ESPECIALLY IMPRESSIVE WERE THE TREMENDOUS PATRIOTISM AND "CAN-DO"
ATTITUDE THAT LTJG SHINKA AND BUC SMITH DISPLAYED BY ALLOWING THE
USE OF STORAGE CONTAINERS AND EQUIPMENT TO SET UP A USEABLE WORKING
SPACE FOR OUR MAINTENANCE DETACHMENT. ON MULTIPLE OCCASIONS, CM3
PIASECKI PROVIDED INVALUABLE FORKLIFT SUPPORT, ASSISTING IN
MOVEMENT, LOADING AND UNLOADING OF HEAVY PARTS AND EQUIPMENT.
WITHOUT THIS CRITICAL SUPPORT, OUR AIRCRAFT WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE
TO MAINTAIN THE HIGH STATE OF READINESS WE ENJOYED IN SENEGAL.
3. IT'S ALWAYS A PLEASURE TO WORK WITH SUCH A FINE TEAM OF
PROFESSIONALS. THANKS FOR A JOB WELL DONE, CDR FITZGERALD, CO SENDS.
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